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1 Introduction 
In 2007, the AVEA project proposal called for a new research effort into “so-called virtual 

property, artificially scarce digital objects that have rapidly become a viable business model for 

software products and online services.” Gold farmers and real-money traders in massively-
multiplayer online games had recently broken into popular consciousness. There was an 

expectation that virtual economies were going to continue to expand in one way or the other. 

Helsinki Institute for Information Technology HIIT and the Finnish interactive media industry 

had already had a good start in grasping the phenomenon thanks to some successful early 

ventures and research projects. Now was a time to push on and take part in creating the next 

wave of the phenomenon. 

The AVEA project plan put forward the following research questions: What drives the value of 

virtual goods and how can we model it? How can we measure economic activity in virtual economies? How can the 

virtual economy model be extended to new platforms and non-gaming applications? These questions reflect the 

fact that while significant revenues were already being made in the virtual goods business, there 

was no comprehensive understanding of why the goods were so valuable, and whether some 

opportunities for value creation remained unexploited. Edward Castronova at the University of 

Indiana was putting forward GDP estimates for virtual economies, but game operators were not 

convinced that tools from national economies were the correct ones for managing virtual 
economies. Furthermore, while the prevailing virtual economies at the time were massively-

multiplayer online games, we were questioning whether the same principles could not be adapted 

for other platforms and purposes, such as mobile and serious applications. 

During the three years that then followed, virtual goods, currencies and economies saw almost 

explosive growth on the Western market. Virtual goods sales became the dominant revenue 
model for online and especially social games, and many game developers referenced the 

publications of this well-timed project in designing their offerings. Virtual economies not 

involving real money also increased in complexity, and the project yielded an alternative to GDP 

for measuring them. The development of mobile virtual economy prototypes during the first 

project year heralded the eventual commercial breakthrough of the virtual goods model in mobile 

gaming applications, although this breakthrough did not happen in Finland. 

This report is intended to provide an overview of the main research streams in the project and 

their key outcomes. Following the structure established by the research questions in the project 

plan, the report is organised into three sections: Value, Measuring and Applications. Each section 

contains three chapters that address the research questions from different angles by summarising 

work conducted in the project. Each chapter is also prefaced by a one-page summary. 

The project resulted in no less than 20 scholarly publications, including articles and papers 

published in some of the leading venues of digital social sciences and HCI research. One PhD 

thesis and a total of four Master’s theses were completed during the project. A number of 

manuscripts are also still being worked on. This is a significant volume of publications for a 

three-year research project with a core team of only a handful of researchers. In part it reflects 

the fact that digital scarcity is a novel research topic, and is taking by surprise some academic 

disciplines still grappling with the implications of digital abundance. HIIT and the individual 

researchers involved in the project are now exceptionally well positioned to continue work on 
these topics. 
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Furthermore, AVEA’s publication success also certainly reflects the project’s strong element of 

international collaboration. HIIT’s main partner in the project was the Distributed and 

Ubiquitous Computing Laboratory at Waseda University, Tokyo, lead by professor Tatsuo 

Nakajima. Thanks to professor Nakajima’s team’s expertise in pervasive technologies, serious 

games and realistic prototyping, we were able to conduct applied research and user studies that 

were published in such venues as the prestigious ACM International Conference on Ubiquitous 

Computing. As part of the project, we also developed the Virtual Economy Research Network 

into an even more prominent hub and forged new international links that are already proving 

their value in follow-up research initiatives. 

We would like to express our strong gratitude to the companies that took part in the AVEA 

consortium: Nokia, CCP Games, SWelcom and EveryPlay. CCP provided us with unprecedented 

access to a virtual economy data set that continues to yield results in follow-up research, for 

which we are very thankful. Finally, we would like to express our extreme gratitude to the Finnish 

Funding Agency for Technology and Innovation Tekes, for their crucial support in the form of 

funding as well as networks and advice, without which the project would not have been possible. 

On behalf of the project team, 

Kai Huotari 

project manager 

Vili Lehdonvirta 

editor 

7 June 2010 
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Section I: Value 

 

2 Understanding consumer demand 
for virtual goods 
Vili Lehdonvirta 

Why do people spend real money on game items, virtual currencies and other virtual goods? This 

question is central for businesses seeking to benefit from the phenomenon, as well as for 

developers aiming to utilise the persuasive allure of virtual goods for other ends. It is also part of 

the general question of what kind of impact information and communication technologies are 

having on society. 

In popular discussions, virtual goods are often seen as illusory, unreal or even “nonexistent”. 

They are contrasted with “real” goods, which are smart, useful and valuable. But a review of 

social scientific literature on consumption shows that people buy material goods for a multitude 

of reasons, and it is difficult to say whether most of them are really smart or “rational”. 

Commonly consumption is associated with the satisfaction of needs, such as need for food and 

shelter. In reality, we consume much more than needed by any objective measure, and in ways 

that do not always contribute to safety or well-being. Consumption behaviour is easier to 

understand if we look at it as a way of signaling one’s position in society and fulfilling obligations 

towards others; as a vehicle for experiences and expression; and as a tool for addressing arbitrary 

goals, often constructed by marketing. For example, there would hardly be a market for business 

suits and neckties had they not become a mark of a businessman, a mandatory dress in many 

business occasions, and a tool for boosting self-confidence. In physiological terms, the necktie 

and the fancy suit are unnecessary and uncomfortable. 

Interviews, surveys and observations of online game players and virtual world participants 

conducted in the project show that virtual goods are acquired for the same physiologically 

frivolous yet sociologically serious reasons. Habbo users use virtual furniture to express and 

impress, EVE Online players find powerful ships and components vital for their arbitrarily 

determined goals, and participants in Cyworld send virtual birthday gifts to each other to fulfil 

social norms. As a result, there is demand for virtual goods in these environments. When 

demand interacts with supply on a market, a price is formed – measured either in time that 

participants must invest to obtain a good, or increasingly, in real money. This is the economic 

value of virtual goods: just as and only as real as the economic value of material goods. The 

supposed inferiority of virtual goods stems from the fact that they only exist inside digital 

environments, but by the same token, material goods only exist in pockets of the material 

environment – while more and more aspects of human life are going digital. 

The chapter below presents a sociological account of the different roles virtual goods play in 

people’s lives, which acts as a foundation for understanding their business and design. 
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Introduction 
Virtual consumption is not a new phenomenon. Isolated cases of virtual assets being traded for 

real money can be traced back to the MUDs of the 1980s. Organised real-money trading began 

around 1999, when players of Ultima Online, EverQuest and Lineage began to trade their game 

possessions with other players on Internet auction sites. Habbo, a popular online hangout aimed 

at teenagers, has been selling virtual goods to its Western users since 2000. Korean hangout 

Cyworld opened in 1999 with a similar revenue model. However, it is not until the last few years 

that virtual consumption has become a mainstream phenomenon in the sense that mainstream 

Internet users can buy virtual goods in mainstream Internet services such as Facebook. 

To get a sense of the commercial significance of virtual consumption, let us place it in context on 

two dimensions. The first dimension is its market size compared to two other modes of 

consumer oriented digital commerce: online retail and online advertising. The second dimension 

is geographical area. In industry discussions, the global virtual goods market is usually framed in 

terms of two major market areas: the “Western market” and the “Asian market” (Allison 2008; 

Lehtiniemi & Lehdonvirta 2007). The Western market is understood to include North America 

and Europe, while the Asian market usually mainly refers to Korea, China and Japan. Virtual 

consumer behaviour is seen as differing considerably between these areas due to technological, 

cultural and historical factors (Allison 2008). 

To illustrate the relative magniture of online retail, online advertising and virtua consumption in 

these two market areas, Table 1 presents revenue figures from Korea, China and the United 

States. Two points are apparent in these figures. The first is that compared to traditional online 

shopping, virtual consumption is a significantly smaller market. This is particularly the case in the 

United States, home of the Internet and the leading market in the two previous waves of online 

consumption. The second point of note is that in Korea and China, virtual goods sales actually 

exceed those of the United States, despite them being smaller economies. Moreover, in Korea 

and China, virtual goods sales exceed online advertising revenues and are not quite as dwarfed by 

online retail revenues as they are in the United States. 

These observations support the thesis, common among observers of virtual goods trade (e.g., 

Castronova 2005, p. 122), that the third wave of online consumption sees Asia in the leading role 

while the Western market follows. The figures in Table 1 are for 2006, which is the most recent 

year for which full data was available, but more recent industry estimates suggest that virtual 

goods sales have grown while maintaining the East-West pattern (Plus Eight Star 2009). 

Currently being pioneered in the Asian market is the idea of accessing virtual goods through 

mobile devices, which presents a first step in taking virtual goods out of the online context and 

into physical social situations. According to Nojima, Japanese DeNA Corporation sells 

approximately 8 million U.S. Dollars worth of virtual items for mobile phones per month 

(Nojima 2008, p. 7). 
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Table 1. 2006 total revenues from virtual goods, online advertising and online retail in Korea, 

China and the U.S. (billions of U.S. Dollars)1 

 

 Korea China U.S. 

Virtual goods 1.1 a 0.9 a 0.3 a 

Online advertising 0.7 b 0.6 c 16.8 d 

Online retail 14.3 e 2.5 f 146.4 g 

 

Why this sudden rise in virtual consumption? Many theorists have seen consumption as a type of 

social behaviour that is linked to social status within the bounds of some social aggregate. Social 

aggregates can exist in computer-mediated spaces, from small virtual communities to massive 

online social worlds. In this chapter, I analyse results from empirical studies to show how virtual 

consumption can be seen as social behaviour within these computer-mediated social aggregates, 

and how it displays many of the same forms and patterns that conventional modes of 

consumption have been seen to follow in offline social worlds.  

Crisis in a tradit ional online economy 
The first genre of online services where real-money trading began in a significant volume were 

so-called massively-multiplayer online role-playing games (MMORPGs) launched in the late 

1990s. In the Western market, the leading titles in this sense were Ultima Online and EverQuest, 

whereas in the Asian market, the leading title was Lineage followed by Ragnarok Online. All 

these games are set in a medieval fantasy world, and in each game, the player’s task, in very 

simple terms, is to undertake a “heroic journey” (Bartle 2003, p. 434): a classic story of struggle 

and personal growth where the protagonist, the player’s avatar, starts from almost nothing and 

gradually, over many months of gameplay, fights their way to wealth and superhuman prowess. A 

key game mechanic in these games is that the avatar’s possessions and prowess increase in 

proportion to the amount of time the player spends in active engagement with the game 

environment. This results in a pattern of play known as grinding: undertaking repetitive tasks 

over and over again, for dozens of hours, in order to obtain gradual increases in items and skill 

points. It is perhaps not surprising that many commentators as well as players themselves 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1 Sources for the revenue figures: 

a: Lehtiniemi & Lehdonvirta (2007) (estimates). b: Internet Marketing Council of Korea 

(http://www.highbeam.com/doc/1G1-158576302.html). c: Analysys International 

(http://www.imnewswatch.com/archives/2006/09/analysys_intern_2.html) (estimate). d: IAB & PwC 

(http://www.iab.net/press_release/5124). e: Korean National Statistical Office 

(http://www.gobizkorea.com/popup/notice_view.jsp?id=1175583701864). f: eMarketer 

(http://www.emarketer.com/Reports/All/Em_b2c_ecom_asia_feb07.aspx). g: Forrester Research 

(http://blogs.zdnet.com/ITFacts/?p=12787). 
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compare this aspect of MMORPG gameplay to work (e.g., Yee 2006a; Grimes 2006, pp. 982-

985). 

By obtaining virtual wealth and prowess players reap “material” benefits such as the ability to 

dominate in fights against other players. But the most interesting consequence of this design is 

that it becomes possible to “read” whether a player is a casual adventurer or a dedicated fan who 

“works” the game for dozens of hours per week simply by looking at the strength and 

possessions of the avatar they are controlling. In other words, the avatar is a sign that points to 

the player’s position in what has been termed the “achievement hierarchy” (Lehdonvirta 2005). 

Those at the top of the hierarchy not only enjoy the “material” benefits of their possessions, but 

also claim competence and authority in forum discussions and debates touching on topics such 

as what constitutes legitimate play and how should the game be developed in the future. 

The usual moral interpretation of the achievement hierarchy is that players who have “worked” 

the game so intensely obviously deserve the virtual fruits of their labour, in analogy to the 

Lockean labour-desert theory (Lehdonvirta 2005). Furthermore, that they and their opinions 

should deserve the respect and esteem of other players and perhaps even developers is not 

simply a bid for seniocracy but a reasoned argument for meritocracy: as the most experienced of 

the players, they should be the most knowledgeable and therefore in the best position to offer 

guidance. Thus legitimised, the achievement hierarchy along which players must work to climb 

was the stable backbone of the economy and social structure of the early MMORPGs. 

But very soon, or in some cases from the very start of the game, this idyll was unsettled by so-

called secondary markets. Some of the high-ranking individuals, tired of the game or in need to 

money, decided to offer their virtual possessions and avatars for sale at sites like eBay. This 

evolved to a veritable cottage industry of brokers, dealers and producers, many of them 

professional, vividly described in Julian Dibbell’s Play Money (2006). As a result, it was now 

possible for any player, no matter how experienced or inexperienced, dedicated or casual, to 

obtain high-ranking avatars and possessions simply by purchasing them from a website. Virtual 

goods were commodified. 

Many players expressed horror at this situation (Lehdonvirta 2005): markets were seen as 

“cheating”, because they allowed anyone to enjoy the benefits of rank without first going through 

the necessary hardships; moreover, when this happens in a large scale, the traditional link 

between achievement and avatar is broken, and it becomes impossible to “read” a persons social 

status from their possessions. While commodification preserved the material function of virtual 

goods, it was stripping them of their meaning. Thus many players demanded, and many of the 

developers granted, rules against the purchasing of virtual goods. Trading remained permissible 

in Ultima Online, but in EverQuest became an offense for which one’s account could be 

terminated. This prohibition remains, and is to varying degrees enforced, in many of today’s 

popular MMO games. 

The events described above read like a classic story of the destructive effects of markets on 

traditional social order, recalling Marxist criticisms of commodification as well as Adorno’s 

longing for original values. The strict prohibition of real-money trading presents itself as a brave 

stand against colonisation by markets and for the conservation of better, more original values. 

But the story described above also facilitates an alternative interpretation, one with almost 

opposite moral implications. Legal scholar Joshua Fairfield has used the phrase “time 
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aristocracy” to refer to the players in the upper strata of the achievement hierarchy, drawing 

attention to the fact that they are privileged in the sense of being able to spend a lot of time in 

the game environment (Lehdonvirta 2007). This can be contrasted with “money aristocracy”, 

individuals with more money but less time at their disposal. The traditional MMORPG is ruled 

by the time aristocracy, because they are the only ones with the necessary resources to reach the 

top of the hierarchy. The introduction of markets has a democratising effect, as it allows access 

to those resources by the money aristocracy. From this perspective, the prohibition against 

virtual goods purchases presents itself as a sumptuary law designed to uphold traditional order by 

controlling lower classes’ consumption. 

The idea of the real-money trading controversy as a struggle between time aristocracy and money 

aristocracy is lent some support by an unpublished survey-based study of MMORPG players, 

where it was found that older respondents were much more likely to purchase virtual goods than 

younger respondents (Yee 2005). The most traditional computer game players are young people 

and students who are able to dedicate significant time to their hobby, but gaming is also 

increasingy popular among the working adult population. In a series of surveys of MMORPG 

players, the players’ median age was found to be 25 years and upper quartile 32 years (Yee 

2006b). On the other hand, phrasing the situation in terms of class struggle perhaps makes it 

sound more consequential than it really is. MMORPGs are usually designed in such a way that 

players who wish to play together have to have avatars of approximately the same level of 

prowess. If working adults wish to spend time playing with their children (as described by e.g., 

Taylor 2006, pp. 52-56), they must make purchases to keep up with the youngers’ pace. 

Finally, it is interesting to note that the conflict over virtual goods markets is more of an issue in 

the Western market than it is in the East-Asian market. In China, Korea and Japan, virtual goods 

transactions are not uncontroversial, but they are more commonplace and developers have 

adapted their game designs and business models around the practice (Huhh 2008; Nojima 2007). 

Virtual goods transactions are also sometimes embedded in other social and business 

relationships. Chinese “trans-game megaguilds” feud over such things as market shares in the 

mass-production of MMORPG goods. In Korea, Huhh (2008) traces virtual goods transactions 

to small businesses’ marketing practices: 

[R]eal-money trading [...] originated from the promotional strategies of PC bangs 

[gaming cafés]. In 2000, as the competition among PC bangs increasingly intensified, 

some invented promotional tools for attracting customers. One such promotional 

activity was the purchase of in-game items from their expert customers to entice new 

customers. Thus the birth and rise of RMT in Korea directly resulted from local trading 

between PC bang owners and their visitors. [...] Around 2001, some PC bangs started 

turning themselves into so-called gold farming shops that specialized in making in-game 

items for RMT. Because many players were on the receiving end of RMT, the trend was 

viewed favorably, which undoubtedly ensured the prospering of RMT. (Huhh 2008, pp. 

31-32) 

In recent years, Western MMO operators have increasingly warmed up to the idea of markets 

where virtual goods can be purchased for real money. World of Warcraft remains strictly against 

real-money trading, but the sequel to EverQuest has an official marketplace for such transactions 

on some servers. Moreover, many MMOs, casual gaming sites and social games are now selling 

virtual goods to their users themselves, as an alternative to the old subscription fee -based 
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method of reaping revenues. In these services, the traditional economy of the MMORPGs is 

largely replaced by the market economy. The next section examines what implications this has 

for the social meaning of virtual goods. 

Jockeying for posit ions in an online market 

economy 
In the project we conducted empirical studies of Habbo, an online service maintained by Finnish 

company Sulake that earns most of its revenues by selling virtual goods to its users. The main 

feature of the service is a virtual environment resembling a giant contemporary Western indoor 

space, presented in isometric “retro style” 3D graphics and populated by blocky avatars, each 

controlled by a user. In addition, it contains user homepages, group homepages, group discussion 

forums and social networking style features. According to Sulake, Habbo is visited by a total of 

9.5 million different users each month, which would make it one of the most popular MMOs, 

about ten times as popular as Second Life. A localised version of Habbo is available in 32 

countries. In addition to these official Habbo sites, there are a large number of so-called 

“fansites”: websites maintained by users independently of Sulake that chronicle events taking 

place in the service, host discussions and interviews of notable users, present stories and art that 

extend Habbo’s official fiction, and analyse information such as observed trading prices of virtual 

goods. 

Each of the localised instances of Habbo can be described as a separate virtual space and the 

central site of a social world; for instance, the world of Finnish Habbo or the world of Spanish-

speaking Habbo. Each of these social worlds also extends beyond their commercially-maintained 

central site to user-maintained sites and mediums. On the other hand, it can be asked whether a 

very open-ended environment such as Habbo contains a degree of shared culture sufficient to be 

described as a single social world, or whether the membership of each localised instance instead 

breaks down into several social worlds that have little to do with each other. The observations 

speak for a degree of commonality of beliefs, particularly regarding virtual items. 

A major feature of Habbo’s virtual space are virtual items, of which there is a staggering variety, 

from “rubber ducks” to “festive red pillows” and from “black laser portals” to “victorian 

streetlights”. Each item is owned by an avatar, and can be held in storage or deployed in one of 

the avatar’s rooms for use and display. In contrast to MMORPG economies, access to most 

goods in Habbo is not regulated based on the individual’s achievements, time served or any other 

such factor. Instead, goods are available for purchase to anyone using a virtual currency that is 

obtained using the local national currency. In slightly simplified terms, each item is first 

purchased from Sulake, after which users trade them between each other in the course of their 

activities. 

Due to the way goods in Habbo are purchased instead of earned, they do not have any inherent 

link to time served in the way they did in traditional MMORPG economies. However, our survey 

indicates that users who visit Habbo every day are nevertheless much more likely to purchase 

virtual goods than infrequent visitors. Significant virtual possessions probably continue to be a 

mark of dedicated participation even in a market-based economy, although the connection is less 

straightforward. 
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A somewhat Veblenian pattern of the use of rare and expensive items to speak for one’s wealth 

and social status was also identified. For some users, acquiring and displaying such status items 

and comparing them to the possessions of other users is a central way of participating in the 

Habbo world. According to statistical analyses of the survey data, virtual wealth reflects to some 

extent the person’s real income. It is also interesting to note in this context that male users spend 

significantly more money in Habbo than female users, even though both genders are equally 

represented in the user base. Being considered “rich” by other Habbo users can confer tangible 

powers, such as access to private locations.  

Wealth is not the only axis along which members of the Habbo world seek to stratify themselves 

and each other. Knowledge of Habbo culture is another such axis. If one shows a lack of 

knowledge regarding conversational conventions, the celebrity canon, popular venues, or the 

value and history of various virtual items, one risks being marginalised as a “newbie”. Some 

“experienced” users claimed to be able to recognise new users based on their clothing style alone. 

Furthermore, it is possible to earn significant recognition, even the aforementioned celebrity 

status, by hosting a popular activity or venue, such as a soccer game or a match making club. 

Celebrities receive a lot of attention from other users: they are interviewed on fansites and their 

consumption styles are sometimes imitated by other users. Having such celebrities as friends is 

also a positive status sign.  

It is easy to see the above observations in the framework of a Bourdieuan capital system: 

financial, cultural and social capital as parallel resources in a game where participants seek to 

position themselves favourably in the field constituted by the Habbo world. The statistical 

analyses allow us to make some interesting conjectures regarding the convertibility of these 

capitals. Firstly, users who report doing a lot of organising games and events are twice as likely to 

have spent money in the service during the past month compared to those users who report 

doing little or no organising. Observations suggest that this reflects a need to spend money on 

components from which to construct attractive and functional venues as well as to buy prizes 

that can be handed out to winners in order to attract popularity. In other words, users who are 

attempting to establish themselves as cultural leaders or perhaps maintain their existing cultural 

capital are investing a significant amount of financial capital in doing so. In principle, 

mechanisms exist in Habbo through which cultural capital can also translate back into financial 

capital; for example, some organisers are requesting admission or membership fees from their 

participants. The data does not permit a quantitative assessment of this payback, however. 

Secondly, the analyses indicate a relationship between spending money and having a large 

number of contacts in one’s friends list. A more tentative result is that there is a relationship 

between spending money and the activity of making new friends. In the United Kingdom version 

of Habbo, spending money is positively associated with making new friends, whereas among 

Spanish and Mexican Habbo users, spending is negatively associated with making new friends. In 

the fourth country included in the study, Japan, no relationship could be observed. This could 

reflect differences in the way financial capital translates to social capital in different Habbo 

worlds, although more research is necessary before strong conclusions can be drawn. 

In conclusion, if almost all virtual goods in the worlds of Habbo can be obtained by anyone who 

is willing to pay for them, does this not mean that the goods can have no inherent link to the 

individual’s status or dedication in the way they did in traditional MMORPG economies? If so, 

the only thing the goods would seem to be able to signify is the wealth of the player who 
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purchased them, making them a kind of conspicuously meaningless form of consumption. But 

there are two objections to this view. Firstly, the evidence suggests that it is the most dedicated 

users who obtain the greatest possessions in both types of virtual economies, whether it is 

accomplished through gameplay (MMORPG) or through direct purchases (Habbo). Secondly, 

when the dynamics of cultural and social capital are added into the analysis, it becomes apparent 

that in Habbo’s market economy, the different types and shapes of virtual goods also become 

subjects of taste and the ability to make distinctions. Besides the usual labels of “rare” and 

“common”, additional connotations such as fashionable, sophisticated, old-fashioned and vulgar 

are attached to the commodities, and knowledge of these values becomes a basis for classifying 

individuals within the social world. Thus it can be said that goods are certaingly not meaningless 

even in Habbo’s market-based virtual economy. 

Finally, it is worth noting that in both MMORPG and Habbo worlds, goods are also used in the 

performance of social relationships: virtual items are presented as gifts to other participants and 

used to pay for favours. This flow of virtual items can be seen as making visible the “ley lines” of 

social relationships, as well as reproducing and strengthening them. 

Virtual consumption, identity and experience 
In the previous section, virtual goods were discussed in their capacity to act as markers of social 

status, and in the performance of social relationships. Although statistical analyses lend some 

support to this perspective, they also suggest that a greater proportion of users’ consumption 

behaviour is not explained by the intensity of their participation, the extent of their social 

behaviour or their real-life socio-demographic background. Explanations for this variance should 

be sought in other directions. Many consumer theorists present approaches to consumption that 

view it as a matter of individual self-identity, emotional experience and even art. 

There are various ways in which the users of Habbo can shape their “virtual bodies”, the way 

they appear to other users, by means of consumption choices. If this body is understood broadly, 

it can include not only the avatar but the rooms and distinctive arrangements of virtual items and 

furniture through which the user can, in principle at least, express themselves. Each user can also 

have more than one avatar, each of which can represent either a different social identity or 

another “face” of what is known to be the same person. Users can also use a different 

body/social identity to participate in different subworlds and communities of the Habbo world. 

In practice, users construct their overall appearance by making selections from a large and 

constantly expanding variety of virtual body parts, clothes, wallpapers, items and furniture. The 

design and appearance of these building blocks echoes bygone eras, national cultural symbols, 

fantasy and science fiction canons, contemporary fashions, and other sources the designers at 

Sulake draw their inspirations from. Users combine these blocks in numerous ways in a process 

that could be likened to creative bricolage. The results are not only variations and mixtures of the 

styles pre-programmed by designers, but also call into existence completely new styles that the 

designers had not thought of. An example of this is the way one user combined items to convey 

the appearance of a doctor in a hospital room, even though no notions related to hospitals or 

doctors were programmed in by the designers. Similar creative combining of virtual items in 

order to convey an idea completely different from the items’ intended meaning has also been 

documented in Ultima Online (Ondrejka 2004). 
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“Innovations” such as the way to construct a hospital and dress as a doctor can spread, and 

become more or less canonical styles. Styles can act as a means of establishing group identity. We 

documented two cases where a certain type of dress is a formal requirement of belonging to a 

certain group. This could be related to discussions of discipline, uniform and power relationships 

(Davis 1992, pp. 65-65; Barnard 2002, pp. 112-113), but in the context of voluntary and fairly 

informal Habbo associations, it is easier to interpret it in terms of communicating and 

strengthening group identity and the feeling of belonging.  

Above these groups and communities in terms of both scale and informality are aggregates that 

could be termed lifestyle groups: groups characterised by their tastes and virtual consumption 

choices, rather than, for example, strong personal relationships. Lifestyle groups can be seen as 

an alternative or orthogonal classification to traditional socio-economic strata or status groups 

characterised by the possession of various types of capital. One such lifestyle group identified in 

this study and described in more detail by Johnson and Sihvonen (2009), are goths: a style 

characterised by dark, gloomy, Victorian looks, horror themes and a sense of irony. 

In the virtual space of Habbo, the goth style takes very similar forms as in physical spaces, but it 

also shows differences. The differences can be due to the limitations and possibilities of the 

medium, but can also represent idiosyncrasies of the goth culture inside the world of Habbo. 

This highlights the question of the relationship between offline identities and identities in virtual 

spaces. A goth body in Habbo could be an extension of a goth identity at school and leisure time, 

or it could be playful experimentation with an identity that is alien to oneself in other contexts. I 

return to this issue below in section 0. 

The above discussions have not yet strayed far from the notion of goods as social markers 

insofar as all meaning and value of the goods is attributed to social reality, extrinsic to the goods 

themselves. When queried about why they chose a particular virtual attire, users do not usually 

respond by referring to social status or lifestyle groups, but by using aesthetic argumentation: it 

pleases the eye. To what extent is it possible to distinguish between “genuine” aesthetic and 

hedonic sensations as opposed to subconscious social and emulative motivations is a difficult 

question both theoretically and empirically, but we examined the issue on a very practical level. 

Using a wide variety of qualitative data, a number of concrete attributes were identified that users 

pay attention to when choosing a virtual item. Some of these attributes, it is argued, lend 

themselves better to establishing social distinctions, while others are more easily seen as 

delivering individual psychological benefits, such as aesthetic experiences or emotional 

sensations. This provides a concrete view to what kind of benefits users seek from virtual goods. 

For instance, one socially significant item attribute that relates to the prestige of the virtual item is 

provenance. This term is usually associated with art and antique, and refers to their place of origin, 

earliest known history or previous owners (New Oxford American Dictionary). The concept of 

“virtual antique” may sound oxymoronic, because digital objects do not physically age and in 

general do not accumulate any sort of changes to their shape that would attest of past events. 

One instance of a virtual item is generally identical to another. But observations suggest that if a 

virtual good can be distinguished from other similar ones, it can take up a “social life” of its own, 

wherein events such as remarkable past owners become valuable distinctions that are added to is 

reputation. Individual users also attach personal meanings and feelings of nostalgia to virtual 

goods with which they have shared memorable times. The oldest Habbo furniture is soon a 

decade old, and some castles in Ultima Online are even older, so they potentially have a lot of 
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stories to tell. Thus the notions of provenance and authenticity can be important in 

understanding the social as well as psychological value of virtual goods. 

Another socially significant item attribute is rarity: rare items are better at establishing social 

distance than common ones. But the hunt for rare objects can also be described as an 

individualistic hedonic experience: a thrilling psychological pursuit that exists in isolation from 

any social meaning the objects may possibly have (c.f. Belk 1995). Other hedonic experiences 

that virtual goods can give rise to include sexual arousal, the excitement of discovering new 

places and vistas, and the joy of playful creation. In order not to over-emphasise social uses of 

virtual goods at the expense neglecting individual experiential ones, it is useful to remember that 

in many ways the historical roots of these graphical virtual spaces and virtual goods are in single-

player video games. Habbo’s distinctive design borrows much from old Commodore 64 games, 

while Ultima Online is the first multiplayer title in an illustrious series of single player games 

spanning two decades. Whatever joys could be derived from virtual goods in these games must 

have been primarly hedonic and experiential, and only secondarily, if at all, social. 

Designing spaces, producing needs 
In the sections above, I have described how spending on virtual goods is motivated and 

structured by social status games, construction and expression of identity, and the pursuit of 

hedonic experiences and art. In each of these discussions, the environment in which the activity 

takes place, the virtual space with its various features, including the virtual goods themselves, has 

remained on the background. Yet it is obvious that by essentially determining the range of 

possible as well as impossible courses of action within an MMO or other online hangout, this 

architecture influences virtual consumption behaviour. In this section, I seek to outline the main 

mechanisms of this influence as well as the role of the operator more generally, based on findings 

presented in our publications.  

In previous sections, the desirability of virtual goods has been located in their symbolic and 

aesthetic qualities. The idea of use-value or practical usefulness seems far removed from these 

tiny figures on the screen. But if usefulness is understood instrumentally, as the capacity to 

achieve some separately defined end, then virtual goods can be useful in their own environments, 

in the same way as the rake is a useful tool in the garden but not much elsewhere. The archetypal 

example is the use of virtual swords and shields to vanquish computer-controlled monsters 

generated by the environment in MMORPGs. The operator makes the swords and shields 

desirable by first programming a challenging environment and then trying to convince players 

that overcoming these challenges is a worthwhile goal. All the other examples follow essentially 

the same pattern, where the operator is ultimately responsible for creating both the problem as 

well as its proposed solution, the latter sometimes costing money. 

Though the tendency to compete for status positions is something that participants most likely 

bring to the MMO with them, the operator provides the means for its realisation and has ways to 

adjust its intensity. Firstly, the operator defines the “frame of fashion”, the range of surfaces and 

behaviours over which it is possible to exercise choice. Secondly, within that frame, the operator 

can manufacture “artificial scarcity”, providing participants with lines of rare and exclusive 

collectibles that are ideal material for status competition. Thirdly, providing participants with 

more ways to flaunt their status or possessions is likely to intensify this competition. Finally, the 

operator can destroy existing status positions by flooding the market, so that what were once 
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exclusive rarities are suddenly at the reach of everyone. New rarities can then be sold to fill the 

vacuum. 

The goth style initially involved the creative re-appropriation of mainstream Habbo goods, but 

was eventually commercialised as its constituency grew. According to Johnson and Sihvonen, 

gothic players started out by using the ‘Halloween’ furniture line of candles, skulls, and 

bats for their own purposes. The developers noted the popularity of the ‘Halloween’ 

line, and in 2007, they incorporated parts of the gothic subculture into the core of 

Habbo. A gothic line of furniture emerged as a set of its own (Johnson & Sihvonen 

2009, p. 19) 

Habbo’s operator also actively constructs and promotes new roles and styles by introducing and 

advertising sets of goods designed around a theme. For example, at the time of writing, a set of 

countryside-themed items is being promoted, along with suggestions to assume the role of a 

relaxed farmer. 

Finally, we examined virtual consumption as a creative or even artistic activity, where goods 

offered by the Habbo platform act as building blocks. The operator encourages this creative 

activity by organising design competitions and promoting the works of creative individuals. 

Whether, then, the desire to create ultimately stems from the individuals’ artistic visions or from 

the status game into which the commercial structure turns it, is a question common in many 

fields of creativity. 

On the surface it would therefore seem that by designing every detail of the architecture within 

which interactions in an MMO take place, the operator has nearly limitless power to shape the 

practices of virtual consumption within its service, and can harness it as a mechanism to relieve 

committed users of all their disposable income. In a digital environment, code is stronger than 

law (Lessig 1999). But there is a simple mechanism that considerably limits the operator’s power: 

if users begin to feel that the challenges are not worth their time and money, that obtaining social 

status and expressing identity costs more in this world than it is worth, and that the building 

blocks of creativity are too expensive on this platform, then they may take the step to migrate to 

a new arena, either as individuals or as parts of the whole social world. This might mean moving 

to another MMO that is easier to commit to, or quitting MMOs altogether and replacing them 

with another pastime or a new job. And even if users do stay in the MMO, the social world as a 

whole may end up not recognising and not using mechanisms of status gaming that the operator 

has built into the platform. We do not know how “susceptible” to the operator’s marketing users 

are, but surveys suggest that most MMO users are almost certaingly not children (Yee 2006b) and 

that the users who are most likely to purchase virtual goods are adults rather than children 

(Information Solutions Group 2010). 

Social networks and the off l ine impact of virtual 

consumption 
So far the model under which I have analysed virtual consumption has more or less assumed an 

online social world that is largely isolated from the rest of the world and functions according to 

its own internal structure and dynamics. This ideal type permits the clear exposition of status 

strata and mechanics of cultural capital and social identity as drivers of virtual consumption. It 
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also affords a clear view into the way in which the operator of the service promotes and shapes 

virtual consumption by designing the most important aspects of the technical architecture on 

which the world functions. However, in order to obtain a full picture of the forces that shape 

participants’ behaviour inside an MMO, it is also necessary to consider how the online social 

world overlaps with other, established worlds such as family, school, workplace and 

consumption. In this section, I examine how the overlap influences virtual consumption. 

The claim that MMOs allow participants to completely break free from their previous identity 

and form a new “virtual identity” in an online social world was found lacking in this project. 

Observations suggest that people bring their values, attitudes and cultural resources to the new 

environment and that these have an influence on the way participants present themselves. At the 

same time, participation is shaped by constraints imposed to the body in the physical 

environment; for instance, gender-differentiated responses from parents (Lin 2008). The notion 

of disembodiment is criticised on the basis that these “real-world” structures are to some degree 

reflected in the user’s virtual body. For example, Yee (2007) reports that certain character 

creation choices in MMORPGs correlate with age and gender. From here, it is a small step to 

hypothesise that the influence of socio-demographic structures is also carried through to virtual 

consumption behaviour. Indeed, statistical analyses of survey data from three Habbo worlds 

indicate that respondents’ virtual consumption behaviour is significantly influenced by personal 

income and in some countries also by gender and age. 

The influence of outside social structures on activities inside an MMO can be organised 

conceptually using the concept of social worlds. Separating the technological platform of the 

MMO (the virtual space) from the users of the MMO (the social world) makes it easy to 

understand how “outside” social worlds can extend into and share a virtual space with its “core” 

social world centering around gaming activity. For example, the goth identity discussed has 

significant impact on its adherents’ virtual consumption decisions. Johnson and Sihvonen (2009) 

show that this Habbo goth phenomenon is linked to the global gothic youth subculture. The 

“world of goth” has thus entered the virtual space of Habbo. It overlaps with the core Habbo 

world, leaving individuals caught in the overlap to negotiate between the cultures and structures 

of two different worlds. Other prominent examples are the penetration of family and business 

circles into virtual spaces. And as the previous paragraph suggests, even if the individual finds 

themselves the only representative of such a group in a virtual space, they carry the influence of 

that group with them: it is doubtful if such memberships are ever left behind completely. 

Responding to what they see as market demand from various offline subcultures and social 

worlds crisscrossing their virtual spaces, some virtual goods vendors have begun to sell goods 

that are specifically designed to appeal to those groups by incorporating their favoured styles and 

symbols. In the previous section, it was described how a gothic line of furniture emerged in 

Habbo. We documented a number of similar cases where outside cultural symbols are 

incorporated into virtual goods. Some of these are quite mainstream, such as Christmas trees and 

Halloween costumes. Others are more subcultural: football team colours, popular anime 

characters, and virtual merchandise for artists, movies and television shows. Thus the world of 

football, for example, obtains a firm standing in that particular virtual space. The area where 

football fans can spend on football merchandise expands, affecting the spending patterns of 

individuals caught in the overlap. 
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Thus far the discussion has dwelled on mechanisms through which positions in real-world 

structures affect virtual consumption. A more remarkable claim  is that individuals may attempt 

to use virtual consumption to affect their positions in real-world structures. Consider the 

following examples: Pinckard (2006) describes business acquaintances gathering in World of 

Warcraft to enjoy their free time, discuss business matters and build networks, much in the same 

way as some businessmen do on golf courses. James Gorman describes a situation that can 

happen when family members play MMOs together: 

This one I’ll buy for you,’ he [his son] said, pointing out the Plated Belt of Thorns 

(which I now wear), ‘but if you go for the more expensive one, you’ll have to pay 

yourself.’ I could hear my own voice, in the aisles of Toys’R’Us, urging moderation in 

the purchase of Beast War transformers. (quoted in Taylor 2006, p. 53) 

These examples suggest that as social worlds extend themselves into virtual spaces, the structures 

and dynamics of the virtual spaces start playing a part in those social worlds. As virtual 

consumption is connected to the dynamics of status and identity in virtual spaces, the result is 

that virtual consumption could also begin to play a part in these social worlds, as hinted by 

Gorman in the quote above. Another way to phrase this idea is that social worlds based entirely 

in virtual spaces (e.g., the world of Habbo) involve only virtual goods in their status games, while 

social worlds based entirely on face-to-face interactions involve only material goods; social 

worlds that fall somewhere in between involve both material goods as well as virtual goods in 

their games of status and identity. More research is necessary to fully substantiate this claim, 

however. 

To conclude this chapter, I will briefly consider social networking sites in light of the above 

discussion. The notion that a virtual space begets its own “core social world” is based on 

observing old-fashioned virtual communities, MUDs and MMORPGs. In more open-ended 

MMOs such as Habbo, a single, coherent social world becomes somewhat more difficult to 

identify, and the influence of outside social worlds becomes more apparent. In social networking 

sites, such as Facebook and IRC-Galleria, it is difficult to perceive almost any signs of a core social 

world. Ishii and Ogasahara (2007) distinguish between “virtual network -based” and “real group -

based” online communities. In accordance with their design, social networking sites act primarily 

as the virtual dimension of existing social networks. It is therefore interesting to note that both 

Facebook and IRC-Galleria sell virtual goods to their users. Whatever social uses those goods 

have, they must be oriented mainly towards existing social relationships as opposed to being a 

way to impress virtual friends in a fictional universe. 
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2 Virtual good sales as a business 
model 
Juho Hamari 

The sales of virtual goods became a viable revenue model for game operators when games 

started to be increasingly published through digital channels. Digital environment diminishes 

costs of shipping content and hence game products could be sold in smaller parts (e.g. episodic 

gaming and virtual goods), whereas in physical channels games are sold as a whole because the 

distribution is significantly more expensive. 

Dividing a game product to smaller purchasable parts also enabled serving players with differing 

willingness to pay. Most services selling virtual goods let players enter services for free and on the 

other hand do not limit the amount of how much players can spend in the game. Business 

models selling game in boxes or requiring a monthly fee have a fixed amount of money that 

players have to spend and hence only a certain player base can be acquired. 

Imagine if the game developer behind Monopoly tabletop game started selling virtual goods or, 

in other words, in-game artefacts, such as “get out of prison” cards, for real money. In this 

situation it becomes highly tempting for the developer of the game to alter the game mechanics 

for economic benefit, for instance, by raising the probability of players ending up in prison and 

hence increasing the frequency of players requiring the “get out of prison cards”. 

In virtual goods sales business model this kind of interdependence between the design of the 

rules of the game and the goal of generating revenue by selling virtual goods exists. This implies 

that the game design turns into business design for firms selling virtual goods, which further 

creates some problematic conflicts between the fun of the game and continuous attempts to sell 

virtual goods to users, as seen in the Monopoly example. 

However, not all sold virtual goods are of functional nature, but for instance most offer only 

aesthetic improvements. In practice, the so-called virtual good sales or microtransactions revenue 

model involves selling some form of virtual items, “avatars” or currencies to the users of an 

online service. Perhaps most frequently, the object sold for real money is a virtual currency, 

which is then exchanged for virtual items. The items can range from weapons and armour in 

online games to clothes in virtual worlds and simple two-dimensional graphical badges in social 

networking sites. The items are used as part of gameplay or to fulfil similar social and aesthetic 
functions as physical commodities are used for elsewhere in consumer culture. 

Nevertheless, whereas traditional industries create value primarily through content, that is 

products and services, a significant part of value creation efforts of the virtual goods sales model 

is directed towards designing the context, in which the virtual goods are used. For most 

traditional businesses the context is an exogenous, bounding factor for the business, but for 

virtual goods business the context is key in creating value for virtual goods through design of the 
environment.
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What is a business model?  

In short – “A business model describes the rationale of how an organization creates, delivers, 

and captures value” (Osterwalder, et al. 2009). 

The business model can roughly be divided into four, (sometimes five) dimensions: 

product/service, customers, infrastructure, and financials (, and technology) (e.g. Osterwalder 

2004, Bouwman et al. 2008). In this part of the report, we will briefly touch some of these 
aspects, not by covering them exhaustively, but instead picking up the most significant factors 

that emerge from examining the virtual good sales model. 

A business model is located between firms’ strategic and process layers. It ties them together and 

serves as an integrator (Figure 1). It is used to translate vision and goals of a firm to a model that 

describes how these goals are to be achieved and offers a starting point for planning business 
processes. (Osterwalder and Pigneur 2002.)  

 

Figure 1: Business layers (Osterwalder 2004). 

Why use virtual goods sales as a revenue model? 
Before the games-as-services trend, game publishers put most emphasis on making sure games 

were marketable for retail sales. This did not, however, necessarily imply that games should be 

any better, only that the games would give an attractive impression to reach the customer 

relationship stage of acquisition, in other words to get the customer only to buy the published 

games, because the revenue generation in most cases did not depend on further revenues from 
acquired customers.  

The games-as-services approach and the subscription model however shifted the focus of game 

design and marketing pursuits respectively. These models are essentially different from the boxed 

game model in that the revenue generation logic is based on the continuous use and 

consumption of the game service. Subsequently, game design required yet another shift from 
immediate attractiveness to long-term engagement. Perhaps the most blatantly obvious example 

of successful use of the subscription model is World of Warcraft.  

These flat-fee models, retail and subscription, however suffered from their inability to monetise 

users that would have been willing to spend more than the required fee as well as those users that 

were not quite willing to spend the amount of the monthly fee. Thus the subscription model did 
not sufficiently monetise the hard-core segment or the casual segment (See Figure 2). 
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Figure 2: Flat-fee pricing 

To combat these inabilities, game developers started increasingly adopting the “free-to-play” 

models and some of the operators who were operating subscription model-based games started 
converting their service into a free-to-play model with sales of virtual goods. These two aspects 

counter the above problems by making casual players able join games freely and on other hand 

meet the willingness-to-spend of the hard-core segment by offering virtual goods and 

complementary services. The free entry also provides increased positive network effects that add 

to the value of the service to all users. For these reasons, operators are increasingly applying the 

virtual goods sales revenue model in virtual worlds and MMOs as well as other online services. 

 

Figure 3: Microtransactions 
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How virtual goods as a revenue model changes 

design 
The most notable development between the relationship of the revenue models and design is the 

shift in game design paradigm. Whereas boxed games and subscription games do not require the 

game design to entice further payments beyond the flat-fee, the free-to-play games need to be 

designed to entice users to make additional purchases. Therefore, the marketing design has 

merged into the game design (Hamari & Lehdonvirta 2010). Furthermore, this development 

implies that the game design has become part of the business model (Hamari 2009). This further 

implies that with the rise of “games as services”, free-to-play and virtual goods sales, the 

previously separate domains of design, business and game design now overlap (Table 2). The 
social games can be perceived as the latest step in this continuum, combining elements of casual, 

social and virtual economy aspects of game design and additionally fully harnessing the price 

discriminating business logic. 

Table 2: How revenue models affects the rest of the business model 

Revenue model Service design emphasis Marketing emphasis Pricing 

Customer 

relationship 

emphasis 

Retail 
Large amount of initial 

content 
Advertising Single price 

Acquisition 

Subscription Long-term engagement 
Constant deployment 

of novel content 
Time-based 

Retention 

“free-to-play” & 

virtual good sales 

Creating value for virtual 

goods via enticing world 

design 

Creating demand via 

game mechanics 
Mictrotransactions 

Acquisition, retention, 

monetization 

 

The free entry pricing requires excessive use of further monetisation methods built into the game 
design. The viability of the engaging game design in progressing business goals has been 

observed in other online services and therefore game design is increasingly diffusing into all sorts 

of services in aims to enhance acquisition and retention of users. Moreover, the diffusion of 

game design and virtual economies into service design can therefore be seen as a converging 

force between online services in general. 

Value creation through context 
As stated above, the sales of virtual goods from perspective of pricing and bundling means that 

the total value proposition of virtual world service is sliced into smaller offerings. However, then, 

it becomes problematic to decide how to perceive virtual goods in this context. Do they only 

have complementary value to the service or the other way round? Could they be perceived as the 

primary value offerings, where the virtual world would only be adding value to the virtual goods? 

If we consider a “virtual goods sales” business model, we can assume that the virtual goods are 

the primary value offerings and the virtual world that facilitates them is constructed to support 

virtual goods and create further value for them. In the model the sold offerings are the virtual 
goods, hence the ultimate goal is to create value for the virtual goods. 
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Table 3 Why people buy virtual goods? 

Work Perspective Results WV type 

Lehdonvirta 2005 User Advancing in status hierarchy, advantage in 
competitive setting, keeping up with co-players, 
experiencing new content, customizations, self-
expression 

MMORPG 

Nojima 2007 User Immersion MMORPG 

0Guo and Barnes 
2009 

User Playfulness, competence of the avatar, requirements 
of the game 

MMORPG 

Lehdonvirta, 
Wilska and 
Johnson 2009 

User Social distinctiveness, identity, self-expression Social world: 
Habbo 

0Jung and 
Pawlowski 2009 

User Amusement, decorative activity, self-expression, 
socialization 

Social world: 
Second Life 

Lehdonvirta 2009 Virtual goods Functional, hedonistic, and social attributes Spanning all 
types 

Oh and Ryu 2007 VW design Augmenting interdependencies between virtual goods, 
balancing between free and charged content, 
supporting bundling in game design level 

Game worlds 

Hamari and 
Lehdonvirta 2010 

VW design Stratified content, restrictions in content based on 
user levels, managing the difficulty of the game, 
complementary game dimensions, degradation, 
artificial scarcity. 

Game worlds 

 

As can be seen from Table 3, the perceived value of virtual goods can not solely be interpreted 
from the attributes of the virtual goods themselves, but the value is mostly derived from the 

context where the goods are used. In closed environments the functional and performance attributes 

(Lehdonvirta 2009) of virtual goods, for example, are traceable to the design of the context, 

which defines how potent the goods can be. Examples include the customizability properties, 

and rarity (artificial scarcity), which can be controlled by the developers of the context. On the 

other hand, in open social worlds (such as Second Life) users can be seen participating in a social 

status game where the goals of the users emerge from social interaction and are defined by such 

aspirations as identity, self-expression and social distinctiveness. 

According to Rayport & Jawrovski (1994), the main sources of value for goods and services can 

roughly be divided into content, context and infrastructure. In the light of this conceptualization, 

the virtual world and its rules and structures can be perceived as the context for the virtual 

goods, whereas in flat-fee models the virtual world and virtual goods are offered as one bundle of 

content. 
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          Flat-fee models              Virtual good sales 

  

Figure 4: Major part of value creation for virtual goods is done via the design of the context 

Whereas traditional industries create value primarily through content, that is products and 

services, the virtual goods sales model primary value creation efforts are directed towards the 
context, in which the virtual goods are used. For most businesses the context is an exogenous, 

bounding factor for the business, but for virtual goods business the context is key in creating 

value for virtual goods through rules of the environment. 

 

Figure 5: Context design dimensions 

Therefore it is pertinent to study not only the virtual goods themselves but also the context 

wherein they exist. For this reason, in AVEA-project, we have studied what attributes of virtual 
goods make them desirable (Lehdonvirta 2009) and design patterns of virtual worlds that create 

value for virtual goods (Hamari & Lehdonvirta 2010; Hamari & Järvinen 2010). 
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Value configuration 
The value configuration component in a business model defines activities for creating value, 

answering the question of how the value propositions are created. 

Emphasis on iterative problem solving !

Continuing from the notion that a significant portion of value creation efforts are directed 

towards the rules and structures that create further value for virtual goods, we see that the 

activity mostly consists of problem solving, the iterative balancing of the virtual economy, 
customer retention and monetisation. This is especially the case with social games whose 

graphics and other artwork have only a negligible share of the total production cost. Instead they 

emphasise engaging game mechanics and viral social marketing 

Table 4: Value configuration typologies (adapted from Stabell and Fjeldstad 1998) 

 

Value configuration logic in virtual goods sales model closely resembles the value chain typology, 

where the focus is on iterative problem solving activities. 

User-generated content !

In social online service the users also create value and hence it is a crucial part of the business 

model. This process is commonly referred to as user-generated content, which is commonly used 

interchangeably with user-created content. Here user-generated content is used to refers to 

content that is generated through the common usage of the service. By using or playing the game 
in a virtual world, a user adds to the perceived value as the users get more engaged and 

concretely progress in status. User-created content, on the other hand, refers to concrete content 

such as virtual goods that users create. 

There are borderline cases, which are difficult to categorise to only one category, such as 

customisation of an avatar. On one hand, customisation commonly only uses existing objects 

made by the developer and the way the customisation can be done is determined by service rules. 
On the other hand, users conduct creative behaviour and can come up with new solutions. For 

example in Habbo, users have used furniture in many creative ways to create new kind of content 

from virtual goods that were originally meant for other purposes (Johnson & Sihvonen 2009). 

User-generated content is an essential part of the majority of modern social online ser-vices, in 

the form of commenting, recommending and customizing to name a few. Perhaps the easiest line 
between UGC and UCC could be drawn between users creating content using “materials” 
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outside the virtual worlds and users generating content using already existing “materials”. The 

consumption and usage of the virtual world can be perceived as user-generated content, as the 

user putting the time and effort into using the service creates further value for them and other 

users, at minimum via positive network effects. This is one of the core arguments for using a 

freemium model, as the non-paying users also create value to the service. In either case, in a 
business sense, both types are value creation requires the operator to facilitate the integration of 

users to the value chain and further considerations of how to capture the created value (Cagnina 

and Poian 2009). 

Koster (2009) offers an appropriate classification for UGC: 

1. user expression permitted (UGC) - social interaction (chat, status updates, etc) 

2. user-assembled content (UGC) - creating content from smaller bits of content 

3. user-customized content (UGC and UCC, if using materials outside the VW) 

4. user-created content (UCC) 

5. user-modifiable framework 

Customer interface 

Segmentation 
Simply, the customer segments -component defines strategically relevant segments of 

customers/users. Segmentation’s purpose is to identify and divide populations into strategically 

relevant homogeneous segments based on proven segmentation variables and matching customer 

needs. This enables companies to target their marketing efforts according to the defining 
attributes of the segment (Day 1981; Jonker et al. 2004; Kotler and Keller 2006). 

When considering customer differences between real world, digital and virtual channels, the most 

considerable differences is that in virtual worlds, a customer acts through an avatar ("#$%&!'). 

Arakji and Lang (2006) based the analysis on users of the open world Second Life. However, 

there is an even greater difference to a customer type in closed worlds, where the developer 

actually can define some of the needs of the avatar, whereas in open world such structures are 

lacking. 
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In game environments users commonly progress through gameplay and at the same time 

progress through the segments defined by the developer. This enables the operator to sell 

different virtual goods in short iterations. According to Hamari and Lehdonvirta (2010) many 

virtual goods are set with restrictions as to how many segments a virtual good can span through. 

For example vertically, a low status character can not use high-end virtual goods, and 

horizontally, a warrior type avatar can not use goods differentiated for mage type avatars. 

 

Figure 6: Vertical and horizontal segmentation and differentiation (Hamari and Lehdonvirta 2010) 

In essence, designing avatar types and attributes is equal to designing game-based behavioural 

and demographic segmentation factors. Whereas in traditional marketing, independent customer 

attributes are examined to segment customers into strategically relevant groups, the design of 

avatar attributes is actually a process of deciding and forming some of those factors beforehand. 

Table 5: Customer types (Arakji & Lang 2006) 
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This is not to say that real-world segmentation factors would not apply, but both have a role in 

determining and creating user segmentation and differentiation of virtual goods. 

Customer relationship mechanics 

The customer relationship component in a business model defines the essential relationship types 

that a firm attempts to maintain between the firm and the customer. The relationship component 

is located inside the customer interface pillar of a business model. (Osterwalder & Pigneur 2002, 

Osterwalder & Pigneur 2003; Osterwalder 2004.) 

As hinted above, the modern online services have put considerable amount of attention on 

customer relationship, contrary to only measuring sales, because the business performance is 

heavily dependent on acquiring a large user base and maintaining the engagement. In the same 

vein, Cagnina & Poian (2009) suggest that conversion rate (acquisition) and participation rate 

(retention) as well as the user integration to value chain (user-generated content) are essential 

factors for virtual world business. 

Social game and virtual world related industry discourse also reflects the same mindset and 

circulates around metrics pertaining to getting users, keeping them, and revenues. Developers 

commonly articulate business model goals through metrics similar to academic customer 

relationship terminology as Acquisition, Retention, and Monetisation (Chen 2009). CEO of 

Shanda (major Chinese MMO publisher) articulates it as Come-Stay-Pay. 

Social online services use several types of customer relationship mechanics, service design that 

improves acquisition, retention and further monetization. The mechanisms are aimed at target 

customer segments based on strategically relevant selected criteria. The mechanism can also 

include or be tied to a value offering (a defined entity of value in the product or service) and the 

mechanism functions through a specified channel link, i.e. interaction point (Osterwalder & 

Pigneur 2003) (Figure 7). 

 

Figure 7: Relationship mechanics (adapted from Osterwalder 2004) 

In the context of this conception of relationship mechanism, an invitation from existing user to 

prospective users through a Facebook feed from the game could be broken down in the 

following manner: 
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CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP GOAL: Acquisition 

Mechanism: User-to-user invitation to the service 

Customer criterion: Non-user (Facebook users with access to invitee’s Facebook feed) 

Channel link: Game to Facebook feed or message inbox 

Most of the acquisition mechanisms are of a viral nature facilitated by the service design. For 

individual players, many of the acquisition mechanics transform into retention mechanics, 

because executing them often becomes an integral part of playing the game continuously. In 

general, acquisition is not radically different from marketing techniques – the more particular 

aspect is due to the context of the online social network, and how the game developers try to 

leverage its inherent sociality and virality. Furthermore, the value offerings related to the 
mechanics can in most cases be derived from the benefits of virality as in positive network 

externalities. 

Monetisation-related game mechanics are mostly tied to the dynamics of scarcity and challenges 

designed into the game. These can support customisation, i.e. giving the game a personal look, 

such as with one’s farm in FarmVille or one’s aquarium in Happy Aquarium. They also give 
access to exclusive features and resources in the game, which tie back into retention. The link of 

monetisation and game design, for example in the case of seasonal promotions, is intimate. The 

seasonal theme forces the designer to think how to introduce new game features and/or content 

to the game, or sales, without breaking the game’s balance in terms of player progression, 

resources, and economy. 

Retention-related game mechanics are first and foremost about securing a steady flow of rewards 
and resources in the game. This is often tied to specific rhythm designed into the games, e.g. a 

certain time it takes for crops to grow before they can be harvested in FarmVille. Most of the 

retention mechanics offer means for players to optimise this flow, which helps them to progress 

steadily and maintain their standing in the game in comparison to their friends. The most 

obvious difference to the acquisition mechanism is that the retention mechanisms do not 

leverage social behaviour of users as much, but the mechanisms are mostly set up in the game-

related context of progression. 
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3 Game design as marketing 
Juho Hamari and Vili Lehdonvirta 

Selling virtual goods for real money is an increasingly popular revenue model for massively-

multiplayer online games (MMOs), social networking sites (SNSs) and other online hangouts. In 

this paper, we argue that the marketing of virtual goods currently falls short of what it could be. 

Game developers have long created compelling game designs, but having to market virtual goods 
to players is a relatively new situation to them. Professional marketers, on the other hand, tend to 

overlook the internal design of games and hangouts and focus on marketing the services as a 

whole. To begin bridging the gap, we propose that the design patterns and game mechanics 

commonly used in games and online hangouts should be viewed as a set of marketing techniques 

designed to sell virtual goods. Based on a review of a number of MMOs, we describe some of the 

most common patterns and game mechanics and show how their effects can be explained in 

terms of analogous techniques from marketing science. The results provide a new perspective to 

game design with interesting implications to developers. Moreover, they also suggest a radically 
new perspective to marketers of ordinary goods and services: viewing marketing as a form of 

game design. 

In past studies, the question of why people buy virtual goods has mainly been approached from 

the perspectives of the attributes of the virtual goods and the decision processes of the buyers. 

However, as the value of the virtual goods is largely dependent on the given virtual world or 
service they are in, the research has to also take into account the context and the design of the 

virtual world to fully understand motivations for buying virtual goods. 

The value of many virtual goods can be derived from the environments where they are used. This 

is especially the case in MMOs, where most virtual goods increase players’ performance and 

provide functionality. In these situations the operator of the virtual world can manipulate the 

“needs” of players that stem from the requirements designed into the game. This type of design 
bears close resemblance to marketing, which implies that, consciously or not, game designers 

have a role in marketing virtual goods through design. For example the following design patterns 

are used for segmenting and differentiating the virtual goods market: stratified content, avatar 

types, increasingly challenging content and explicit limitations to virtual goods that restrict their 

use based on avatar’s attributes. 

Physical products deteriorate and break in time, which creates a possibility to resell products to 

customers. Some firms even attempt to shorten the lifespan of products intentionally. However, 

with virtual items, as with other digital goods, there is no technical reason for products to 

deteriorate. Games with their rules and lore enable firms to introduce planned obsolescence by 

justifying it through the game mechanics. Similarly, there is no technical reason for virtual goods 

to be scarce, because they can be copied indefinitely. However, abundant rewards would remove 

the core premise of challenge from games. Many of the methods for monetising games with 

virtual goods are based on scarcity, such as, so called “sinks” that remove virtual goods from the 
circulation of in-game economy and from possessions of user, hence creating incentive for 

repeated purchases. 
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Introduction 
Selling virtual goods has become a major new revenue model for consumer-oriented online 

services, social networking sites, massively-multiplayer online games (MMOs) and virtual worlds 

in particular. This is especially true in the East Asian market. In September 2005, 32% of titles 

surveyed by Nojima (2007) in Japan used virtual item sales as their main revenue model. In 

October 2006, the share had grown to 60%. The global volume of real-money trade of virtual 
goods was estimated at 2.1 billion USD per year in 2006 (Lehtiniemi & Lehdonvirta 2007). This 

dramatic rise of the virtual good model arguably merits increased attention from the disciplines 

of marketing and technology management. 

In practice, the so-called virtual good sales or microtransactions revenue model involves selling 

some form of virtual items, “avatars” or currencies to the users of an online service. Perhaps 
most frequently, the object sold for real money is a virtual currency, which is then exchanged for 

virtual items. The items can range from weapons and armour in online games to clothes in virtual 

worlds and simple two-dimensional graphical badges in social networking sites. The items are 

used as part of gameplay or to fulfil similar social and aesthetic functions as physical commodities 

are used for elsewhere in consumer culture (Lehdonvirta, Wilska & Johnsson 2009). 

We consider the question of what leads consumers to purchase virtual goods. Previous studies on 
the topic mostly focus on the consumer, considering what motivations and decision processes 

lead individuals into purchasing virtual goods (Guo and Barnes 2007; Lehdonvirta 2005; Nojima 

2007; Lehdonvirta, Wilska & Johnsson 2009). We adopt a different, complementary approach, 

focusing on how the rules and mechanics that developers build into their MMOs lead to virtual 

good purchases. Our theoretical perspective is based on marketing: we view game design as one 

aspect in the company’s marketing process that aims to create demand for virtual goods that can 

be sold for real money. This way, we are able to offer new explanations as to how certain designs 

and patterns create demand and to suggest designs that could still be explored further. Moreover, 
learning can happen in the other direction as well, from game design to marketing. Insights built 

into game designs, based on the collective experience of generations of game designers, can 

potentially teach traditional marketers new things about how people’s behaviour is shaped. 

A marketing-based approach to game design 
Traditional authorities in marketing emphasise that marketing is about identifying and meeting 

human and social needs (Kotler and Keller 2006; Drucker 1993). In the ideal case, marketing 
results in a customer who is willing to buy. Thus the aim is to understand the customer (Durcker 

1993). On the other hand, marketing can also be seen as an activity that creates needs. This view is 

particularly pertinent in the context of MMOs, where designers create the rules and mechanics 

that determine to a large extent the activities and specific needs of the participants. 

In traditional marketing activities, products are offered in an already-existing market and 

customers are segmented mostly based on existing segmentation attributes, such as socio-
demographic variables. When designing a virtual world, its rules and internal economy can be 

regarded as marketing activities concerned with creating the underlying needs and conditions for 

customers to become incentivised to buying virtual goods. The design and creation of virtual 

goods can then be regarded as separate design iterations that address the needs created in the 
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previous stage (see e.g. Stabell & Fjeldstad 1998 and Porter 1980 on value configuration). This 

sets value creation through virtual goods somewhat apart from traditional marketing, as the value 

for the goods has to be first created through designing the context for the goods. Next we will 

present some examples of value creation from traditional marketing science that will be linked 

with game design patterns in the next section. 

Segmentation is one of the basic and central concepts of marketing. Its purpose is to identify and 

divide populations into strategically relevant homogeneous segments based on segmentation 

variables and customer needs. This enables companies to target their marketing efforts according 

to the defining attributes of the segment (Day 1981; Jonker et al. 2004; Kotler and Keller 2006). 

Segmentation in game design can be used in forming segments to which sell virtual goods to: for 
example, in-game classes and professions. Game design -derived player demographics have also 

been covered in literature (e.g. Bartle 1996; Bartle 2003; Yee 2007). 

Differentiation is another basic concept in marketing. The aim of product differentiation is to attain 

higher desirability, and therefore promote sales, by being distinguishable from rival products 

(Kotler and Keller 2006; Sharp and Dawes 2001). Differentiation can take place in relation to a 
multitude of product attributes, but it can be divided into two general subsets: vertical and 

horizontal differentiation. Vertical differentiation refers to the differentiation of product 

attributes that are comparable to rival products’ attributes. Horizontal differentiation refers to 

differentiation by offering a completely different set of attributes, as in a different product (Piana 

2003; Vandenbosch and Weinberg 1995). Both of these dimensions will be further discussed in 

the context of game design. 

In product life cycle management, the concept of planned obsolescence is particularly pertinent. It 

can be divided into two subcategories: 1) contrived durability and 2) actual planned obsolescence 

(Orbach 2004). Contrived durability refers to the intentional shortening of a product’s lifetime in 

the production process, leading to quality deterioration. Planned obsolescence refers to an 

artificial shortening of a product’s useful lifetime by means of fashion cycles or technological 

developments (Kotler and Keller 2006). The purpose of these strategies is to encourage 

customers to make repeated purchases and to enables sales to be sustained over a long period of 

time (Bulow 1986; Choi 1994; Orbach 2004). These strategies are interesting in the context of 
virtual items, since they are digital products: whatever their durability, it is always rather artificial. 

Finally, various cognitive and psychological biases are frequently studied and exploited in 

marketing. Hsee et al. (2003) found that introducing points as a medium of exchange had a clear 

effect on people’s behaviour in a setting where no effect should have been observed under an 

assumption of rational choice. According to the study, the medium caused an illusion of 
advantage, certainty and linearity and led test subjects to change their preferences and select the 

options that were originally less desirable. Subjects were willing to pay more effort when points 

were used as a medium between the effort and the outcome, compared to a situation with no 

mediating factor. These results are interesting, because most MMO operators use a virtual 

currency as a medium of exchange between real money and virtual items. Virtual currency as a 

medium also enables other psychological pricing possibilities, such as odd-pricing. 

In summary, basic approaches in marketing include segmentation and differentiation on one 

hand, and a large variety of devices for enhancing the perceived desirability of purchases on the 

other hand. 
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Patterns 
The patterns identified in the study, reported in more detail in Hamari & Lehdonvirta 2010, were 

divided into two categories. The first category consists of mechanics that in marketing terms 
create segmentation of users and enable differentiation of virtual goods; in other words, game 

mechanics that divide service content into differentiated contexts along vertical and horizontal 

lines, and in the process create a need for corresponding virtual goods. These mechanics are 

summarised in Table 3. 

Table 6: Segmentation-related game mechanics that promote virtual goods purchases 

Design pattern In marketing terms Towards Aims to 

Stratified content Segmentation, 

differentiation 

Rules, 

environment 

Create segmentation, enable 

differentiation and generate incentives 

for repeated purchases 

Status restricted 

items 

Differentiation, planned 

obsolescence 

Items Enforce segmentation and generate 

incentives for repeated purchases 

Increasingly 

challenging content 

Segmentation, 

differentiation, planned 

obsolescence 

Rules, 

environment 

Enforce segmentation and generate 

incentives for repeated purchases 

Multidimensional 

gameplay 

Segmentation, 

differentiation 

Gameplay Create segmentation and enable 

differentiation and create differentiated 

additional settings for virtual goods 

Avatar types Segmentation, 

differentiation 

Avatar Create segmentation and enable 

differentiation 

 

The second category includes mechanics that are used to create demand for virtual goods and 

encourage repeated purchases. Inconvenient user interface elements and similar gameplay factors 

have also been used as means to create need for complementary and value-added services that 
augment the core product. Special occasions related to real-world culture as well as to virtual 

world -specific contexts have been used in the seasonal promotion of virtual goods. These 

mechanics are summarised in Table 4. 

Table 7: Other game mechanics that promote virtual goods purchases 

Design  In marketing 

terms 

Towards Aims to 

Item degradation Planned 

obsolescence 

Items, rules, 

environment 

Create incentives for repeated 

purchases 

Inconvenient 

gameplay 

elements 

Core product -> 

Augmented product 

User interface, 

gameplay 

Create settings for additional virtual 

goods and services 

Currency as 

medium 

Psychological 

pricing 

- Create incentives for (repeated) 

purchases 

Inventory 

mechanics 

- Items, avatar Create incentives for repeated 

purchases 

Special occasions Promotional Environment, items Benefit from cultural patterns that 

encourage buying behaviour and create 

settings for additional virtual goods 

Artificial scarcity Exclusiveness Items, environment, 

rules 

Make selected virtual goods more 

desirable 

Alterations to 

existing content 

- Environment, items, 

rules, gameplay 

Create new settings for virtual goods to 

have value 
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Game design as part of business planning 

Game designers, by creating and modifying the rules and mechanics of the game, SNS or other 

online hangout, have an essential, but sometimes unrecognised role in planning the marketing of 
virtual goods. MMO operators are able to adjust the environment in which their products are 

sold and marketed, and the rules according to which the products are used, not to mention their 

role in creating the environment to begin with. This uniquely wide and flexible position the 

company occupies in the life cycle of the products requires a wide approach to marketing. 

Even though virtual world operators have been forerunners in coordinating the efforts of game 
design and marketing, there still seems to be way to go before game design is harmonised with 

overall business logic. Many virtual world operators find themselves in a situation where revenue 

generation logic is distanced from the design of the service itself. If an operator was to change 

their revenue generation logic, it would also require drastic changes to the service itself. For 

example, Chronicles of Spellborn, operated by Acclaim Games, had to undergo a costly re-

development due to a change of revenue model from subscription to free-to-play. One potential 

direction for future research could thus be found in examining how business models and service 

design, including game design, could be integrated and aligned from the start. As a first step, this 

could entail theoretical work that combines game mechanics with business model literature. 

From a policy perspective, the findings of this study can be problematic. One cornerstone of 

media regulation in many countries is the conceptual distinction between content and advertising 

(although in film and television, this distinction has recently been challenged by product 

placement and multi-channel concepts). This study suggests that in games and online services 

that utilise the virtual good sales revenue model, it may be conceptually impossible to distinguish 
between “innocent” game mechanics and content that has a marketing purpose. Some other rule 

than the separation of “content” and “advertising” may thus be necessary if commercial online 

services are to be regulated in the future. 

Marketing as game design 
An important conclusion that can be drawn from the results is that it is possible to see many 

traditional marketing techniques as the equivalent of game design patterns. From this 

perspective, the task of planning a marketing strategy for a traditional product or service could be 
approached as a task of creating a game design: a structure of choices, restrictions and incentives 

that engage the player-consumer in an interactive relationship with the product or service. 

Marketers already use terms and devices reminiscent of game design: progressions, levels, prizes, 

collectibles, memberships and points, among others. As game design patterns, these devices are 

not very advanced, however. Some problems with these real-life “marketing games” are arguably 

the following: the game is too simplistic, the game fails to engage for more than a short period of 

time, the game is too easy to provide excitement or too difficult to be rewarding, or the 

marketer’s commercial motive is blatantly obvious, preventing immersion in the game. 

Our suggestion to marketing managers is, therefore, to approach the marketing task as a serious 

game design challenge: to hire professional game designers, to consult the large body of literature 

on game design, and to strive to create engaging games around their products and services. The 

whole customer relationship, from acquisition through retention to monetisation, could be 

modelled as an interactive game. This approach would be especially suited for businesses where 
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customer interaction is mostly computer-mediated (including automatic telephone services) and 

the variety of possible interactions is restricted. On the other hand, businesses with face-to-face 

interactions and a complex variety of possible interactions could perhaps apply game design on a 

suitably abstract layer, and also make use of techniques and patterns in so-called pervasive gaming: 

games that are layered into everyday life as opposed to being played on a distinct device at a 
distinct time (Montola & Stenros 2009). 

One challenge in implementing advanced game design patterns in more traditional forms of 

business is the obvious lack of “gameness” in such services. Complex rules and achievements 

might be difficult to articulate in marketing communications without an explicit agreement that 

there is a game in progress. One potential direction for further research could thus be to examine 
ways in which marketers could build game mechanics into marketing strategies in contexts where 

there is no explicit agreement that a “game” is being played; in other words, research on 

“business game design”. 

Patterns of persuasion 
Finally, one more possible link for the patterns identified in this study is so-called captology or 

persuasive technology: the notion of using technology to persuade people to change their behavior 

towards some desired goal (Fogg 2003). These patterns can be seen as one branch or subset of 
persuasive techniques that could be applied in a variety of areas. Applications for persuasive 

technology are diverse, ranging from promoting environmentally friendly behavior (Nakajima et 

al. 2008) to motivating exercise (Toscos et al. 2006) or house cleaning (Strengers 2008). Selling 

products or services could be seen as one application area, linking game design, persuasive 

technology and marketing. 

Malaby (2007) suggests that if we look at games as domains of artificial outcomes, of “contrived 

contingency”, we find that society is full of games: ones associated with business risk, others 

associated with political risk, and still others that relate to cool consumption styles, popularity 

and friends. Increasingly, the distinction between computer games and these other “games” in 

the society is blurring, with MMOs and SNSs blazing the trail. It should perhaps not be 

surprising, then, that we can find similarity in the rules and structures of these domains, even if 

the study of those rules takes different names, such as marketing and game design. A promising 

direction of research, pioneered in this study, is to take what we have learned in one domain and 
adapt it to others. 
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Section II: Measuring 
 
5 Macroeconomic indicators in a 
virtual economy 
Tuukka Lehtiniemi 

Virtual worlds contain systems of resource allocation, production, and consumption that are 

often called virtual economies. A virtual world operator has an incentive to monitor the economy, 

and users and outside observers benefit from temporal and cross-economy comparisons. 
Standard methodology of computing macroeconomic aggregates would allow this analysis, but 

such methodology is currently unavailable. I fill this gap by employing the concepts of national 

accounting. I focus on virtual economies where the production of new virtual goods takes place 

as the users expend inputs to produce predetermined outputs along predetermined production 

paths. Previous attempts at measuring the aggregate production of a virtual economy have been 

based on non-standard methods and externally collected data. In virtual economies the operator 

can collect extensive data automatically—a characteristic feature that should be reflected in any 

standard accounting scheme. Macroeconomic aggregates for a national economy are computed 
using the System of National Accounts, which is intended for measuring a national economy vis-

à-vis the rest of the world. In a virtual economy context, by contrast, I make the distinction 

between production by the users and creation of goods by the virtual world code. These 

principles result in an aggregate measure called the Gross User Product, which measures the 

aggregate output of production activities by the users. I measure GUP for the virtual economy of 

EVE Online, based on extensive log data collected by the operator. The demonstrated method is 

generalizable for quantifying virtual economies on the macro level. 
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Introduction 
From an economic point of view, a virtual world becomes interesting whenever economic 

interactions exist between its participants. Most popular contemporary virtual worlds have a 

designed economic system of some sort. These systems mimic real-world economies: the users 

control virtual property, it may be possible to employ inputs to produce output, there are often 

markets in which outputs can be traded, and usually there is a virtual currency that is used as a 
mean of exchange. Sometimes there are non-desired phenomena like inflation (e.g. Castronova, 

2001, p. 33) or hyperinflation (Simpson, 1999) that are, on the surface at least, similar to real-

world economic phenomena. These observations have lead to naming the designed economies of 

virtual worlds ‘virtual economies’ (e.g. Bartle, 2003; Burke, 2002; Castronova, 2001). 

The users participate in a virtual world voluntarily, and usually pay for the privilege in some form. 
A working and sufficiently stable economy is arguably instrumental to a satisfactory user 

experience. Currently, there are no standard measures of the state of a virtual economy. Using 

quantitative measures, the operator could monitor the outcomes of design changes. The 

measures would enable economic modeling, a prerequisite for predicting implications of intended 

changes. Such measures would benefit the users by offering detailed economic data for decision-

making purposes, and outside observers would be interested in comparative analysis between 

virtual economies. 

In this article, I develop a standard way in which operators can quantify virtual economies. The 

focus is particularly on measuring the level of economic activity. Unlike the operator of a virtual 

world, who can duplicate any virtual goods in the virtual world essentially free of cost on the 

margin, the users act under strict budget constraints, and their actions are those that are paid 

attention to. As a first approximation, the operator can follow the number of users and the time 

spent in the virtual world. Better measures, such as an aggregate production measure, allow the 

operator to do more detailed comparative analysis within the virtual economy. An aggregate 
production measure was actually an important part of one of the first studies of virtual 

economies (Castronova, 2001). 

Compared to previous studies, my approach to measuring aggregate production of the users is 

more rigorous in the sense that it employs the possibility of gathering comprehensive production 

data from a virtual world. My requirements for the aggregate production measure are as follows. 
Firstly, it has to represent the activities of the users. Secondly, it has to allow for comparative (for 

example, temporal) analysis within the virtual economy. Thirdly, it has to enable quantification of 

effects of design changes and the use of economic models. And finally, it has to allow for some 

sort of comparative analysis between virtual economies. My approach is based on the principles 

of the United Nations System of National Accounts (SNA), according to which internationally 

consistent macroeconomic accounts (for example, GDPs of national economies) are formed. As 

will be shown, SNA cannot be directly used for measuring virtual economies, but it makes sense 

to employ its tried principles. 

In this article, I develop an accounting system for measuring the value of goods and services 

produced by the users during a period of time within the boundaries of a virtual economy. I 

employ standard macroeconomic flow chart analysis for this purpose. The developed accounting 

system draws from SNA, but stresses production by the users, as opposed to production within a 

national economy. Finally, I show how the aggregate production measure can be computed in 
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practice, employing comprehensive production and market data logged by CCP games, the 

operator of the virtual world called EVE Online.  

To my knowledge, my approach and the employed data are unique in the field. 

A New Measure of Aggregate Production 

A Simplif ied Flow Diagram 
Let us first consider only the manufacturing activities of the users of a virtual world. In this 

simplified situation the production activities can be presented in the circular flow (cf. Begg et al., 

2003, p. 275) in Figure 8. Instead of the standard sector division (households, firms, and 

government), the activities of the agents in the economy are separated into two roles: an agent 

can act either as a producer or a consumer. A producer is not necessarily associated with any firm 

that pays wages to its employees: instead, each agent in the economy has a dual role. Each of 

them may act at some point in time as a producer, and in another point as a consumer. An agent 
may produce items to be sold on the market, or produce items for her own use. In national 

accounting, the latter is called own-account production (United Nations [UN], 2003, p. 24). Like 

market production, own-account production is valued at market prices or, if market prices are 

not available, using production costs (United Nations [UN]. 2001). In a virtual economy, the 

share of own-account production is potentially large – a large share of total income is paid in 

kind by the producer role to the consumer role. The agents may be thought of as entrepreneurs 

who produce items both for the market and for own consumption. 

 

Figure 8 Simplified flows of expenditure and income.  

The users’ activities have been divided into two roles. 

In Figure 8, the upper arc of the flow diagram represents total expenditure, and the lower arc 

represents total income. The producers produce the final goods and services according to the 
total expenditure consisting of final consumption  and investments . The interpretation of 

,  and savings  are standard (see e.g. UN, 2003, p. 25). The aggregate production in this 

economy would equal the value of  in some period of time. Since there are no flows out of 

the system, aggregate production can be measured either as aggregate factor income or as 

aggregate expenditure. 

Instead of producing goods by themselves the user may also collect items dropped by dead non-

player characters, such as monsters. Introduction of this new mean of production does not 
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require adding sectors or flows to the flow diagram, but it may make differentiating between 

consumption  and investments  difficult. The outwardly same use of a good can often be 

categorized as either consumption or production. For example, when users purchase weaponry, 

they may use their purchases for consumption by attacking other users. Alternatively, they may 

attack NPCs and produce new goods. In this case their purchase was an investment. 

The Environment 

The flow in Figure 8 is, naturally, an overt simplification. The users are usually not the only 

agents that participate in the flows of expenditure and income. There is also a sector that 
represents the operator of the virtual economy. I shall refer to this sector as the Environment. 

The Environment is a metaphorical entity that collectively represents everything that is not 

operated by the users. In practice, the Environment may include for example code-operated 

sellers of intermediate goods. 

When users produce something by gathering raw materials, refining them into intermediate 

products, and finally producing a virtual final good, the value of the final good represents all 
value additions through the production process and all received incomes of the participants of 

the production process (Figure 8). If an intermediate good is purchased from the Environment, 

its value is still reflected in the value of the final good, but there is no corresponding income 

received by any consumer. The Environment sector, then, affects the manufacturing flows as 

presented in Figure 9. The purchases of intermediate and investment goods ( ) from the 

Environment leak out of circulation. The most closely fitting analogue for the Environment in 
SNA is the foreign sector. In national accounting, intermediate goods bought from the foreign 

sector are subtracted from the total expenditure, as they are not associated with corresponding 

factor incomes inside the national economy. Treatment of  should be similar to exports: 

subtract the value of all intermediate goods purchased from the Environment. 

 

Figure 9 Expenditure and income with part of intermediate  

and investment goods (Em) flowing out of circulation. 

In a national economy, a relevant borderline can be drawn between domestic and foreign 

production (or receiving of income). The former are included in GDP, whereas the latter are not, 

explaining the ‘domestic’ part in GDP. This distinction is clearly not relevant for a virtual 
economy. When measuring the users’ production activity in a virtual economy, a relevant 

borderline exists between the production the users and the creation of goods by the service in 

which the virtual economy takes place. I will, from now on, call the measure of the aggregate 

production in a virtual economy the Gross User Product, or GUP, of the economy.  
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Further Roles of the Environment 

Purchaser and seller of goods 

The role of intermediate and investment goods purchased from the Environment was discussed 

above. The reciprocal role of sales of these goods to the Environment is clear: they represent 
income to the users, but do not show up in the prices of final goods. Their value should, then, be 

added to the GUP, giving rise to a new item . 

When the Environment sells final consumption goods, their value represents consumption 

expenditure flowing out of the system, similarly to consumption good imports in SNA. When the 
Environment purchases user-produced final goods, they should be treated similarly to goods 

exports in SNA - they give rise to factor incomes to users but do not show up in either 

consumption or investment expenditure. All final good purchases from Environment are, then, 

included to the term  and all final good sales to Environment to the term . 

Using these principles, the treatment of various kinds of goods purchased from and sold to the 

Environment can be decided on. The foreign trade analogy suits production of goods for the 

purpose of selling to the Environment. It also suits goods that may not be consumed nor 

produced inside the economy, but can be purchased from the Environment, transported, and 

sold again to the Environment with a premium – much like goods that are transited through one 

country to the next country. The transit gives rise to factor incomes, and the added value of such 

transit should be reflected in GUP. 

Purchaser and seller of services 

One of the economic roles of the Environment is to purchase services from the users. The 
Environment may, for example, provide task for the users to complete. The payouts of theses 

tasks should be included in GUP: the users use time and other inputs to produce a service, which 

they sell to the Environment. The payouts flow to the users as incomes, but the flows do not 

originate inside the economy. The effect is similar to exports in national accounting, and their 

value should be included in . 

The Environment may also sell services. For example, the users may be able to hire an NPC to 

sell their virtual goods (Simpson, 1999). The services may be either final services, in which case a 

part of final consumption expenditure flows out of circulation, or intermediate services, in which 

case they drive a wedge between expenditure and income. Both types of services have an effect 

similar to imports in SNA, and should be included in . Sometimes these services may be 

presented in guise of taxes. 

Collector of taxes 

 In addition to the many foreign-sector-like roles, the Environment also performs actions that 

bear resemblance to the actions of a public sector. The users often pay compulsory fees that 

resemble taxes. For example, each transaction event on the market or each manufacturing event 

may be subject to a fixed or proportional tax. There are other similar compulsory payments, 

though they may not always be called taxes. 

In the national accounting context there is, however, an important difference between these tax-

like payments and taxes collected by the public sector in a real-world economy. The 

Environment sector does not usually operate subject to a budget constraint (Bartle, 2003, pp. 
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265-266), and therefore it does not actually redistribute income by means of taxes and subsidies. 

The tax-like payments made to the Environment sector trickle out of the macroeconomic flow of 

expenditures and incomes. Their role is actually just this: they remove money from circulation, 

enabling control on the money supply.  

A government sector is absent from the macroeconomic flows depicted in this study. Instead, in 

the accounting sense, taxes and similar payments resemble imports of services more than 

anything else. In one important sense taxes in virtual worlds do conceptually resemble taxes: a tax 

payable by the producer on sold goods drives a wedge between prices paid by the consumers and 

received by the producers. 

The Gross User Product 

The roles of the Environment are summarized in the macroeconomic flows in Figure 10. The 

new flows include the value of goods and services purchased by the Environment ( ); net non-

investment payments, such as market taxes, that the producers make to the Environment ( ); 

and net tax-like payments the consumers make to the Environment ( ). The flow  is 

augmented with the components described above. 

In the flow chart of Figure 10, GUP can be viewed as the sum of user expenditures depicted on 
the upper arc. Summing the expenditure components yields 

.        (1) 

 

Figure 10 Complete flows of expenditure and income in a virtual economy. 

This, on an abstract level, is the basis for GUP measurement. GUP consists of expenditures on 
consumption and investment, and net sales of goods and services to the Environment sector. 

The equation resembles the standard expenditure equation describing the GDP components (e.g. 

Stiglitz & Driffill, 2000, p. 397). 

Conditions of a specific virtual economy obviously affect what, exactly, the terms in the GUP 

equation should include. These conditions also affect the valuation principles: market taxes and 

other fees can induce producer and consumer price discrepancies, and the exact mechanisms of 
trading may affect determination of market prices. I present an example of practical GUP 

measurement in the following section. 
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Measuring Gross User Product 
I use EVE Online (EVE) as an example virtual economy for which GUP is computed. EVE, an 

online game set in a science fiction background, is run by CCP Games based in Iceland. It had 
about 220,000 paying users at the end of the year I consider (2007) (Gu!mundsson & 

Halldórsson, 2008, p. 4). It is targeted at a mature audience, the average player age being 27 years 

(Lehdonvirta, 2006). 

The Western market is covered by a single instance of the virtual world of EVE. All users are, 

then, agents in the same economy. This makes the economy large in comparison. Though there 
are games with vastly more users, their user bases are typically distributed among several 

instances of the game world, so that a few thousand users can potentially interact with each other 

in any one instance. The users of EVE pay a subscription fee of around 15 " per month to gain 

access to the game. The operator does not directly sell virtual property, but an unsanctioned 

secondary market exists on for example several dedicated Internet marketplaces. 

I employ market and production data from a database collected by CCP Games and made 
available to researchers by a collaboration agreement (see HIIT, 2007). Relevantly to the topic at 

hand, the database consists of, in principle, a complete set of production and user-to-user and 

user-to-Environment transaction data from the EVE economy within the time period from 

January to June 2007. 

Production and Valuation 
According to its story, the virtual world of EVE is set in distant future. The forms of virtual 

property include spaceships, high-tech equipment, exotic minerals and metals. Production of new 

virtual goods in EVE happens by the manufacturing and the drop production processes. Many, 

though not all, final goods can be produced from intermediate goods by the users. Production 

happens via predetermined production paths. The drop-type production takes place as the users 

receive virtual goods that appear upon destroying various kinds of NPCs. Users produce also 

services, for example complete scripted tasks called missions, or locate and destroy NPCs for a 
reward. 

A large part of trading in EVE happens using a built-in market feature. The ‘market’ is an 

exchange where users list buy and sell offers. The goods are priced using the virtual currency of 

EVE, called ISK. Perfect information on the goods is available, and the platform offers a trusted 

way of completing transactions. In SNA, market prices are used for valuation of goods (UN, 
2001). I use the periodically averaged prices agreed upon using the market feature as market 

prices. There are also other ways of completing transactions: users can barter and set up auctions. 

Prices agreed upon using these features may be ambiguous: many goods can be bundled together. 

They are also more likely to be economically non-significant, that is production and purchase 

decisions are based on arrangements other than the price. 

Transactions using the market feature are subject to a varying proportional market tax payable by 

the party listing the buy or sell order. The market prices, then, have properties of both producers’ 

and purchasers’ prices. Despite the discrepancy between what the purchaser pays and the seller 

gets, the market prices shall be defined as the prices observed on the market, inclusive of taxes. 

To correct some of the error introduced by this definition, the taxes actually paid are excluded 
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from GUP. These taxes most closely correspond to the term  in Figure 10. This yields 

Equation 4 as the GUP measurement basis: 

.       (2) 

A source of error is introduced here: the market tax is collected regardless of whether the 

exchanged good is a freshly produced good or a second-hand good. The market tax size is small, 

however, and the errors introduced are insignificant in practice (see Table 8). 

Market prices are not always available for seldom-exchanged goods. The SNA approach to 

valuing such production is to use production costs as the second-best alternative (UN, 2001). 

Production costs are defined as the sum of intermediate consumption, compensation of 

employees, consumption of fixed capital, and net taxes on production (UN, 2003, pp. 21-22). In 

this analysis, the production costs include intermediate goods and partially used fixed capital 

goods using market prices. Compensation to other factors of production is not considered.  

Measurement Practices 

Above, it was discussed that investment and consumption expenditures may be impossible to 

separate reliably. This is the case in EVE Online. A breakdown of final expenditures to 

investment and consumption shall not be attempted in this analysis. The approach to measuring 

GUP that I employ is based on a combination of the production approach and the expenditure 

and income approaches (UN, 2003, p. 5). The value of produced final goods, including 
consumption and investment goods, is measured by observing production events. The products 

are valued using market prices. This also includes the values of input intermediate goods. Then, 

referring to Equation 4, the remaining items are identified and their contribution to GUP is 

measured using expenditure and income data. 

The value of manufactured goods is measured by observing the manufacturing events and using 
the valuing convention outlined above. The goods produced by the drop method are measured 

by a probabilistic approach, based on the number of destroyed NPCs and the probability of the 

appearance of different goods. Measuring the value of the newly produced final goods will end 

up including user consumption of user-produced final goods, user-produced fixed investments, 

and user-produced final consumption and final investment goods sold to the Environment. 

These items should be included in GUP, with two reservations. First, some final goods must be 
produced from other final goods. The final goods used up in the production process are 

subtracted from the total value of produced final goods. Second, the value of investment goods 

purchased from the Environment is included in the prices of final goods. Intermediate goods are 

easy to identify, but, as discussed previously, it is difficult to separate investment from 

consumption. I considered a subset of purchases from the Environment as likely to be made to 

add production capacity and regarded them as fixed investments. There is a subjective element in 

this classification, and some error is likely introduced. 

When the user-produced final goods have been included and the above corrections made, the 

next step is to compare the outcome of this production approach to Equation 4. The value of 

produced items together makes up a part of each of the items , , , and , but does not 

complete GUP. To complete it, some items need to be added, including the value of intermediate 
goods sold to the Environment, the total value of services sold to the Environment, and the net 
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value of transit goods sold to the Environment. All three are measured using expenditure data. 

Finally, the paid market taxes (the term ) are deducted from the resulting figure to end up in 

GUP as defined in Equation 4. 

There are two omitted categories of production that are not, but should be, included. These 

production types are the services users sell to other users, and increases in stocks of intermediate 

goods. Both are left out due to practical difficulties—that is, the unavailability of data. This 

obviously introduces some error in the GUP measurement.  

GUP at Current Prices 
The available data allows for GUP computations for the time period between the beginning of 

January 2007 and the end of June 2007. The GUP in June 2007, and its main components, is 

presented in Table 8. The total GUP of that month is 3.47*1013 ISK, or 34.7 Trillion ISK. 

Table 8 Breakdown of GUP in June 2007. 

Component Valuea Contributionb 

Net manufactured final goods 18.6 + 

Final goods dropped by NPCs 10.9 + 

Services sold to Environment 11 + 

Net goods from Environment 5.4 - 

Market taxes to Environment 0.4 - 

GUP total 34.7  

a value in trillion ISK 

b whether contribution to GUP is positive or negative  

It is evident that the main contribution to GUP comes from produced final goods (including 

both production methods). The net good ‘imports’ from the Environment include mainly 
investment goods purchased from the Environment, intermediate goods both purchased from 

and sold to the Environment, and the added value of transit goods. The selected month is 

representative: the changes in the component shares have remained within three percent units 

over the six-month period. 

The error induced by the subjectivity regarding the inclusion of items in the fixed investment 
category is relatively small. Assuming the value of fixed investments from Environment increases 

or decreases by 20 %, the GUP value of June 2007 would decrease or increase (ceteris paribus) by 

around 4 %, respectively. 

The main problem of the GUP presented in Table 8 is that it is not in any context. Is the 34.7 

Trillion ISK a large or a small number? How has GUP evolved over the past months? There are 
two ways that both partially solve the first of these problems. The first way is to measure the 

total value of all goods in the users’ inventories. Currency is excluded from this value. In the end 

of June 2007 this value was, using current prices and the valuation principles employed in the 
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GUP measurement, roughly 1.74*1015 ISK. The GUP of period 6 is about 2 % of this total 

figure. The accumulated wealth in the economy is significant, especially considering the fact that 

GUP represents production in gross terms. The other way is to convert the GUP of June 2009 to 

US dollars. Unfortunately, reliable statistics of exchange rates from ISK to USD are not available. 

Something giving an idea of the order of magnitude of the exchange rate can be found by 
looking at the lowest sell offers listed on one publicly available real-money trading platform2 of 

the time. These varied between USD 50.00 and 53.18 for one billion ISK during June 2007. The 

USD value of GUP in that month, using the lowest exchange rate, would be around 1.74 Million. 

The number of users (total, not concurrent) in EVE at the time was 172,000 and, therefore, the 

monthly GUP per user was around USD 10. The potential error introduced by the exchange rate 

uncertainty cannot be overstressed. 

The second of the problems calls for further analysis. Monthly GUP numbers as such are not 

comparable: if the overall price level has changed, nominal GUP may change differently from the 

real GUP, and the changes in aggregate production are veiled by the price changes. 

Deflated GUP and Economic Growth 
To allow for growth considerations, GUP has to be purged of price changes. One of the most 

closely watched price statistics (Wynne & Sigalla, 1994, p. 1), consumer price index (CPI), is an 

immediate suspect. A CPI is not available on demand for the EVE economy. CPI is not an 

optimal measure either: the changes in patterns of user expenditure are potentially very fast in the 

EVE economy, much more so than in a national economy. For example, when the operator 

introduces an update including new goods or new production paths, it can have a significant 

effect on the users’ expenditures, essentially overnight. CPI is based on samples – due to practical 
reasons – and unable to react quickly to shifts in expenditures (e.g. Wynne & Sigalla, 1994, pp. 4, 

13). 

The index to be chosen here has to be able to accommodate for substitution effects in 

consumption due to introduction of new goods, but be easily calculable and interpretable. One 

index that fulfills both requirements is a chained Fischer index  (Forsyth & Fowler, 1981, p. 

228). The index at period , , is based on the prices  and quantities  of exchanged goods 

on periods  and . Technically, the Fischer index is a geometric mean of two indices, the 

Paasche and Laspeyres indices (Ibid.), at the period under consideration: 

        (3) 

The chained Fischer index recognizes that quantities may change during the interval between two 
successive periods. The prices and quantities considered here are those of exchanged final goods. 

The underlying logic is that as the utility arising from consumer goods and services defines the 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

2 Sparter.com, a site that is not operational anymore. The price data was collected from the website during 
June 2007. These prices represent listed sell offers, not necessarily realized transactions. Additionally, all 
completed transactions were subject to a 20 % brokerage fee. 
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prosperity of an economy, the prices of these products should be the basis of measuring inflation 

(Bryan & Pike, 1991). As was discussed above, the users are not only consumers of final goods – 

they use the very same goods also for production. Therefore, some purchases affecting the 

bundle in the index will actually be investments instead of consumption. 

The monthly inflation in the EVE economy, , is presented in Figure 11. During the 

investigated six-month period, inflation has actually been negative – the economy has 

experienced deflation. Deflation has been increasingly fast. A constant monthly deflation of 6 %, 

for example, translates to a yearly deflation of more than 50 %. The reasons underlying the 

deflation can be numerous, including the usual suspect of real output increasing faster than the 

stock of money (e.g. Schwartz, 1973, p. 264). 

 

Figure 11 Monthly inflation rates in the EVE economy. The observations  

span the period between January 2007 (period 1) and June 2007 (period 6). 

It is now possible to return to the analysis of GUP values computed in the previous section. The 

periodical GUP at current prices ( ) can be deflated to the first period ( ) using the 

principle of chained multiplications of the chained Fischer indices (cf. Forsyth & Fowler, 1981, p. 

228): 

        (4) 

The deflated GUP from January 2007 to June is presented in Figure 12. In that figure, the actual 

values of GUP are replaced by an index comparing the GUP values to the value in the first 

period. Before indexing, all values of GUP are deflated to period 1—that is, to January 2007, 

using Equation 6. The effect of varying month length has also been purged. 

The index of GUP does not, however, take into account the increase in the number of users. The 

user base, measured by the number of paying users, has grown about 12 % during the 

investigated six-month period: from about 154,000 in January 2007 to about 172,000 in June 

2007. As the user base of EVE Online has increased during the investigated period, some part of 

the GUP growth comes from the increased number of users and the rest from increased 

production efficiency. The deflated monthly GUP purged of the effect of increased user base is 
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also presented as an index in Figure 12. The method assumes a temporally constant input time 

per user.  

During the half-year period the monthly GUP has increased around 70 % and the monthly GUP 

per user over 50 %. The monthly growth rate of GUP per user has varied through the 

investigated period, being about 1 % from January to February and reaching over 13 % from 

March to April. The latter figure is significantly high; it gives rise to a yearly growth of over 300 

% assuming constant growth rate. The increase in production efficiency, measured in terms of 

average GUP produced per user, has been significant. 

 

Figure 12 Deflated monthly GUP and deflated monthly GUP per user between  

January 2007 (period 1, index value = 100) and June 2007 (period 6). 

Conclusions and Discussion 
I have shown that the principles of SNA can be used to form an accounting scheme for 

measuring the aggregate production activities of the users in a virtual economy. The main 

difference in national accounting and virtual economy accounting lies in the definition of what is 

considered as relevant production to be included. Gross domestic product, as defined in SNA, is 

intended for measuring the production that takes place in some geographic location. The 

borderline is drawn between domestic and foreign production. In a virtual economy, the physical 

‘where’ of a production event is meaningless, and the ‘domestic’ metaphor is not usable. The 
main finding of this study is that the borderline has to be drawn between the users and the 

service they use, or the Environment. The name of the SNA-based aggregate production 

measure, the Gross User Product, emphasizes the relevance of the users as producers, as 

opposed to the creation of new goods by the Environment. 

Once this distinction is made, it is straightforward to compute the GUP. SNA is referenced in all 
stages, but instead of value added in the domestic sector, the value additions by the users are 

included. The applicability of this method was demonstrated for the case of EVE Online using 

transaction and production data provided by the operator firm. A chained Fischer index was 

employed to purge the GUP measure of the effects of deflation. The ability to centrally log the 

necessary data for the computations of these measures is a distinguishing feature of virtual 

economies. 
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The real GUP growth rates purged of the increased number of subscriptions show that the users’ 

production efficiency has increased. From the operator point of view, this increase can mean that 

they have to introduce new virtual goods and production paths to compensate for the decreasing 

required effort level. The production efficiency also offers one explanation for the observed 

decrease of overall price level, or deflation: as the productivity increases, the prices can be 
expected to fall in the long run. 

GUP performs well against the requirements for an aggregate production measure laid out in the 

first section of this article: it measures the production activities of the users; it can be used for 

virtual economy -specific comparative analysis by the operator; it can be used for monitoring and 

predicting design changes; and it can be used for comparative analysis between virtual 
economies. The measured GUP shows that these requirements can be fulfilled also in practice. 

The six observations of monthly GUP, and the five observations of GUP growth that can be 

derived from this data, form a very short time series that does not allow for, as an example, time 

series modeling of economic growth. This is a practical consideration, and nothing that an 

operator could not overcome. 

The focus of this study was in virtual economies where production of predetermined new goods 

happens along predetermined production paths. The principles used for GUP computation in 

this study are directly applicable to other virtual economies with production methods comparable 

to the ones considered here. Such virtual economies include the majority of large game-like 

virtual world in the Western market. Virtual economies with different production methods were 

not considered, but there is no reason why the same principles could not be used. Users will be 

the relevant producers, and the Environment will have a role similar to the foreign sector in 

national accounting. The extent of the role of the Environment is obviously different in different 
economies. 
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6 Econometrics: the case of gender 
and wealth 
Tuukka Lehtiniemi and Vili Lehdonvirta 

In almost every economy in the world, women’s income and wealth are lower than men’s. There 

is considerable debate as to whether this disparity is attributable to biological factors (physical 

abilities, childbearing), lifestyle choices (choice of education and occupation, number of hours 

worked) or structural and individual discrimination against women (lower pay for the same 

work). Empirical studies have not been able to settle the question because of the difficulty of 

distinguishing between choice and discrimination in statistical data. In this study, we examine the 
question using data from a so-called virtual economy: a large scale economic simulation taking 

place in a massively-multiplayer online game with over 300 000 participants. The advantage of 

this approach is that we can distinguish between the economic actors’ physical gender and the 

gender of the guise through which they appear to other actors. This allows us to examine the 

economic consequences of “being female” and “appearing female” separately. The results lend 

tentative support to both choice and discrimination: female players make less wealth out of 

virtual resources given to them, but female players using a male avatar are better off than female 

players using a female avatar. 

The analyses presented in this chapter are conducted using the EVE Online data set provided by 

CCP Games. In an instance of follow-up research stemming from the AVEA project, we are 

now collaborating with researchers from the University of Southern California to conduct 

equivalent analyses on the massively-mutiplayer role-playing game EverQuest 2. The combined 

results will enable us to put forward a strong contribution to the debate concerning gender and 
wealth, whilst demonstrating the unique value of virtual economies for social scientific research. 
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Introduction 
Determinants of economic wellbeing have been investigated from many angles in economics and 

social sciences. One example is the effect that an individual’s characteristics, both inherent and 

acquired, have on income. The characteristics in such studies may include, for example, years of 

schooling, gender, professional status, and parents’ income. One finding that is consistent across 

most economies is that women tend to earn less income and hold less wealth than men (United 
Nations, 2005). 

There is considerable debate as to whether this gender disparity is attributable to biological 

factors (physical abilities, childbearing), lifestyle choices (choice of education and occupation, 

number of hours worked) or structural and individual discrimination against women (lower pay 

for the same work). Gender role theory posits that many gender-based differences are explained 
by social norms and expectations rather than essential biological differences (Lindsey, 2005). For 

example, occupations that are traditionally perceived as especially suitable for women, such as 

nursing and household care, also happen to be the least well paid. It has also been claimed that 

women are paid less even when doing the same jobs as men. 

On the other hand, studies of income and employment statistics typically find that the effect of 

gender decreases when other factors are taken into account. Females’ earnings seem initially 
radically lower than males’. When more extensive data is used, it is typically found out that 

actually a part of, but not all, gender differences can be explained by differences in other factors 

that correlate with gender. Such factors may include the type and level of education, hours 

worked, or field of education (reference with example). It has been claimed that the income gap 

is thus at least partially a result of women choosing to work less hours. Others retort that the 

fewer hours worked by women are a consequence and reflection of structural discrimination 

rather than choice. Empirical studies have not been able to settle the question because of the 

difficulty of distinguishing between choice and discrimination in statistical data. 

In this study, we examine the question using data from a so-called virtual economy: a large scale 

economic simulation taking place in a massively-multiplayer online game called EVE Online 

(hereafter “EVE”). EVE was launched in 2003 by Iceland-based game company CCP Games, 

and currently has over 300 000 players (Gu!mundsson, 2010). The advantage of using a virtual 

economy to study gender disparities in economic prosperity is that we can distinguish between 
the economic actors’ physical gender and the gender of the guise through which they appear to 

other actors. This allows us to examine the economic consequences of “being female” and 

“appearing female” separately. 

Background 

Gender in computer-mediated communication 
Contrary to some expectations, the impact of gender has not disappeared in computer-mediated 

communications (Christofides, Islam, & Desmarais, 2009; Leonard, 2006). Gender is such a 

fundamental way of organising social reality that it is even attributed to supposedly gender-

neutral computer agents (Nass, Moon, & Green, 1997; Nass & Moon, 2000). But in many online 

peer groups, participants have the possibility of presenting themselves in the guise of a gender 
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that differs from their physical gender (Roberts, 1999). This complicates the question of how 

gender influences social relations. Gender role theory suggests that avatar gender, rather than the 

participants’ physical gender, should have an impact upon behavior, because it is the avatar 

gender that is visible to other participants and therefore shapes their expectations towards the 

individual. In contrast, theories that relate differences in behavior to biologically rooted 
differences between men and women expect that avatar gender has no influence, and only 

physical sex matters. 

A common form of identity play in online environments is to assume the guise of the opposite 

gender. In one of the first studies to address this topic, 40 percent of participants in a virtual 

environment had used an avatar of the opposite gender (Roberts, 1999), while in a more recent 
study, the figure was 57 percent (Hussain & Griffiths, 2008). According to Roberts (1999), the 

primary reason for gender-switching is the desire to play the role of a person different from one’s 

self. Female participants also use male avatars to circumvent prejudices towards women in male-

dominated environments, and to avoid unwanted courting behavior (Roberts, 1999; Yee, 2008). 

Male participants use female avatars to enjoy benefits such as attention and gifts lavished by 

other males, and to enjoy controlling and looking at a virtual female body without necessarily 

having any intention to play a feminine role (Hussain & Griffiths, 2008; Yee, 2008). 

Data and methods 

Data, variables and sampling 

In typical studies, the studied variable is income in some form, e.g. earning per year. In the 
context of this study, economic prosperity is measured by wealth. The reason for using wealth 

instead of income is practical: wealth is readily measurable form the data employed in the study, 

whereas income is not. Wealth likely varies less than income, since income is a gross measure, 

whereas wealth is a net measure. The two are, however, likely highly correlated. 

The variables that are potentially thought to have an effect on wealth can be divided into two 

classes: external and internal ones. External variables are the ones that can be measured without 
reference to activities inside the virtual economy. The external variables are visible to an outside 

observer, including the user’s demographics and the time user spends logged on. The internal 

variables, on the other hand, are defined in reference to the virtual economy, including for 

example the user’s character’s attributes and actions of the user in the economy. 

Some characteristics hypothesized to have a statistical effect on wealth have a direct counterpart 
in the outside world: the time inputs, cumulative use experience and inherent attributes of the 

users. Other characteristics may include the experience points achieved by the characters, 

observed character career specialization, and attributes of the characters. 

Many of the variables under examination are related to the user performance in the game. The 

main interest in this study is whether the performance-related variables leave something to be 
explained by other variables, e.g. socio-demographic ones. 

In this study, we deal with characteristics and properties of both a user and a character. As a user 

may have up to three active characters, it is necessary to define which characters are of interest. 

We consider only the main character of each user. A user’s main character is thought to be the 
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one with the highest number of skill points. Then, when considering a user, the list of 

characteristics includes the properties of the user, and the properties of the main character. 

We define the user’s wealth as the sum of virtual currency the main character possesses, and the 

market value of all items the character possesses. Market value of an item is obtained by 

computing the average price of all market transactions of the item in the past month. The 

average is computed per one unit of the item: that is, if N items are included in one transaction, 

the corresponding price is weighted by N. 

All data are extracted from a database for which “current” means taken on July 17, 2007 at 06:24 

AM. The data employed for the independent variables in the analysis consists of several 

properties of the users and their main characters. Much of this data is readily available, such as 

the (self-reported) gender and age of the user, and the gender, in-game age (the time elapsed 

since creation) and the logon hours of the character. 

One variable that places restrictions to the users that can be considered in the analysis is the 
number of skill points. Skill training logs go only as far as November 1, 2005. This limits the 

characters for which a concise measure of skill points can be computed, and therefore users for 

whom a meaningful main character can be determined. Therefore, users, or more specifically 

accounts, created before this date have been omitted. 

Only active and paying users are considered. Active users are defined as those being currently 
active; excluding e.g. banned and past users. The requirement of the user being a paying user, in 

practice, excludes e.g. users using trial accounts. 

Corporation membership of the characters is measured by the current membership status. 

Membership history is not taken into account. 

The analysis was not performed on the whole population. Instead, a sample of the population 

was selected, according to the criteria presented above. 

Initially, a random sample of 4000 active and paying male and female users was selected. 

Stratified sampling was used, since the effect of gender was of especial interest. The gender 
distribution of EVE users is highly asymmetrical: only about 5 % of all currently active users are 

(self-reportedly) female. 

After removing some outlier users (those without non-deleted characters, and those whose main 

character had negative account balance and negative skills – these were assumed to represent 

some sort of oddities) the remaining samples consisted of 3939 male users and 3869 female 
users. These samples were then combined for the analysis, resulting in a grand total of 7808 

users, of whom 49.6 % were female. 

Regression analysis 

Regression analysis is perhaps the most commonly used statistical analysis method used in 
explaining how the income, earnings or wealth of an individual is, on the level of population, 

determined by some underlying variables (e.g. Stock & Watson 2007, Dougherty 2006). The 

underlying idea of regression is to explain the observed variation in the dependent variable, 

wealth in this case, by one or more independent variables, the internal and external variables in 
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this case. The variation is hypothesized to take a functional form of some sort. The functional 

form can be linear or nonlinear. 

Different kinds of regression models have different interpretations. The simplest case is a linear 

regression function. In the linear case, the values of the dependent variable are explained by a 

linear combination of the independent variables. Let  represent the values of the dependent 

variable and  be the corresponding values of the independent variables. In the 

present case,  is the wealth of the user i, and the  are the characteristics of the 

user. The linear regression model explains  by the function 

 

In the function, the coefficients  represent the effects the independent variables have on the 

dependent variable.  is a special case: it is a constant value not depending on any independent 

variable. The term  (called error or residual) represents the unexplained variation of the 

dependent variable, and is treated as a random variable. 

The values of the variables  and  are known. The values of the parameters  

are not known; they have to be estimated using some statistical method. Typically, this task is 

performed using statistical analysis software. There are a number of different methods for 

estimating the parameter values. The most typical one is the least squares method (ordinary least 

squares, OLS) in which the values of  are selected so that the squared sum of the residuals is 

minimized. 

Let’s say that two users have otherwise similar characteristics, but one of them has expended one 

more hour of input (let  represent input hours). In the linear regression model, the effect of 

one more hour of input is . That is, wealth increases by  when input hours increase by one 

hour, when other independent variables remain constant. The same applies to all other 

independent variables: increase in one unit of  causes an increase of  units of . 

Besides linear regression, we will use log-linear and log-log regression models. In the log-linear 

model, the logarithm of the dependent variable is used instead of the dependent variable itself. 

The logarithmic transformation converts the changes in the variables to percentage changes, and 

many relationships are naturally expressed in terms of percentages. The percentage relationship is 

an approximation that holds for small changes in the variable. (E.g. Stock & Watson, 267-269.) 
In the log-log model, the logarithms of both the dependent variable and the independent variable 

are used rather than the variables themselves. Table 9 summarises the types of regression models 

and their interpretation. 
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Table 9 Interpretation of regression results 

Dependent 
variable 

Independent 
variable 

Functional form What does  mean? 

   One-unit increase in  ! 
 unit increase in  

   One-unit increase in  ! 
 % increase in  

  
 

1 % increase in  ! 
 % increase in  

 

Analysis 

Gender differences – init ial analysis and variable 

transformation 

At the outset, it seems that there are gender differences in the wealth levels. Looking at the mean 
wealth of the users, the male users seem to be wealthier than the females.  

Table 10 Mean wealth, male and female users 

Mean wealth 

Male user 1883 M 

Female user 1705 M 

 

The wealth differences, however, do not survive the test for differences between average values. 

The significance of the differences in means is also affected by the tails of the sample 

distributions: if e.g. the 95 % percentiles are investigated, the gender differences in mean wealth 
are statistically significant. Naturally, the mean values do not tell anything of the cause of possible 

differences. The male users may e.g. spend more time in the game or their gaming style may be 

different.  

The distribution of the wealth variable (including both male and female users) is shown in the 

figure below. The distribution, as can be seen, is far from normal. 
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A logarithmic transformation on the wealth variable yields the following, more normal-

resembling, distribution: 

 

Looking at the correlations of the wealth variable to some of the main assumed explanatory 

variables, it seems that it makes sense to work on the logarithm of the wealth variable instead of 

the wealth variable itself. These correlations have been computed for the total sample of the 

users, including both male and female users. 

Table 11 Correlation analysis 

Wealth correlation 

wealth Ln(wealth)  

linear rank linear rank 

Logon hours 0.15 0.73 0.52 0.73 

Skills 0.23 0.76 0.67 0.76 
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Based on the correlations and the distribution statistics, the variable ln(Wealth) is chosen as the 

dependent variable. The analysis, the results of which are shown below, is performed first 

separately using internal and external regressors, and then a model combining both internal and 

external regressors is formed. 

External variables only 

Initially, only external variables are taken into account. The investigated variables include user 

gender, user age and the number of hours the user has been playing his or her main character in 
EVE Online. Other variables, such as the time elapsed since character creation, were also 

investigated, but the best model is detailed in the table below. The regression results are 

presented in the table below. The dependent variable, as decided upon above, is the logarithm of 

wealth. The interpretation guidelines of Table 9 should be used in analyzing the regression 

results. 

Table 12 

Regression model, external regressors only 

Dependent variable: Ln(wealth) 

Regressor (1) (2) (3) 

Intercept 18.91** 18.12** 18.28** 

User gender (1=male) 0.20** 0.31** 0.21** 

User age 0.015** 0.0086** 0.0077** 

100 Input hours  0.16**  

Ln(input hours)   0.94** 

Adjusted R2 0.006 0.28 0.52 

The best-performing model is the one that uses user gender, user age, and the logarithm of input 

hours as explanatory variables. All of these variables remain statistically significant on the 1 % 
significance level. Interestingly, the role of the user age diminishes as input hours are considered 

– this indicates that the input hour variable is positively correlated with the user age variable. 

As a summary of the external regressor models, it can be said that the external regressors explain 
wealth differences perhaps surprisingly well, considering the relatively high coefficient of 

determination (R2) in model (3). 

Internal variables only 

Next, only variables internal to the game are considered. These variables make no reference as to 

who is playing the game and for how long. Instead, variables such as skillpoints, character gender 

and corporate participation are considered. Some of the variables are obviously related to 

external ones – for example, skillpoints are related to the character age (i.e. the time elapsed since 

character creation) and input hours. 
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Table 13 

Regression model, internal regressors only 

Dependent variable: Ln(wealth) 

Regressor (1) (2) (3) 

Intercept 18.00** 18.28** 18.44** 

Million skillpoints 0.20**   

Ln(skills)  0.97** 0.92** 

Character gender (1=male)   0.15** 

NPC corp (1=true)   -0.51** 

Adjusted R2 0.45 0.58 0.59 

Again, the logarithmic version of the main explanatory variable works better, though the 

difference here is not as large as in the external-regressor model. Interestingly, character gender 

turns out to have an effect on wealth, i.e. male characters are wealthier than females. An indicator 

of gaming style was also included: participation in an NPC corporation implies no participation 

in player corporation, and therefore less cooperation with other users. Corporation participation 

is statistically significant even though skill level is accounted for. 

The best internal-regressor model explains wealth variations better than the best external-
regressor model. 

All  variables – f inal model 

Finally, the internal-regressor and external-regressor models are combined. 

The models are presented in the table below. In addition to “normal” regressors, the model (2) 

includes also two interaction terms. The first interaction term is Ln(M skills)$male, which is used 

as an indicator of any extra benefit (in terms of wealth) that male users receive from skillpoints. 

The second interaction term is Female$female, which has the value 1 when both the user and 
the character are female. 
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Table 14 

Regression model 

Dependent variable: Ln(wealth) 

Regressor (1) (2) 

Intercept 15.88** 16.00** 

Ln(M skills) 0.64** 0.58** 

Ln(M skills)$male  0.059** 

Ln(100 input hours) 0.51** 0.50** 

NPC corp (1=true)  -0.35** 

Female$female  -0.11** 

User age  0.005** 

Adjusted R2 0.65 0.67 

The models including both internal and external regressors perform better than the previous 

models. Interestingly, the gender differences show up in two separate forms. First, the male users 

benefit from additional skill points more than the female users. Second, there is a significant and 

relatively large negative effect of being a female and running a female character, compared to 
other user-character gender combinations. This may indicate that female users running female 

characters have, in some sense, a different playing style compared to other users. 

Conclusions and discussion 
In this study, three different classes of regression models explaining variation in the users’ wealth 

were investigated. These models were an external-variable model, an internal-variable model, and 

a combined model. 

Both the external- and internal-variable models were rather successful in explaining the variation, 

but the model combining the internal and external regressors was the best one. In this model, the 
majority of variance was explained by input hours and the characters’ skills, as might be expected 

also.  

Despite this, there were visible gender differences in this model also: First, a higher return on 

skills for male users; and second, a negative interaction term for female users running female 

characters. These findings lend tentative support to both the choice and discrimination –based 

understandings of gender disparities.  

The user age had a statistically significant, though small, positive effect on wealth. 

Use style effects measured by corporation membership show that players leading a more 
independent gaming style were less successful in terms of wealth. This effect would be even 

more pronounced if the corporation wealth of player-run corporations were taken into account 

also. 
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There are obviously a number of ways to improve this analysis. 

First, the analysis could be improved if it were possible to take the player’s in-game occupations 
into account somehow. Some sort of an indicator of this could be derived from the data, for 

example, based on trained skills. Another method would be to take e.g. some percentage of the 

users running the most manufacturing jobs and label them “manufacturers” etc. 

Furthermore, the total returns of occupations should be the same – this could be used to form an 

indicator of pleasure derived from different occupations. 

Instead of wealth, the analysis could be performed for income. First, a method for measuring 

income reliably should be formed. 
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7 Virtual economies and the theory 
of large games 
Juha Tolvanen 

In virtual worlds, as in any real-world social context, users’ behavior is strongly affected by the 

behavior of other users. The virtual property I purchase, the avatar I choose, the guild or 

corporation I commit myself to and even the hours I spend in each service are all affected by the 

choices of other users. This interdependence in users’ actions implies that even a profound 

understanding of users’ motivations, valuations and other socio-economic fundamentals does not 

necessarily translate into an ability to predict and explain how users behave. Luckily there is a 
methodological framework known as game theory which can be used to transform the 

aforementioned socio-economic fundamentals and our understanding of the laws governing the 

interdependence between the users’ choices and preferences into actual predictions on user 

behavior. 

Another characteristic feature of virtual worlds is that users’ preferences often depend on the 
actions of very large masses of other users. For standard game theoretic models this is often 

problematic as they tend to become extremely hard to solve. However, during the recent years 

the theory of large games has seen many advances. Scientists have been able to develop heuristic 

models that are easier to solve than the more “correct” models and that can be shown to 

approximate well the behavior in the hard-to-solve standard models.  In this paper we first give a 

short presentation of the theory of large games in general. Then we continue to show how one of 

the recent heuristic models can be applied to studying resource farming in massively multiplayer 

online role-playing games. We also briefly mention other possible questions rising in virtual 
worlds that could be studied using the same heuristic. 
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What are large games? 
In many classic application fields of game theory, ranging from economics to biology, player 

populations (i.e. the number of individuals in a society or animals representing one species) tend 

to be large. Because of this inherent property of the application field, researchers have long been 

interested in studying the effects a large number of players has on the outcome of a strategic 

setting. Game theoretic models of strategic behavior in very big groups are commonly known as 
large games.  

The study of large games has been motivated by at least the following two central problems: 

First, when games grow, tracing the possible strategic interactions between the players can 

become very difficult and tedious. If one cannot simplify the analysis somehow, the complexity 

of a game often grows exponentially with respect to the size of the player set.3 Thus one would 
like to find a good approximation of the game which would capture the essence of the players’ 

behavior without forcing the researcher to analyze every possible contingency that may arise. A 

good analogy can be found from statistics where limiting distributions, such as the normal 

distribution, are used in place of exact sampling distributions when the latter are unknown or too 

difficult to analyze. Second, many of the standard economic models are argued to be 

simplifications of situations where agents think they represent so small a part of the whole 

population that their actions have no effect on other people’s choices of payoffs. The price-

taking behavior of consumers or producers in perfectly competitive markets is probably the most 
famous example of such behavior. The study of large games can shed some light on whether 

these models actually are logically sound approximations of strategic behavior between a large 

number of rational individuals.  

To get more focus into our analysis we consider only large non-cooperative normal-form games.4  

The choice is purely dictated by the author’s preferences and by no means reflects the relative 

importance of the different sub-fields. If the reader is more interested in large cooperative games, 
a good starting point is provided by Aumann & Shapley (1974). For extensive form games, the 

reader is referred to Ehud Kalai’s (2004) important paper and its references. 

Additionally, we assume the games we study to be anonymous in the following sense: Often, 

when the number of players grows (especially, if the players are close to being identical), it is 

viable to assume that identities of the opponents have a negligible effect on other players’ 
payoffs. Instead, what becomes more important is the distribution of opponents’ actions. This is 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

3 By this exponential growth we mean the following: Think of a non-cooperative normal form game where 
n players choose from k actions. Then using some simple combinatorics we get that the game may have kn 
possible outcomes. Thus if one increases the player set by one, the set of possible outcomes becomes k 
times bigger. Consequently, if one does not have a simplified method for analyzing a game with, say, 5 

possible actions and 1000 players, even finding the pure Nash-equilibria would require the researcher to 
compare the players’ payoffs in 51000 possible outcomes. 

4 The definitions of these central concepts can be found, for example, from Osborne & Rubinstein (1994). 
For the definitions of normal- or strategic form and extensive form see pp. 178-179 and for non-
cooperative and cooperative or coalitional games see pp. 255-256. However, these classifications are so 
standard that one should find their definitions from any standard text book. 
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exactly what is meant by an anonymous game. Participants of an anonymous game are not 

interested in who plays what but how many opponents choose which option. This is obviously a 

strong simplification and one should be cautious about it when applying any anonymous game 

models. On the other hand, it is a simplification that seems to apply – at least asymptotically – to 

many real world situations with large populations. We will concentrate on applying a model 
developed by Nabil Al-Najjar (2008) which we believe to be the most easily approachable but still 

general and comprehensive way to approximate large, anonymous, non-cooperative games in 

normal-form.  

The earlier research on large non-cooperative games can be coarsely classified into two distinct 

groups by their approach to modeling: In some games all of the interesting outcomes can be 
analyzed for an arbitrary number of players. If this is the case, then one can construct an infinite 

sequence of equilibrium strategies by choosing one equilibrium from every game with a different 

number of players. It is often interesting to ask which of these sequences converge, as the limits 

of the sequences can be argued to approximate the behavior of the players in games with very 

large player sets. One of the most interesting fields where this approach has been applied is the 

study of Cournot markets with many sellers (e.g. Amir & Lambson, 2000). This is especially 

interesting, since much of the robustness of market models which assume perfect competition 

hang on whether the equilibrium behavior of Cournot markets starts to resemble the price taking 
behavior in perfect competition when the number of sellers gets large.  

The applicability of the approach is by no means limited to the study of markets. Almost in any 

field where game theory is applied, one is bound to find papers where the writer analyzes how 

the Nash equilibria in that application area evolve when the player set grows. For instance, 

auction theorists are studying how the likelihood of the winner’s curse in common value auctions 
depends on the number bidders (e.g. Pesendorfer & Swinkels, 1997) and political economists try 

to figure out whether large juries are more likely to make the right decisions than small ones (e.g. 

Austen-Smith & Banks, 1996 and Wit, 1998). 

On the other hand, when the action space and the player types are diverse enough, finding all of 

the interesting Nash equilibria for an arbitrary number of players may become extremely hard. 

This is mainly why the second approach takes a very different angle to building its models. 
Surprisingly, the analysis may become easier, if one starts altogether with a model that has an 

infinite player set and then just trusts that the real world situation with a finite but large player set 

resembles the infinite-player model. The variety of applications of this approach is at least as 

great as that of the first one, ranging from attempts to better understand traffic behavior in 

communication networks (see e.g. Roughgarden & Tardos, 2002) to finding ways to measure, if 

the police officers of Wichita are racially biased when choosing whose motor vehicle to search 

(Persico & Todd, 2004). The approach has even been applied to study such a core subject as 

general equilibrium theory (see Dubey & Shapley, 1994). In their paper Dubey and Shapley 
analyze an economy where a continuum of traders trade a finite number of commodities. The 

economy is modeled as a game and the resulting Nash equilibria are then compared to the 

economy’s standard competitive Walrasian equilibria.  

Al-Najjar’s model builds a logically coherent bridge between these two approaches. It describes a 

general infinite player game which in a very strong sense rises as the limiting model for a wide 
variety of anonymous, non-cooperative games with large player sets. Al-Najjar’s game also solves 
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some technical and conceptual problems that are present in most of the earlier infinite player 

models.  

Many of the model’s good properties root in its ability to formulate something we refer to as the 

exact form of the Law of Large Numbers. The normal Law of Large Numbers intuitively states 

that if one samples multiple times from a distribution of a random variable, the mean of these 

samples is the more likely to be closer to the expected value of the random variable the larger is 

the number of samples. In games this means that if players play with independent mixed 

strategies, the more there are players the more likely is the proportion of players choosing a 

certain action to be close to the expected proportion. In games with an infinite player set one 

would expect this to hold exactly: the proportion of players choosing a certain action should be 
equal to its expected value with probability one. For example, if there is an infinite number of 

players each of whom independently chooses option A with probability %, then one would 

intuitively expect half of the players always end up choosing A. However, the earlier infinite 

player models have been unable to establish this result mostly due to technical problems which 

root in the way how the “half” of an infinite population has been measured. Al-Najjar’s approach 

is able to sidestep these problems by counting proportions in a new and innovative way.  

Applying Discrete Large Games to Virtual Worlds 
Virtual worlds are full of situations that could be modeled as a large game.  In this section we 

first give a couple of examples of such situations and then explicitly build a model for spatial 

choice of a farmer in a massively multiplayer online role playing game (MMORPG).  

First, consider the choices a user of a virtual world makes when choosing his or her profile, 

avatar or character. Depending on the type of the service and the preferences of the user, this 
choice might include different kinds of strategic pondering. In a highly competitive MMORPG, 

for instance, a player might want to choose her character’s professions so that they mismatch the 

choices of others, since a smaller number of colleagues would mean smaller amount of 

competition and higher profits when selling her produce. On the other hand, a user of a social 

virtual hangout might want to construct her profile so that it matches some stylistic features of 

her reference group but still differs enough from others so that it will not be considered 

unimaginative. Such games are easily modeled using discrete large games. 

Another example of an issue that the operator of a MMORPG often faces is the mismatch of 

players and servers in games which are played on multiple servers. If players are allowed to 

choose their server freely, they probably dislike both desolate and crowded servers. The game 

being a multiplayer game, one usually wants to play it with someone. Finding fellow adventurers 

may be tricky, if there are too few players on the server. On the other hand, on crowded servers 

one ends up queuing for most her playtime: for killing monsters needed for quests, for collecting 
some resource, for entering group instances etc. Furthermore, players typically try to find a server 

where the others either match or mismatch some of their characteristics. For instance, a player 

who wants to start a new character probably chooses a server where most of the players have 

new characters. This way finding people to play with will be easier. The server choice can also be 

modeled using a discrete large game. 

Next we shall work through a complete example on how large games can be used to model and 
predict the behavior of a typical resource farmer in any generic MMORPG.  Consider a large 
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(countably infinite) number of players who all want to collect some in-game resource(s). Denote 

the set of players by T. Assume that the resource can be collected from  different areas and 

denote the set of areas by  , the set of standard base vectors of .  We allow 

different areas to have different resource productivities and they may possibly produce resources 

fetching varying prices in the in-game market. Let    be the in-game market value of gross 

resource production per unit of time in area , consider only areas that actually produce 

something and index these so that . For simplicity, assume that these 

production parameters are known to the players.5  

The players choose simultaneously and independently an area where they go collecting the 

resource. Their aim is to maximize the value of the collected resource. However, the more there 
are other collectors in the area, the smaller are the player’s profits.  This logic is captured by the 

players’ payoff function : 

 

where  is the set of possible fractions 

of players in different areas and  can be any uniformly continuous function  and it 

can be different for different areas (thus the subscript ).6 The interpretation of this function is 

that when player  chooses area  and a fraction  of the other players chose to come to that 

area the player is able to collect resources whose net worth is . To capture the 

crowding effect it is thus natural to assume that  is strictly decreasing in  and gets only 

positive values.  

A careful reader might have already noticed that the  are fractions of a countably infinite set . 

It is not obvious how such fractions can be defined. However, Al-Najjar (2008) shows that using 

a mathematical construct called and ultrafilter, one can construct a finitely additive measure on  

which is in many ways consistent with the way how the proportional size of a subset of a finite 

set is normally calculated (see Defintion 7 and Theorem 4 in Al-Najjar, 2008). Since our aim here 

is to illustrate the applicability of the framework, we will not get too hung on these details.  
However, a notable and natural characteristic of this measure is that it gives zero-weight for every 

singular player and the measure of the whole player set,  is one. The first property approximates 

the fact that when player sets are very large one player swapping from one choice to another has 

only a negligible effect on the fractions of the player population choosing any of the options. 

Now we can define our resource farmers’ discrete large game, as , where  is 

the above-mentioned finitely additive measure used to calculate the fractions of players choosing 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

5 This assumption can be easily relaxed but we want to keep this example as simple as possible. 

6 The uniform continuity of  in  can be with respect to any metric in which the completion of  is an 
uncountable set. 
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each option.  What are the possible outcomes of this crowding game? Game theorists use a 

concept called Nash-equilibrium for doing such predictions. In a Nash-equilibrium, assuming 

that other players play according to their equilibrium strategies, none of the players can benefit 

from unilaterally deviating from her equilibrium strategy.  If players are allowed to choose only 

from the set  and not randomize over their possible actions7, by definition, function 

 mapping every player to (the index of) her strategy is a Nash-equilibrium, if 

and only if 

 
 

(1) 

In other words, when others choose their actions according to  resulting in fraction  of 

the players choosing option ,8 every player  maximizes her payoff by choosing . Plugging 

in our definition for the players’ payoffs we get the following expression equivalent with (1): 

 

Corollary 1 in Tolvanen (2010) implies that there is at least one , such that the fraction of 

players for whom this does not hold when playing according to s is zero. 

Allowing players to choose only from the set  is often too restrictive. To illustrate this, consider 

the classic rock-paper-scissors –game where two players simultaneously choose from the set 

. The payoffs are such that rock wins scissors, scissors win paper and 

paper wins rock and the payoff from winning with rock is equal to that from winning with 

scissors or paper. A draw (both choosing the same option) is strictly worse than winning but 

preferred to loosing. This preference structure is equivalent with a payoff structure where the 

player gets 1 from winning the game, 0 from a draw and -1 from a lost game.  

This game does not have any equilibria where players do not randomize over their options (such 

equilibria are known as pure strategy equilibria). For instance, the strategy profile where player 1 

chooses rock and player 2 picks scissors is not an equilibrium, since assuming that player 1 

chooses rock, player 2 benefits from unilaterally deviating to paper. It is obvious that all the 

outcomes of the game are such that at least one of the players would benefit, if she had the 

option to deviate.  

On the other hand, if players can randomize over their options (i.e. choose mixed strategies), and 

if we assume that players maximize their expected payoffs, then choosing every option with 

probability 1/3 is an equilibrium. To see this, suppose that you are playing this game and your 

opponent is playing every option with probability 1/3. Think first what your expected return for 

choosing any pure strategy would be. The probability that you win and get 1 by choosing, say, 

scissors is equal to the probability of your opponent choosing paper which was assumed to be 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

7 The reason why this is relevant is discussed later in this paper. 

8 These fractions are actually just the  -measures of the set of player sets choosing each option . In other 

words,  for every . 
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1/3. Similarly the probability that the game ends up in you getting 0 (or -1) is 1/3. Thus your 

expected payoff will be  . Since the choice for your action was 

arbitrary, it must hold for all possible actions. But this then implies that it must also hold for any 
mixed strategy, since multiplying this payoff with any probability of playing that option still yields 

zero. Thus you are indifferent between all your strategies and hence also the strategy where you 

play every option with probability 1/3 maximizes your (expected) payoff. As the game is 

symmetric, you playing everything with probability 1/3 will induce the same kind of indifference 

on your opponent and hence neither of you can benefit from unilaterally deviating from this pair 

of strategies. 

We want to bring mixed strategies to our framework for two reasons: First, many of the games 

with a finite number of players may have only mixed strategy equilibria and we want to be sure 

that our model approximates also such behavior. The rock-paper-scissors is just one trivial 

example of such games. Second, some games may have multiple pure strategy equilibria and 

without the possibility to coordinate their actions the players often have no way of knowing 

which one of these equilibria their opponents are going to choose. Choosing a mixed strategy 

may thus be a viable option for everyone. 

In our resource farmers’ game a mixed strategy profile is any function . Clearly,  is the 

set of all possible probability distributions on  . Thus, the interpretation of  is that it connects 

every player to a set of probabilities , where  is the probability that player 

 chooses area .  How can we calculate the expected payoffs then? This seems rather difficult 

at first. We have an infinite number of players, all possibly randomizing over their actions 

resulting in an infinite set of possible outcomes. Luckily, according to Theorem 2 in Al-Najjar 

(2008) we do not need worry about such difficulties. Because of a general result called the law of 

large numbers, the resulting fraction of players choosing each area will always be the expectation 

of this fraction. For those familiar with real analysis, this expected fraction for area , can be 

shown to be equal to the integral . Putting all the technicalities aside, when playing 

against a large mass of opponents you can be quite sure that the proportion of the population 

choosing any of the areas will be quite close to its expectation thus you do not really need to care, 
if your opponents are playing by randomizing over their options or just choosing pure strategies 

that will result with a fraction  going to area .  

When calculating Nash equilibria this means that a profile  is a Nash equilibrium, if  

 

which in our specific case is equivalent with 
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To make all this more concrete let us pick some specific form for the function . What a good 

choice is obviously depends on the MMORPG we are trying to model.  One option would be to 

model the resource gathering as a birth-death process (e.g. Grimmet & Stirzaker, 2001) where the 
players arrive to an area with an intensity that depends positively on the fraction of players 

choosing that area (this can be estimated from the game’s log data) and leave from the area with 

an intensity that depends negatively on the number of players already on that area. The latter 

assumption models the crowding effect: the more there is competition on the stream of 

resources the longer it takes for a farmer to gather her bags full. A natural candidate for the 

payoff function would then be the productivity of the area divided by the expected time spent 

gathering the resource.  

As presenting a birth-death process here would take this paper to too long a detour, we will just 

assume that  

 

Such a payoff structure would result, for example, from a situation where the value of the net 

amount of resource a player finds is governed by a Poisson process with expectation  Poisson 

processes are very general discrete stochastic processes (e.g. Grimmet & Stirzaker, 2001). Players 

search for this resource until they find an amount whose value is normalized to one. However, if 

two players meet while searching, they start fighting and get zero payoffs.  Furthermore, the 

number of times a player meets another player is governed by a Poisson process that is 

independent of the searching process and has expectation . In such a case, the probability that 

the player finds one unit of resource before bumping into another player is   (the 

result is easy to prove and can be found, for example, from Grimmet & Stirzaker, 2001). Thus 

the player gets 1 with probability  and 0 with probability  constituting 

an expected return of    

Let us first consider what the pure strategy equilibria of this game are. Using (1) and how we 

redefined the payoffs, strategy profile  is an equilibrium, if 

 

 
(2) 

Note first that there is no equilibrium profile where there would exist an  for which . 

To see this, assume on the contrary that  for some . Since 

, there exists a  for which . Consequently there is a 

player for whom the equilibrium strategy is to choose . Plugging this into the inequality 

above yields: 
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which is clearly a contradiction. Thus we have proven that in every equilibrium  for 

every  This means that there are players in every area.  Now, if , we get that: 

 

where the first inequality follows from (2), since for players choosing option  it must be at least 

as good as choosing  and the second inequality follows by the same logic for players choosing 

. In other words, we have proven that  

 

Rearranging this a little yields: 

 

If we now sum over , we get the following expression: 

 

Solving this for  we finally get that 

 

 
(3) 

   

Thus in this model we get the highly natural prediction that in every pure strategy equilibrium the 

fraction of the player population that chooses to go farming in each area is equal to the relative 
productivity of that area.  

Plugging this back into the payoff function we get that every player’s payoff satisfies: 

 

In other words, every player in every area gets the same payoff. Furthermore, if others play 

according to a strategy profile that results in a spatial distribution satisfying (3), then any single 

player is indifferent between choosing any area and cannot benefit from unilaterally deviating 

from this profile. This is equivalent with saying that any strategy profile satisfying (3) is an 

equilibrium. Put together with our first result we have established that a strategy profile  is an 

equilibrium of the farming game, if and only if  
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The fact that the equilibrium payoffs are equalized across the population is highly natural as we 

assumed the payoff functions of the players to be identical. Assuming, for instance, differences in 

players’ abilities in fighting for the resource would yield a different kind of a spatial distribution 

of players and variance in players’ equilibrium payoffs. 

 One should note that if  is an equilibrium then so is a profile where arbitrary two players swap 

their strategies.  This together with our infinite player set imply that we have an infinite number 

of such equilibria. Which one will the players choose? Without any coordination between the 

players it would seem highly likely that the players would all choose different equilibrium 

strategies and the game would end up with a non-equilibrium result.9  However, as we shall soon 

see, there is a highly natural mixed strategy equilibrium where the players’ payoffs are the same 

(with probability 1), as in the aforementioned pure strategy equilibrium. 

Imagine what happens, if every player chooses to go farming in area  with probability 

. Then Al-Najjar’s Theorem 1 implies that with probability 1 the fraction of players 

choosing area  is  

 

the equality follows as  is a probability measure.  If others play like this and an arbitrary player  

chooses to go to area , her payoff will be  

 

As this is does not depend on the area the player chose and since it holds for all areas by our 

arbitrary choice of , the player is indifferent between all her options and cannot benefit from 

unilaterally switching to any other strategy. Thus a symmetric mixed strategy profile where every 

player chooses every area with probability  is an equilibrium of the farmers’ game. 

Compared to finite player games a remarkable thing about the discrete large games is that with 

probability 1 the realization of this mixed strategy profile will be such where the proportion of 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

9 The swapping argument above plus the result that in every equilibrium there are farmers in every area 

imply that for every player there is an equilibrium strategy profile where that player chooses . If every 

player decides to start playing according to this strategy profile, all players find themselves from area 1, 

which clearly is not an equilibrium (this will imply that there will not be any players on area 2). This is a 
classic example of a coordination game where there are multiple pure strategy equilibria but they are all 
equally good for all the players and thus reaching any of them requires a high amount of coordination 
between the players.  
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players in every area will be  (Theorem 1 in Al-Najjar, 2008). We just showed that in 

that case no player benefits were she able to switch her strategy and thus the players can be 

certain that even randomizing in this manner will yield them their equilibrium allocation (this 

result is quite the opposite to what we got in the finite rock-paper-scissors game). It is also easy 

to see that this is the only equilibrium for the game where all players choose the same strategy. 

Thus it seems like a very natural prediction for a game where all players are identical. 

Some Concluding Remarks 
In all real-worlds as well as in virtual worlds the number of players is always finite. So can we be 

sure that the discrete large game model is a good heuristic for analyzing large but finite games? 

The theoretical results so far are promising. Al-Najjar’s Theorem 6 guarantees that playing 

according to the strategies we described above will result in near-equilibrium outcomes in any 

game that shares the payoff structure with our game and has a large but finite player set. The 

larger is the player set the closer is our strategy profile to an equilibrium.  

Al-Najjar’s Theorem 5 would also imply that strategies that are equilibria for arbitrarily large 

finite games would also be equilibria for the corresponding discrete large game. In our farming 

game this would imply that our analysis above covers all equilibria that survive in the 

corresponding finite but large game when the player set grows. However, Tolvanen (2010) shows 

that the proof of this theorem fails and consequently we cannot be sure, if the theorem is actually 
true. Tolvanen & Soultanis (2010) show that there exists a weaker result according to which 

uniformly converging sequences of approximative equilibria from a growing sequence of finite-

player games converges to an equilibrium in the corresponding discrete large game.  

One should also note that the discrete large game framework might prove to be useful even in 

situations where players do not make choices simultaneously. In virtual worlds agents often make 
often choices after possibly observing some information on the choices of previous players. Thus 

the simultaneous move structure of discrete large games may at first seem too restrictive. 

However, Kalai (2004) shows that anonymous, simultaneous move games are good 

approximations for anonymous, sequential move games with large player sets. 

One might also criticize our model for having a rather simple payoff structure. Our aim was to 

illustrate the applicability of the model and hence we did not want to unnecessarily complicate 
the exposition. However, in principle, the discrete large game model can be applied to any 

uniformly continuous payoff structure and hence can be applied to much more general 

situations. For example, the birth-death process mentioned earlier yields expected payoffs that 

can be easily plugged in to the framework. Another example of a possible enrichment would be 

to allow heterogeneity into the player population by sampling individuals’ fighting or gathering 

capabilities from some continuous probability distribution. 

Even though discrete large games allow studying a wide variety of different strategic situations, it 

still offers only a methodological tool for such analysis. Any game theoretic model will remain 

hollow, if we misinterpret or do not understand the actual preferences of the population we 

intend to study. Acquiring such understanding, requires studying the values, appreciations and 

dislikes of the population in question. Thus sociologic, psychological and economic research is 

often required before any relevant game theoretic model can be formulated. 
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Section III: Applications 
 
8 EcoIsland: a virtual economy for 
sustainable living 
Miyuki Shiraishi, Yasuyuki Washio, Chihiro Takayama, Vili Lehdonvirta, Hiroaki Kimura and Tatsuo 

Nakajima 

Public and private efforts to steer individuals’ behaviour towards more environmentally 

sustainable practices usually rely on advice and education, but there are psychological limits to 
the ability of education alone to effect behavioral change. Even when a person full-well knows 

that a particular behavior is detrimental enough to their long-term well-being to offset any 

possible short-term benefits, they may still irrationally choose the short-term indulgence. Future 

consequences, while widely known, are easily ignored in the present. 

The EcoIsland system was developed as part of the AVEA project’s collaboration with the 

Distributed and Ubiquitous Computing Laboratory at Waseda University, Tokyo, Japan. It 
leverages techniques from games and virtual economies to motivate families to adopt more 

environmentally sustainable lifestyle choices. In practice, it consist of a low-power display unit 

installed in the kitchen or living room that visualises the family’s estimated CO2 emissions using a 

sinking island metaphor. Each family member is represented by a character on the island, and 

members interact with the system using mobile phones. 

A key feature of the system is a virtual currency, which the family members can use to purchase 

items to decorate their virtual island. Moreover, the virtual currency is used as a medium of 

exchange on a family-to-family emissions trading market. Emissions trading is usually used on an 

inter-governmental or industry level to control harmful emissions. The basic idea is that each 

participant has an agreed-upon quota of emissions they are allowed to release into the 

atmosphere. Any emissions in excess of that quota must be justified by purchasing unused 

emission rights from participants who pollute less. Similar to environmental taxes, this creates an 

economic incentive to reduce emissions. Unlike taxes, however, the market encourages emissions 
reductions in places where it is most efficient to do so, and can thus lead to greater reductions. 

EcoIsland takes the emissions trading idea from industry circles and applies it to individual 

families, who volunteer to cap their CO2 emissions. This is made possible by ubiquitous 

computing technologies that interact with the users and enable real-time market communications 

with other families. In a real-life user study with six families lasting over four weeks, different 
persuasive mechanisms built into EcoIsland had a significant positive influence on the family 

members’ environmental behaviour. 
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents EcoIsland, which is a system persuading
individuals and families to change their lifestyle patterns to
reduce CO2 emissions. EcoIsland visualizes the user’s cur-
rent eco-friendly behavior as an island shared by his/her
family members. Several persuasive techniques developed
in behaviorism, social psychology, and economy are used
to o!er incentives to him/her to encourage eco-friendly be-
havior. We examine and compare the implementation and
e!ectiveness of di!erent types of persuasive techniques in
several user studies.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.1.2 [User/Machine Systems]: Human factors; J.4 [So-
cial and Behavioral Science]: Psychology; D.2.10 [De-
sign]: Representation

General Terms
Design, Experimentation, Human Factors

Keywords
Sustainability, Persuasion, Economic/Social Incentive

1. INTRODUCTION
Desirable lifestyle patterns may be challenging for individ-
uals to achieve. Technologies can be applied indirectly as a
tool to motivate behavioral change. This approach is some-
times known as captology, using computers as persuasive
technologies [8]. Systems aiming desirable changes in user
behavior can adopt a wide range of di!erent persuasive tech-
niques: individual psychological incentives, social psycholog-
ical incentives, learning-based techniques and even economic
incentives. The objective of this paper is to examine and
compare the e!ectiveness of these techniques in the context
of encouraging environmentally sustainable behavior.
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not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
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Global warming caused by greenhouse gases released into
the atmosphere through the actions of human is believed
to be a major threat to the earth’s ecology [11]. E!orts to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions come in two forms: techno-
logical solutions and changes in human behavior. Techno-
logical solutions broadly include improving energy e"ciency
and developing cleaner energy sources. Dramatic changes in
human behavior may also be necessary to avoid the catas-
trophic climate change.

Public and private e!orts to change individual behavior to-
wards more environmentally friendly practices usually rely
on educating the public about the consequences of the cli-
mate change and what activities individuals can take to help
prevent it. When facilitating the user’s motivation, it is
necessary to consider two types of motivations: extrinsic
motivation and intrinsic motivation [17]. Intrinsic motiva-
tion comes from feeling self-determing, during various activ-
ities to reduce CO2 emissions, and the feeling can be grown
through learning the importance of the activities. Extrinsic
motivation encourages the user to facilitate the user’s desir-
able activities through external incentives such as individual
psychological incentives, social psychological incentives, and
economic incentives. In this paper, we introduce a system
called EcoIsland that leverages a wider range of persuasion
techniques to attempt to encourage to do more eco-friendly
activities. Compared to earlier work, EcoIsland ’s design
is enhanced by a richer psychological theory and includes
a complete “virtual economy” for emission rights trading.
The purpose of the work is to study the applicability and
e!ectiveness of these persuasive techniques for developing
persuasive applications. A secondary objective is to create
e!ective techniques for promoting environmentally sustain-
able behavior.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 of
this paper, we introduce di!erent persuasive techniques in
more details and discuss related work in earlier literatures.
In Section 3, we introduce the EcoIsland concept and ex-
plain how it seeks to apply various persuasive techniques.
Also, we provide a detailed description of the design and
implementation of the system. Section 4 reports and dis-
cusses the results of user studies conducted to evaluate the
e!ectiveness of the system, and in the final section, we draw
conclusions from the results.



2. BACKGROUND

2.1 Individual psychological incentives
In our earlier work on ambient lifestyle feedback systems, we
used ubiquitous computing technology to construct a virtual
“Skinner box” to motivate children to adopt correct tooth
brushing patterns [15]. This approach is informed by behav-
ioral psychology. The system monitors the user and rewards
desirable behavior using techniques familiar from computer
games, while punishing undesirable behavior. One major
characteristic of the persuasive applications is to return im-
mediate feedbacks to the user to motivate to change the
user’s undesirable lifestyle.

Setting a goal has a strong persuasive e!ect to encourage
desirable behavior. When the user defines an explicit goal,
he/she pays an attention and makes an e!ort for encour-
aging desirable behavior. For example, tight deadlines lead
to more rapid work pace than loose deadline in a student’s
lab work [13]. Midden et al. [14] discusses the use of goal-
setting in persuasive applications, and they reported that
the e!ect is very strong for persuading environmentally sus-
tainable behavior. A large number of existing persuasive
applications use goals as a persuasive technique. The appli-
cations give rewards when users meet the goals for increasing
their motivation. For example, UbiFit Garden [4] is a mo-
bile, persuasive application to encourage users to maintain
the desirable level of their physical activity in everyday life.
The application shows attractive pictures on a display when
the user reaches a certain goal. Gasser et al. [9] also pro-
posed an application that requires the user to meet a goal,
and it gives a positive feedback when he/she meets the goal,
but a negative feedback is returned if the goal is not met.

Early interactive systems including“serious games”have been
applied for nutrition, health and energy conservation, but
many of them lacks e!ective feedback. Nakajima et al. [15]
mentions about the e!ectiveness of the feedback by introduc-
ing two prototypes of the ambient lifestyle feedback system.
Dillahunt et al. [6] developed a software that aims to commit
users to environmentally responsible actions by providing
visual feedback in the form of a virtual polar bear. Partici-
pants were shown a Flash-based virtual polar bear on an ice
floe that would grow as they committed to environmentally
responsible actions and shrink as they chose not to commit
to the actions. The main objective of the study was to ex-
amine how emotional attachment to the virtual polar bear
a!ects the user’s attitude to commit eco-friendly actions.
UbiGreen [3] is a sensor based application also designed for
a mobile phone that gives people the ambient awareness of
their weekly transportation usage and how much CO2 emis-
sions they have reduced for a week. The basic idea is to give
users feedback on what green transportation activities they
are engaging in, and give them some visible rewards to help
them act a better activity in terms of taking green trans-
portation. Strengers [18] discusses the use of sensor based
energy and water usage data to o!er feedback on heating,
cooling, bathing and laundering to users within a household.
The main conclusion of the paper is that the e!ect becomes
weak if the return of feedback is delayed. However although
the application senses the behavior or not, feedbacks given
in a proper form will be desirable for designing persuasive
applications, rather then no feedback is given.

2.2 Social psychological incentives
Another important approach in persuasive applications is
the use of social psychological incentives such as social fa-
cilitation and conforming behavior. Social facilitation is the
phenomenon where a person performs better at a task when
someone else, e.g. a colleague or a supervisor, is watch-
ing [21]. This e!ect has been demonstrated in a variety of
species. Human strongly concerns about the opinions of oth-
ers. However, social loafing occurs where people make less
e!orts to achieve a goal when working in a group. When
the group gets bigger, the individual feels their responsi-
bility smaller and more people are likely to be neglectful.
Conforming behavior is the desire not to act against group
consensus [1], colloquially known as peer pressure.

Gasser et al. [9] proposed a mobile lifestyle coaching ap-
plication, intended to improve the user’s healthy behavior.
Chick Clique[19] is also an application for improving the
user’s health, while this was aimed for teenage girls. Kahn
et el. [12] also uses social e!ects in a persuasive application.
Many results of existing applications show the e!ectiveness
of the social factor as a tool for increasing motivation.

2.3 Economic incentives
The emissions trading system is used as an administrative
approach to control pollution by providing economic incen-
tives for achieving the reductions in the emissions of pol-
lutants. In Kyoto Protocol [20] adopted in December 1997
which came into force in 2005, it binds most developed na-
tions to a cap and trade system for the six major greenhouse
gases. Emission quotas were agreed by each participating
country, with the intention of reducing their overall emis-
sions by 5.2% of their 1990 levels by the end of 2012. Under
the treaty, for the 5-year compliance period from 2008 until
2012, nations that emit less than their quota will be able to
sell emissions credits to nations that exceed their quota.

While many organization is facing a need of a system some-
what like the emissions trading system, there is an e!ort for
even individual or a small community to involve in a similar
system. Carbon Rationing Actions Groups (CRAGs )[5] are
one example of a network of local grassroots groups dedi-
cated to reducing their own carbon footprints and those of
their communities. They set themselves carbon allowances
which should be reduced year-on-year. Then, over an an-
nual cycle, groups usually reward or penalize members that
undershoot or exceed their allowance : putting excess funds
into low carbon projects or o!sets. The original aims of the
scheme were as follows: (1) to make us all aware of our per-
sonal CO2 footprint. (2) to find out if it can help us make
radical cuts in our personal CO2 emissions. (3) to help us
argue for (or against!) the adoption of similar schemes at
a national (DTQ) and/or international (C&C) level. (4) to
build up solidarity between a growing community of carbon
conscious people. (5) to share practical lower-carbon-living
knowledge and experience.

An individual e!ort against environmental behavior is de-
sired, but still we are alienated from specific knowledge, e.g.
the emissions trading system. One big e!ort to these prob-
lems will be to make people feel more closer to each problem,
which will lead the possible persuasion and to increase the
motivation against desirable activities.



Figure 1: The EcoIsland System

2.4 Learning
Persuasive media such as books and pamphlets have been
used to change people’s attitudes and behavior since ancient
times. Most of the first-generation“serious games”and other
persuasive computing applications also rely on learning as
the primary way to behavior change.

For example, PowerAgent [2] is a pervasive game for mobile
phones that is designed to influence everyday activities and
the use of electricity in the domestic setting. The system
teaches users about various activities that help to reduce
electricity use.

However, there are psychological limits to the ability of edu-
cation alone to achieve behavioral change. Even when a per-
son full-well knows that a particular behavior is detrimental
enough to their long-term well-being to o!set any possible
short-term benefits, they may still irrationally choose the
short-term indulgence. Future consequences, while widely
known, are easily ignored in the present.

3. THE ECOISLAND SYSTEM
EcoIsland is a game-like application intended to be used as a
background activity by an ecologically minded family in the
course of their normal daily activities. A display installed in
the living room or another prominent place in the household
presents a virtual island. Each family member is represented
on the island by an avatar as shown in Figure 1. The family
sets a target CO2 emissions level (e.g. national average mi-
nus 20%) and the system tracks their approximate current
emissions using self-reported data. If the emissions exceed
the target level, the water around the island begins to rise.
Water level stops after a certain amount of rising, which
will enable users to catch up the delay of activities. On
their mobile phones or PC browsers, the participants have a
list of activities that they may take to reduce the emissions:
turning down the air heater by one degree, taking a train
instead of a car, et cetera. After completing an activities,
the participant reports by their phone or PC, and the water
level reacts accordingly. Reported activities are also shown
in speech bubbles above the corresponding avatars. A lack
of activity causes the avatars to suggest desirable activities.

Table 1: Persuasive Techniques used in EcoIsland
Type of incentives Persuasive techniques in EcoIsland
Individual psycholog-
ical incentives

Protecting a family’s island not to
sink
Buying a virtual item and decorat-
ing an island

Social psychological
incentives

Cooperating with family members

Competing with other families
Economic incentives Emissions trading system
Learning Self-reporting style

Participants can see neighboring islands and their activities
in the display, and can list sell and buy o!ers for emission
rights on a marketplace. Trading is conducted using a vir-
tual currency earned by environmentally desirable activities.
The credits are also used to buy virtual items and decorate
the island by them, so successful sellers can a!ord to deco-
rate their island more, while heavy emitters have to spend
their allowance on emission rights.

3.1 Persuasive techniques in EcoIsland
For changing the user’s behavior, there are two levels of
persuasion: to keep users interested to the application as
a game, and to persuade the user’s behavior itself. The
general approach from ambient lifestyle feedback systems is
to provide a feedback loop for changing user behavior [15].
The virtual island shown in the display acts as a metaphor
and makes the participants conscious of the ecological con-
sequences of their choices and activities. EcoIsland uses sev-
eral persuasive technologies described in Table 1 to motivate
sustainable behavior.

In EcoIsland, virtual islands are used as a metaphor to pro-
tect the users’ sustainable environment. When they act eco-
friendly behavior, their islands are protected from sinking.
Also, the users can decorate their islands with virtual items
like virtual flowers that can buy with virtual currency. It is
possible to earn more virtual currency if the users act more
eco-friendly behavior.



(a) (b) (c)
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Figure 2: EcoIsland Screenshots
(a) A speech bubble appears after reporting activities. (b) Water level rises when the current CO2 level exceeds the target
level. (c) Contribution of each family member shown in a pie chart. (d) Each member’s activity history. (e) Buying virtual
items using EcoPoint. (f) Emissions trading screen.

A participant’s activities is reported using a self-reporting
style. Automatic reporting using sensor devices may be pos-
sible, but this cannot make users fully aware of possible eco-
friendly activities. Acting in a green way is somewhat com-
plicated than some of the other desirable activities e.g. not
smoking, or walking more. In the meanwhile, people tend to
be lazy when they do not know what they should do, or can
do. Showing each activity in a concrete list will make a par-
ticipant conscious of a set of activities desirable for reducing
CO2 emissions.

We also tap into social psychology, attempting to exploit
social facilitation and conforming behavior to encourage the
desired behavior. EcoIsland ’s design facilitates these by in-
volving the whole family, and by presenting the participants’
activity reports in the speech bubbles and providing contri-
bution charts and activity histories. On the other hand, the
fact that the system is used by a family instead of an indi-
vidual means that participants can also agree to assign tasks
to certain members.

Lastly, the system o!ers the trading system, which is based
on the same principle as the industry level emissions trading
systems. A family that finds it easy to make significant
reductions can sell emission rights to households that find
it di"cult due to e.g. location or job. This should make it
possible to attain the same amount of total reductions with
a lower total cost (measured in disutility), promoting the
use of the system.

3.2 Design and implementation
We have developed a prototype system that implements the
persuasive techniques described in the previous section. The
client screen shows the user’s island and other families’ is-
lands when EcoIsland is started as shown in Figure 1. The

display showing a family’s island is deployed in a living
room where all family members can see the display everyday.
Thus, they can check the water level and recently reported
activities by other members easily. Four buttons are dis-
played in this screen, for reporting current activity (Figure
3), for trading emission rights (Figure 2(f)), for comparing
the contribution to reduce the amount of CO2 emissions
within family members (Figure 2(c)) and for buying virtual
items (Figure 2(e)). We present how the user uses EcoIsland
below.

In a family’s island, each family member is represented by an
avatar representing him or her. If a member reports some
eco-friendly activities, a speech bubble identifying the re-
ported activities appears above the avatars representing the
member as shown in Figure 2(a). Family members can know
what kind of eco-friendly activities other members reported
through the speech bubbles on their avatars. The current to-
tal amount of CO2 emissions reduced by the family is shown
on the top part in the screen. The amount is also shown as
a bar chart for understanding their current e!orts easily and
visually. Figure 2(b) shows a sinking island when a family’s
current amount of CO2 emissions exceeds the target level
specified as their goal.

Figure 2(c) shows a pie chart representing the contribution
of respective family members. Each member can easily know
who is the most contributed in the family. Clicking on an
avatar along the pie chart shows an activity history page as
shown in Figure 2(d). The page shows each member’s all
eco-friendly activities within a 24-hour period.

When a family member reports an activity specified in the
eco-friendly desirable activity list, he/she gets virtual cur-
rency called EcoPoint. The virtual currency is shared by all



Figure 3: Reporting Page

members lived in the island and used to buy virtual items
for decorating their island as shown in Figure 2(e). After
purchasing a virtual item, a family member can drag and
drop the item to decorate his/her island in his/her way.

EcoPoint is also used for emissions trading as shown in Fig-
ure 2(f). A family who reduced CO2 emissions more than
the target amount specified in their goal can sell their Eco-
Point to another family who could not meet their goal. A
seller makes a sell o!er by setting the initial price per 100g
of emissions quota. A buyer chooses one in the sell o!er
list, which is the best matched to the price desirable for
the buyer. The system is as almost same as the traditional
emissions trading.

The reporting page can be accessed either from a mobile
phone or a PC, which enables users to report at anywhere,
anytime. The reporting page shows a list of eco-friendly ac-
tivities that contains 30 items. Each item has a detailed
description about an activity and the amount of CO2 emis-
sions reduced by the activity.

Table 2 shows some examples of eco-friendly activities in
EcoIsland. Each item comes from a campaign of the Min-
istry of the Environment of Japan, “Team minus 6%”. In
the campaign, a list of eco-friendly activities as shown in
Table 2 used in the “My Challenge Declaration” campaign
is introduced, and EcoIsland uses the list of the activities.
We referred a book entitled ”Unabridged Dictionary of En-
ergy Saving in Household” published by Energy Conserva-
tion Center, Japan to calculate the amount of the reduced
CO2 emissions. We also used to calculate the amount of
CO2 emissions per each day based on the document enti-
tled “National Greenhouse Gas Inventory Report of Japan
(1990-2006)” [10]. We define the amount of one person’s
CO2 emissions allowance in a day 6 kg according to the in-
formation in the documents. The target goal of each day is
calculated by using the commitment of each country’s CO2

Figure 4: EcoIsland System Architecture

emissions reduction defined in the Kyoto Protocol. Each
person needs to reduce 360 g that is 6 % of the amount of
allowance per day. The total amount of the desirable emis-
sions reduction for each family is calculated by 360 g ! a
number of each family’s member.

Figure 4 presents the overall architecture and technologies
used. The display uses Adobe Flash to render a visualization
based on data obtained from a server running the EcoIsland
system, which is implemented in Java. The mobile phone
client uses a normal web browser to interact with the server.
The system is the thin-client type: data are managed in a
database on the server side, so that the client machine stores
no data.

4. EVALUATION
In our first user study, we recruited six volunteer families
known by our laboratory members, e.g. their acquaintance’s
families or relatives (20 persons, age 15-58, Male 12 and
Female 8) who are interested in environmental issues and
live in a family. As the system was intended to be used in
a group, all families have one or two children (age 15-24),
five families have both parents, and one family has a single
parent (age 47-58). They use their own mobile phones for
reporting eco-friendly activities. The experiment lasted for
four weeks. In the first week, we equipped the participant’s
air heater with a simple electricity usage meter, Ecowatt [7].
In the first week, participants do not use EcoIsland, and
measure the energy consumption before using EcoIsland.

In the second week, EcoIsland was installed and only one
family member from each household was asked to use it. In
the third week, all family members used EcoIsland. Com-
paring the results of the second and third week shows the
e!ectiveness of the social psychological e!ects. After the
experiment, in the last week, we conducted a survey in the
form of a questionnaire asking about the changes in the par-
ticipants’ attitudes.

4.1 Results



Table 2: Examples of Environmentally Friendly Behaviors
Environmentally friendly behavior CO2 footprint reduction
Use a reusable shopping bag. -16g
Avoid leaving leftovers from food. -16g
Drive in an economic way. -86g
Turn o! the TV when not watching. -13g
Instead of car, use bus, train or bicycle. -180g
Shorten your car’s idling time by 5 min. -63g

In the survey, 17 out of 20 participants said that they were
more conscious of environmental ecology after the experi-
ment than before.

From the air heater electricity usage, there was no statis-
tically significant correlation with the reported activities.
While this is an alarming result, it reflects that the exper-
iment period was short to measure the day-to-day variance
in an electricity usage. We run the experiment at the end
of December and the beginning of January, and the period
might also be non-optimal because it is a holiday season in
Japan. In the future, EcoIsland could be linked to a HEMS
(Home Energy Management System), which allows to re-
trieve a large variety of usage data automatically, also to
make much more comprehensive evaluation possible.

4.1.1 Individual psychological incentives
9 participants said that the feedback of sinking virtual is-
land contributed to the change in their attitudes, proving
that the metaphor made a good e!ect. However, the sys-
tem could not encourage intrinsic motivation for eco-friendly
activities, since some participants said that they felt mo-
tivated by explicit incentives, such as saving their sinking
virtual islands, purchasing virtual items and amassing Eco-
Point rather than ecological reasons. But this will become
an important motivation for EcoIsland to start to be used,
aiming users’ continuous use of the system.

The target reduction of CO2 emissions was fixed to 6% of
the average Japanese CO2 emissions. 10 participants ex-
pressed that the target was easy to be accomplished, but 5
said it was somewhat di"cult. Setting a target goal gives
people a feeling that it is desirable to meet the goal. On
the other hand, when people cannot achieve a goal, an addi-
tional persuasive technique will be necessary, or simply the
hurdle was too high for them. The persuasive application
needs to o!er the opportunities to achieve a goal e!ectively,
but the motivation still di!ers among people, so it is ideal
to set their goals individually. Setting an adequate goal by
an end-user is not easy, but the user can set the goal that
is fit to his/her current lifestyle. The user feels frustrated if
the goal is not fit to his/her lifestyle.

4.1.2 Social psychological incentives
A log of the reported eco-friendly activities shows that 5 out
of 6 participants reported more eco-friendly activities in the
third week than in the second week. According to the ques-
tionnaire, many participants answered that joining the cam-
paign with their family members contributed to change their
environmental awareness. The fact supports the hypothesis
that social facilitation and conforming behavior could be

used e!ectively. However, displaying users’ activities in a
speech bubble had a little impact in this experiment, be-
cause the font of the speech bubble was too small to recog-
nize in the current system, which was pointed out by four
participants.

People tend to compare themselves to the others especially
when they are looking at the same goal. If some other per-
sons’ achievement is less than a user’, the user has a feeling
of superiority. The same phenomenon occurs when using
persuasive applications. A participants tries to work better
than other competitors with the participant, which will be
one of incentives to keep users locked on to the system.

Final target of persuasive technologies is to change the user’s
behavior. However, when applying the technologies to a
computer based system, another motivational technique is
necessary to sustain the continuous use of the system. Chang-
ing users’ attitudes using persuasive technologies is based on
the assumption that they are using the system constantly.
Social psychological incentives do not motivate users to be-
come eco-friendly. However, the motivation to keep users
to pay an attention to EcoIsland is an important role to
persuade participants.

4.1.3 Economic incentives
14 participants mentioned that earning EcoPoint by report-
ing an eco-friendly activity contributed to behavior modifi-
cation. 14 participants said that the fact that they bought
a virtual item and decorated his/her island increases the
motivation for acting eco-friendly activities.

In EcoIsland, we introduced EcoPoint as virtual currency.
Some users felt incentives to earn EcoPoint, but some felt
incentives to collect virtual items. Using virtual currency
changes users’ motivation in various perspectives. In EcoIs-
land, only 2 participants used this emissions trading sys-
tem. Participants mentioned that it was confusing and not
necessary. 6 percent reduction from the average amount of
CO2 emissions was easy to achieve, and they could earn
enough EcoPoint so most participants had no reason to use
the trading system. Goal-setting is one key part of persua-
sive technologies. Only challenging and long-term goal will
make users unmotivated, so easy and short-term goals will
make users satisfied. Setting individual goals for each user,
e.g. adjusting the target goal according to the participant’s
previous week’s performance could be one answer to solve
this problem.

4.1.4 Learning



Figure 5: Questionnaire: What features of the system motivate you to behave in a more sustainable way?
1=Not Motivated 5=Strongly Motivated

4 participants said that self-reporting in EcoIsland was some-
what burdensome because of the need to input activities
manually every day. In fact this is true, and it is one of
issues that we need to make it to be improved. However,
it does not simply lead to use the sensor-based detection.
This is because that the self-reporting style, in which we di-
rectly show a list of eco-friendly activities to users, has an
educational e!ect.

Results in the experiment shows that presenting activities in
a list was useful for teaching which activities are eco-friendly.
Although we recruited participants who were interested in
ecology, most of them did not act any activities that were
not specified in the activity list. This means that it is nec-
essary to show users eco-friendly activities. In addition to
getting interested in environmental sustainability by using
the system, the increase of the knowledge about sustain-
ability is considered to come from the list shown directly to
the users. It enabled users to educate the importance of the
activities that they did not know before. 15 out of 20 partic-
ipants expressed that their knowledge about green activities
has increased, which could not be possible if the system uses
the sensor based detection. One participant mentioned that
she wanted to continue to use EcoIsland, and reminding the
desirable activity everyday will lead her to continue to be
aware of sustainability, and it makes her motivation high.
In EcoIsland, it is possible to print out a list of the activities
and hand it out preliminarily, but if the number of activities
may be quite big, it will not be quite a realistic idea, and the
educational e!ect will not be expected without being able
to ‘see the list every day’.

11 participants answered that they want to continue to use
EcoIsland for its amusement or self-discipline to be more sus-
tainable, and 16 participants said that they acquired more
knowledge about environmental issues. On the other hand, 7
participants did not want to use EcoIsland any more because
self-reporting requires cognitively too heavy mental e!orts.
Although it is not fuss-free and required to investigate an-
other method to solve the issue, the system forces users to

look at eco-friendly activities, and they have a chance to
know the activities are desirable.

4.2 Discussions
It is important that persuasive technologies o!er a feeling of
desirable behavior and a sense of accomplishment for keep-
ing to use the system for a long time. It is not easy to change
the user’s attitude with only incentives to facilitate intrin-
sic motivation to encourage eco-friendly lifestyle. However,
some users found that the desirable activities are important
for our daily life. Extrinsic motivation through incentives is
useful for users to start to act the desirable activities. In the
next step, learning is essential for users to know what kind
activities are e!ective and why the activities are important.
One of current issues is that self-reporting makes incentives
weak because it requires heavy cognitive e!orts. Generally,
when starting to learn something new, we often need to re-
peat activities (e.g. writing a spelling) many times. Self-
reporting generates the same phenomenon, requiring users
to repeat the eco-friendly activities, and they need to be
aware of the activities explicitly. Repeating the same activ-
ity will possibly lead users to learn the importance of each
activity, and forms intrinsic motivation for acting the desir-
able activities. The future system will needs to change a
way to user incentives and learning according to the user’s
current attitudes for sustainability.

Because ubiquitous computing technologies are improving,
complete manual input will be old-fashioned, and it is de-
sirable to o!er a more light-weighted method to report ac-
tivities. Most of existing persuasive applications encourage
simple activities that can be easily detected using current
technologies, but in EcoIsland, multiple complex activities
should be identified, and the activity detection is not easy
to be implemented in the current sensor-based activity de-
tection technologies. We need to investigate a more light-
weighted method to report activities by combining both im-
plicit sensor-based interaction and explicit interaction.



The emissions trading system in EcoIsland needs to be rein-
vestigated in the near future. A participant who did not
meet his/her goal could get no EcoPoint in the current sys-
tem. Thus, the participant cannot use emissions trading
because there is no way to get EcoPoint without reporting
eco-friendly activities. One of the solution is that every fam-
ily receives a fixed amount of EcoPoint periodically. Also, a
system sets the expiration date for EcoPoint. The solution
encourages a participant who is lazy to report eco-friendly
activities to use emissions trading to protect his/her island
to sink in the sea. A similar approach has been successfully
used in Comtella [16], and we are interested to incorporate
the scheme in EcoIsland. We also need to consider to use
other point systems to exchange with EcoPoint. For exam-
ple, if a user takes care of an elder person, he/she may receive
virtual currency that can be exchanged with EcoPoint.

It is also interested in considering the social e!ect in the
emissions trading system. If the trading becomes more ac-
tive, the user may know who contributes eco-friendly activ-
ities. This situation will encourage more cooperation and
competition.

5. CONCLUSION
In EcoIsland encouraging individuals and families to change
their lifestyle patterns to reduce CO2 emissions, we incor-
porated four types of persuasive techniques to motivate eco-
conscious behavior: individual psychological incentives, so-
cial psychological incentives, economical incentives and learn-
ing. We also described how EcoIsland uses the four persua-
sive techniques, and their e!ectiveness through future user
studies.

Our future work includes investigating and improving the
relationship among respective persuasive techniques to mo-
tivate eco-conscious behavior. We are currently planning
larger and longer user studies to measure the e!ectiveness of
each technique and the relationship among the techniques.
We are also interested in investigating cultural di!erences
among the asian culture and the european culture how the
e!ectiveness of each persuasive technique in EcoIsland is
changed in di!erent countries.
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9 UbiPay: influencing consumer 
behaviour through points and pricing 
models 
Vili Lehdonvirta, Hayuru Soma, Hitoshi Ito, Tetsuo Yamabe, Hiroaki Kimura and Tatsuo Nakajima 

In everyday purchases from lunch to subway tickets, cash has been largely replaced by electronic 

payment methods such as credit cards and stored value cards. The latest development in this area 

is mobile payments: using mobile phones to initiate, activate, and/or confirm payment 

transactions. For example, the Japanese “Wallet phone” system allows most mobile phones sold 

today to act as an alternative to cash and credit cards, as well as incorporate the functions of 
membership and loyalty point cards. According to Gartner, the number of mobile payment users 

worldwide reached 33 million already in 2008. 

Compared to earlier payment methods, advanced mobile phones have many interesting features: 

the ability to sense surroundings using sensors such as GPS and accelerometers, the ability to 

communicate with nearby devices wirelessly, and the ability to run programs and store data. In 
the UbiPay project, conducted as part of the AVEA project’s collaboration with Waseda 

University, we explored the use of these features to create next generation mobile payment 

solutions. On one hand, we sought to improve the speed and usability of payment transactions. 

On the other hand, we introduced ideas from games and virtual economies to turn payments into 

a tool for marketing and customer relationship management. 

Four different concepts were developed: UbiPay, UbiRebate, UbiReward and UbiTrade. In the 

UbiPay concept, sensors and wireless communications are used to conduct micropayments for 

things such as air conditioning without any interruption to the user. This allows the separate 

commercialisation of microservices that are usually bundled with other services. In the 

UbiRebate concept, users get automatic and transparent microrebates for saving resources and 

forgoing the use of bundled services. Resource use is detected using sensors in the phone and the 

environment. In the UbiReward model, users are automatically rewarded with loyalty points and 

other virtual currencies for taking suggested actions, such as vacating a seat quickly at a crowded 
lunch restaurant. In the UbiTrade model, consumers bid points for scarce resources such as 

movie tickets or seats in a crowed restaurant. 

The UbiPay and UbiRebate concepts were validated with realistic prototypes in two separate user 

studies. The results suggest that both concepts deliver value to the user in the form of decreased 

transaction costs (effort required to conduct payment transactions) and have a significant impact 

on payment behaviour. The various risks of ubiquitous payment and point systems were also 
considered. 
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ABSTRACT 

Implementing an electronic payment system involves striking a 
balance between usability and security. Systems that allow 
payments to be completed with little effort on the part of the 
consumer, such as smart cards, carry a higher probability of 
incorrect payments. Systems that eliminate the possibility of 
incorrect payments by requiring explicit approval from the 
consumer, such as credit cards, make the system too cumbersome 
for small payments. In this paper, we model the usability and 
security tradeoff as a problem of minimizing the transaction cost 
imposed by the payment system on the consumer. We propose a 
mobile payment scheme called UbiPay that attempts to push this 
transaction cost towards zero by offering a range of user 
interaction modes and choosing the minimum sufficient one based 
on context data. The aim is to make paying like breathing: 
something we are only peripherally aware of unless we exert our 
resources beyond the usual. Results from a user study on a 
prototype system suggest that the concept is feasible. The idea has 
powerful implications for the economic organization of everyday 
life. 

Categories and Subject Descriptors 

K.4.4 [Computers and Society]: Electronic Commerce - payment 

schemes, cybercash, digital cash; H.5.2 [Information Interfaces 

and Presentation]: User Interfaces - input devices and strategies 

General Terms 

Design, Economics, Experimentation, Human Factors 

 

Keywords 

Electronic payment, mobile devices, transaction costs 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Automatically dispensed goods and services in public spaces are 
increasingly paid for using electronic payment systems. Mass 
transit fares and car parking spaces in Tokyo are paid with stored 
value cards, while in Helsinki the same services can be paid by 
sending a premium SMS message from a mobile phone [12]. SMS 
messages have also been applied as a payment method for digital 
music, drinks in bars, and beverages in vending machines. As a 
consequence, the usability and security of mobile payment 
systems is an increasingly important topic. 

By considering the usability of a payment system as a transaction 
cost that contributes to the total cost of a service, we see that the 
payment system limits the range of services that can feasibly be 
offered for sale. Services with a very small single purchase value, 
such as various ubiquitous services envisioned for public spaces, 
cannot feasibly be charged for on a per-use basis, since the act of 
payment would incur more effort than the service itself is worth. 

As a solution, we present a payment scheme called UbiPay, which 
consists of a mobile user terminal that collects context 
information and communicates wirelessly with vendors. When a 
payment request arrives from a vendor, the device analyses 
context information to determine the level of user involvement 
necessary in dealing with the request: some transactions require 
explicit approval or at least silent assent from the user, but many 
small everyday payment transactions can be completed 
automatically, without any distraction to the user. Compared to 
mobile payment schemes currently in use, UbiPay can make 
individual transactions extremely “cheap”. This makes it possible 
for the first time to charge separately for services that so far have 
always been bundled with other services; for example, choosing 
an air conditioned subway carriage. Breaking up such bundles can 
improve efficiency, empower customers, eliminate wasted 
resources and open up new business models. 

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for 
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are 
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that 
copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy 
otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, 
requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. 
Mobility 2009, Sep 2-4, Nice, France Copyright © 2009  
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In the second part of this paper, we briefly introduce transaction 

cost analysis in economics, consider the implications of treating 

the usability and lack of security of payment systems as 

transaction costs, and review existing and proposed mobile and 

electronic payment schemes from the point of view of usability, 

security and transaction costs. Building on these insights, in the 

third part we develop the UbiPay concept, and in the fourth part 

describe how it was evaluated by constructing a prototype and 

conducting a lab based user experiment. The results of the 

evaluation are reported in the fifth part. In the final part we draw 

conclusions from the results and discuss weaknesses in the study, 

as well as consider the business and societal implications of a 

near-invisible pervasive mobile payment system. 

The main contributions of the paper are the novel angle of 

analysis into the usability of mobile payment systems, the novel 

UbiPay payment concept, contextually adaptive user interfaces, 

and analysis of the potential business and societal implications of 

smart mobile payment systems of the future. 

2. BACKGROUND 

2.1 Usability as a Transaction Cost 
In economics, the term “transaction cost” is used to refer to any 

cost, either in the form of money, time, effort or other disutility, 

which is incurred in the process of making an economic exchange 

[8]. Originally, the concept was developed and used in the context 

of analyzing industrial organization and the relationship between 

the firm and the market [3][19]. Since then, transaction cost 

analysis has been applied in a wide variety of areas, including 

consumer decision making [16]. Typical transaction costs include 

the time, effort and attention required to locate and pay for a good 

or service. 

From this perspective, the total cost of a good or service to the 

consumer is its price plus the transaction costs incurred. 

According to rational choice theory, the consumer is willing to 

make the purchase only if the perceived benefits exceed the total 

cost. For large purchases, payment related transaction costs do not 

usually represent more than a negligible share of the total cost. 

But for smaller purchases, they may represent a significant share 

(Figure 1).  

For example, when buying an automobile, the effort required to 

log in to a bank’s website and conduct the payment transaction is 

insignificant compared to the total cost of the purchase. But when 

purchasing a piece of chewing gum, being forced to use this 

payment method would probably be a deal breaker. Commuters in 

the Helsinki mass transit system sometimes forgo purchasing a 

ticket not because the ticket would be too expensive, but because 

the payment process is too troublesome compared to the perceived 

benefit (avoiding a fine if caught by a ticket inspector). In effect, 

the usability of the payment system establishes a lower boundary 

on the value of goods and services that can feasibly be sold using 

it. 

There are several ways in which vendors attempt to circumvent 

this problem. Services with a very small single purchase value can 

be bundled together to form larger units [14]. For example, 

individual articles are bundled to form newspapers and individual 

issues are bundled into subscriptions. Another approach is the 

stored value or “micropayment” model: user deposits value in 

lumps and uses it to pay for services flexibly. The act of 

micropayment itself may involve some transaction costs, however. 

Bundling, subscriptions and micropayments represent essentially 

the same approach to mitigating transaction costs: increasing 

purchase size while decreasing purchase frequency [14]. The 

problem with this approach is that it limits the choice available to 

consumers. Some small goods and services may not be available 

on the market at all, since they are considered unfeasible. Goods 

and services that are available through bundling, subscription or 

micropayment may not be attractive to first-time users, casual 

users and users considering switching to a competing service, 

because they may not be willing to commit to more than a single 

use at a time. The approach also creates barriers to entering the 

market, since small vendors need to find suitable micropayment or 

bundling partners. 

Finally, bundling can generate inefficiency and waste, as 

consumers have to pay for the whole bundle even if they only 

need a subset of it. There are no economic incentives for not using 

services that come “free” with the bundle, even if the services are 

not really needed. This can contribute to wasteful use of resources 

and even ecological problems. We will return to this notion in the 

context of choosing between air-conditioned and non-air-

conditioned carriages in a subway. 

2.2 Lack of Security as a Transaction Cost 
As the act of conducting payments becomes faster and more 

effortless, various risks emerge: the introduction of high 

technology into the payment process may decrease reliability; 

payments conducted using wireless communication protocols may 

compromise privacy; and electronic systems are susceptible to 

attacks compromising their security. 

A naive approach to system security demands that all risks must 

be eliminated or at least minimized. A more realistic “economic” 

approach recognizes that eliminating all risks would be too costly: 

the correct level of security is a balance between the costs caused 

by implementing security and the costs caused by risks due to not 

implementing security [2]. 

In mobile payments, a certain category of risks that can arise due 

to lack of appropriate security measures can be termed incorrect 

payments. Incorrect payments are here defined as payments that 

the user would not approve if presented with the payment details 

and asked to review and confirm them. Incorrect payments can 

arise because of a vendor charging the wrong amount by mistake, 

the user misunderstanding a pricing system or someone 

committing fraud, and various other reasons. Incorrect payments 

can in theory be completely eliminated by requiring the user to 

carefully review every payment, but in practice, this is too costly. 

 

Figure 1. In small purchases, transaction costs can easily 

turn an attractive deal unfeasible to the buyer. 



As we will see below, actual implementations strike a balance 

between usability and risk of incorrect payments. 

2.3 Electronic and Mobile Payments 
Partly as a response to the high transaction costs of using cash or 

checks as the means of payment, various electronic and mobile 

payment schemes have been adopted into use at points of sale 

around the world. Perhaps the most well-known of these is the 

credit card. Another option that challenges both cash and credit 

cards are various stored-value smart cards. Containing 

cryptographically secured electronic cash, quickly accessible 

through a contactless near-field communication (NFC) interface 

[15], they are faster to use than previous payment methods, but 

probably also entail a slightly larger probability of incorrect 

payments. Transaction costs analysis suggests that they would be 

most suitable for small-value purchases, where convenience is 

important and the increased risk of incorrect payments is not a 

grave issue. They would not be suitable for high-value purchases, 

where the elimination of incorrect payments is more important 

than convenience. In practice, smart cards are indeed mostly used 

for small payments such as vending machine purchases and transit 

fares.  

Another trend are so-called mobile payments: the use of mobile 

connected devices to initiate, activate, and/or confirm payment 

transactions in various kinds of services [9]. Compared to cash 

and contactless smart cards, mobile payments have the advantage 

of not necessarily being tied to a physical point of sale and thus 

allowing more flexibility over their manner of use [12]. For 

example, the Helsinki public transport system allows commuters 

to use a premium SMS message to purchase a ticket at any point 

before the moment of boarding [12]. According to Gartner, 

mobile payment solutions are particularly popular in the Asia-

Pacific area, and the number of users worldwide reached 33 

million in 2008 [5]. 

There are also various research efforts to create next generation 

“ubiquitous” payment schemes [6][11]. This often means the use 

of ad-hoc networking between end-user mobile devices to create 

more flexible payment infrastructures. Little attention has been 

paid so far to the possibility of using context information and 

sensor data in payment applications. Fitton et al. [4] describe how 

sensor data can be used to determine the amount to be billed from 

the users of construction equipment. The possibilities of using 

context information in mobile consumer payments have not been 

explored, despite it being an area where electronic payments are 

already in widespread use. 

2.4 The Wallet Phone 
In this section, we briefly introduce an existing state-of-the-art 

mobile payment system, analyzing some of its strengths and 

weaknesses from the points of view of usability, security and the 

transaction costs linked to these factors. This provides us with a 

basis on which to suggest improvements leading to our proposed 

UbiPay system. 

Osaifu-keitai1, meaning “wallet phone”, is a mobile payment 

system developed by NTT DoCoMo that enjoys de-facto standard 

status in Japan [13]. It is possible to use it as an almost 

comprehensive alternative to both cash and credit cards, as it can 

be used in a wide range of services from restaurants and 

                                                                 

1 !"#$%&'# in Japanese 

supermarkets to vending machines and public transport. Such a 

wide range is realized by including several payment applications 

on the same device. 

Mobile phones supporting Osaifu-keitai contain a Felica IC chip 

developed by Sony, the same chip that is used in many contactless 

smart cards [15]. In contrast to smart cards where the chip is used 

to store only one payment application and its data, in the Osaifu-

keitai system the chip is used as a secure memory for several 

applications. Applications that typically come pre-installed on an 

Osaifu-keitai phone include stored value electronic cash system 

Edy [1] and public transport fare payment system Suica [7]. Other 

applications, including credit card functionality, can be installed 

on the chip later. 

Payment is typically initiated by holding the phone next to a 

reader/writer installed at a point of sale. Small payments are 

completed immediately, while larger payments may require the 

user to confirm the transaction. For example, using the DoCoMo-

issued DCMX credit card application, payments of up to ¥10,000 

(approximately !100) are completed immediately, while larger 

sums must be confirmed by entering a four-digit PIN code on the 

phone. 

Osaifu-keitai reduces payment related transaction costs in several 

ways. Instead of having to carry around a number of plastic cards, 

the user can access the same services using the phone they carry 

around anyway. The actual payment event is very fast and does 

not involve counting change or writing a signature. For small 

payments, the only actions required from the user are taking out 

the phone and placing it next to a reader. Stored value applications 

can be topped up by accessing a credit card or online bank 

account through the cellular network. The Suica transport fare 

payment system includes an auto-carge feature, whereby the user 

may choose to have the stored value automatically topped up from 

a credit card once the value falls below a specified threshold (c.f. 

micropayment, above). In effect, individual fares disappear from 

the users perception, and they begin to see the cost of 

transportation on a more abstract level, as a periodical item on 

their credit card statement. This is arguably more efficient use of 

the users’ daily cognitive resources. 

On the other hand, Osaifu-keitai also introduces new security 

problems and risks. The phone becomes an even more crucial tool 

than before, and losing it an even more worrisome proposition. To 

some, the phone may also be a private object that they would 

rather not expose at every possible payment situation. 

Furthermore, the risk of incorrect payments is clearly more 

palpable than with cash. 

3. THE UBIPAY SYSTEM 

3.1 Objective 
An important insight can be found in the way Osaifu-keitai seeks 

to minimize incorrect payments. For bigger sums, a stronger and 

more disruptive confirmation is required (entering a PIN code). 

For smaller sums, all that is needed is holding the phone to the 

reader. The security mechanism is thus two-tiered, enabling two 

different balances between convenience and risk. This reflects the 

fact that the potential of a large incorrect payment is a graver 

problem than recurring distraction caused by confirmation. For 

smaller sums, only a simple confirmation is required (placing the 

phone next to a reader), since the possibility of a small incorrect 

payment is considered such small cost that it is not worth 

seriously distracting the user over. This suggests that an ideal 



payment system that pushes transaction costs to the absolute 

minimum should offer a continuum of different interaction 

mechanisms, each striking a different balance between 

convenience and security. 

The level of security and confirmation the user expects (and in 

other words, the level of distraction and effort the user is willing 

to endure) for a given payment transaction depends on the context 

and the amount of money at stake. When the risk of conducting an 

incorrect payment is small, or when the financial consequences of 

an incorrect payment would be negligible, less attention is needed 

from the user. In the most extreme case, this could mean that a 

payment can be conducted automatically, with no user 

involvement at all. For example, the following kinds of payment 

requests from vendors are good candidates for completely 

automatic payment execution: 

! A request for a sum of less than ¥300 (approximately !3) 

from a mass transit company on a weekday morning when 

entering a subway station 

! A subsequent request for a sum of less than ¥200 

(approximately !2) from a vending machine located inside the 

same station 

! A request for a sum of less than ¥10 (approximately !0.10) 

from a vendor with whom the user has transacted in the past 

On the other hand, when the risk of conducting an incorrect 

payment is high, or when the amount of money at stake is 

significant, more attention is required from the user. For instance, 

the following requests should be reviewed and confirmed by the 

user before they are executed: 

! A request from the mass transit company outside the user’s 

normal commuting hours 

! A request from a vending machine when the user is not 

located adjacent to it 

! A request in excess of ¥2000 (approximately !20) 

! A request from a previously unknown vendor 

 

Between these two extremes, it is possible to imagine many 

intermediate degrees of user involvement in the transaction. The 

objective of the UbiPay system can thus be stated as minimizing 

transaction costs by aiming towards minimum sufficient user 

involvement in each payment transaction. 

3.2 Design 
UbiPay is a payment scheme that attempts to guess the correct 

level of user involvement in each transaction by analyzing 

information about the payment request and its context: amount, 

recipient, time, date, location and history of previous transactions 

conducted by the user. A suitable user interaction mode is then 

chosen to effectuate the payment. If the amount of money at stake 

is significant or the transaction is considered risky for some other 

reason, the user is required to review the transaction details and 

confirm them before the payment is executed. If the transaction is 

considered less risky, it is sufficient for the user to confirm it 

using a lightweight interaction mode (described below). If the 

system considers the transaction to involve only a very low risk, it 

can complete the payment automatically, without seeking prior 

approval from the user. The user may still be notified of the 

transaction via sound or vibration, in which case failure to 

intervene constitutes implicit approval by the user. In the most 

mundane transactions, even this notification step is omitted in the 

interest of not distracting the user. 

There are two basic approaches to creating the rules that are used 

to decide which interaction mode is appropriate for a payment 

request. First, users can simply be asked to input their preferences, 

using a rule template for ease of use. This is comparable to how 

rules for filing email messages into folders are typically input into 

email clients. Secondly, rules can be derived automatically from 

users’ past decisions. For example, if the user accepts a payment 

request for ¥200 issued by the mass transit company three times in 

a row, the system can propose to turn it into an automatic 

payment. As more information is accumulated, the rule can 

become more detailed, including, for example, time and location 

requirements. Supervised learning methods could be used to 

discover more complex recurring patterns in the users’ payment 

history. 

After a decision to carry out a payment has been reached, the 

actual completion of the payment is delegated to an existing 

electronic payment infrastructure, such as the user’s electronic 

cash or credit card account. One challenge in this concept is that 

the large volume of transactions initiated by UbiPay may generate 

significant costs in the infrastructure and vendors’ systems. To 

mitigate these costs, an appropriate back-end can be chosen based 

on factors such as the value of the transaction. Micropayment-

style “payment buffering” at key points in the infrastructure may 

also be possible. 

Another major component not addressed in detail in this paper is 

the context and activity recognition architecture that allows 

vendors to detect that users are using their services and identify 

which user is responsible. The solutions are highly dependent on 

service context: for example, rfid-based gates could be used in 

public transport. Delivering the payment request to the identified 

user terminal can be carried out using the cellular network or any 

wireless protocol such as Bluetooth. From the point of view of 

monetizing ubiquitous services embedded into public spaces, an 

important feature of UbiPay is that payment requests need not be 

tied to a traditional physical point of sale. 

 

 

Figure 2. Vending machine mock-up with a touch screen 

interface 



4. PROTOTYPE AND EVALUATION 
To evaluate the UbiPay concept, we constructed a prototype 

system and conducted an experiment with 17 users. The purpose 

of the evaluation was to find out to what extent a system based on 

the UbiPay concept can reduce users’ payment transaction costs. 

Firstly, we sought to obtain some empirical backing for the 

assumed differences in convenience and risk associated with 

different levels of user involvement in the payment process: 

RQ1: How convenient are the proposed payment modes in 

relation to each other? 

H1: convenience of automatic payments > convenience 

of light confirmation payments > convenience of 

explicitly confirmed payments 

RQ2: How much anxiety do users feel over the proposed payment 

modes in relation to each other? 

H2: anxiety associated with automatic payments > 

anxiety associated with light confirmation payments > 

anxiety associated with explicitly confirmed payments 

After these questions are answered, the key question for the 

viability of UbiPay is whether the gains in transaction speed and 

convenience are able to offset the associated increases in 

perceived risk. As perceived risk is assumed to be a function of 

the amount of money at stake, this question can be formulated as 

follows: 

RQ3: What is the maximum transaction size, if any, that users are 

willing to carry out using the two proposed new payment modes? 

H3: maximum acceptable transaction size using light 

confirmation payment > maximum acceptable 

transaction size using automatic payment > 0 

 

4.1 Prototype Implementation 
We have implemented a prototype of the design described above. 

It consists of a mock-up vending machine and the user’s UbiPay 

device. The vending machine is a PC with a touch screen interface 

displaying various goods for sale and their prices (Figure 2).  

The UbiPay device (Figure 3) consists of a HP iPAQ rx5965 

handheld computer and a coin-sized accelerometer sensor from 

the Cookie series developed jointly with Nokia Research Center 

[10]. The prototype supports three configurable user interaction 

modes, corresponding to varying levels of user involvement: 

! Automatic payment: payment is completed automatically, 

but the user may choose to be notified through sound or vibration. 

! Light confirmation: the device notifies the user with sound or 

vibration and expects the user to confirm the payment by either 

patting or shaking the device. 

! Authentication: the device notifies the user with sound or 

vibration and expects the user to confirm the payment explicitly 

by looking at the screen and entering a PIN code. 

Osaifu-keitai uses NFC communication between the phone and 

the vendors’ systems, but since we wish to explore different levels 

of user involvement all the way down to fully automatic 

payments, UbiPay uses wireless communication, which can be 

initiated without any action on the user’s part. When the user 

stands in front of the vending machine and selects an item by 

touching it, the vending machine establishes a WLAN connection 

to the user’s UbiPay device and issues a payment request. The 

device analyses the request and initiates the appropriate user 

interaction mode. For now, the only piece of information 

considered in the analysis is the price. Price ranges that trigger 

different interaction modes are specified by the user using a 

preferences pane (Figure 4). 

 

4.2 Experiment Design 
The user experiment was conducted in January 2009 and involved 

17 Japanese university students not associated with the research 

project. Each test user conducted the tests individually. Users 

were shown a video explaining that the UbiPay is a novel 

payment scheme and teaching how the prototype is used. Users 

were then asked to perform three tasks on the system: 1) 

purchasing a soft drink from the simulated vending machine using 

PIN code confirmation, 2) carrying out the same purchase using a 

double-pat gesture for confirmation, and 3) carrying out the same 

purchase using the automatic payment mode. The time taken to 

complete each transaction was recorded. After completing these 

tasks, the users were asked to take a survey that contained 

questions about the perceived convenience, security, reliability 

 

Figure 4. Prototype configuration interface. The user can 

specify three price ranges and choose which notification 

and confirmation methods are used for transactions 

falling within each of them. 

 

Figure 3. iPAQ rx5965, two Cookies and a ¥10 coin 

 



and privacy of each payment mode. In addition, users were asked 

about the maximum amount of money they would be willing to 

pay using the lightweight interaction and automatic payment 

methods. 

5. EVALUATION RESULTS 
The mean and standard deviation of the variables measured during 

the tasks and in the survey are shown in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. Mean and standard deviation of variables measured 

 PIN code Double tap Automatic 

Completion 

time 

11.21 s 

(!=0.42 s)!

2.30 s 

(!=0.42 s) 

0.01 s 

(!=0.00 s) 

Perceived 

convenience 

2.24 

(!=1.44) 

3.24 

(!=1.20) 

4.59 

(!=0.62) 

Anxiety over 

security 

2.24 

(!=1.39) 

2.65 

(!=1.12) 

3.94 

(!=1.09) 

Anxiety over 

reliability 

1.88 

(!=1.11) 

3.06 

(!=1.30) 

2.59 

(!=1.66) 

Anxiety over 

privacy 

2.35 

(!=1.22) 

2.41 

(!=0.94) 

2.88 

(!=1.58) 

Max. accpt. 

transaction 

(not 

measured) 
¥ 2082 (!=¥ 

3185) 

¥ 471 (!=¥ 
389) 

 

As expected, payments confirmed by the user using a PIN code 

took a significantly longer time to complete than payments 

confirmed using a tap gesture (t16=10.1, p<0.001) or payments 

completed automatically without the user’s involvement (t16=12.8, 

p<0.001). The same pattern of difference could be found in the 

users’ perceptions of the convenience of each payment method. 

Automatic payment was considered significantly more convenient 

than pat-based light confirmation (t16=4.4, p<0.001) or PIN code 

based explicit confirmation (t16=5.7, p<0.001). These observations 

together lend support to H1: automatic payments are more 

convenient than light confirmation based payments, which are 

more convenient than traditional explicitly confirmed payments. 

The levels of anxiety expressed by the users regarding the 

payment methods display a less clear pattern. Anxiety over 

security is significantly higher with automatic payments than with 

tap based light confirmation (t16=4.8, p<0.001) or PIN code based 

explicit confirmation (t16=3.4, p<0.01). No statistically significant 

difference in anxiety over security was observed between light 

and explicit confirmation. More anxiety over reliability is felt 

when using tap based light confirmation than when using PIN 

code based explicit payment confirmation (t16=3.4, p<0.01). The 

difference to automatic payment is not statistically significant for 

either confirmation mode. No statistically significant differences 

in anxiety over privacy were expressed by the test users. In 

summary, H2 is partially supported: overall, users felt the least 

anxiety over payments involving a traditional PIN code based 

confirmation step. 

The maximum transaction size that users said they were willing to 

carry out using the light confirmation mode was on average ¥2082 

with a standard deviation of ¥3185. The maximum transaction 

size they were willing to leave up to automatic payment was on 

average ¥471 with a standard deviation of ¥389. Given the small 

sample size and large variance, this nominally big difference in 

means is barely statistically significant (t16=2.1, p<0.05), but the 

maximum transaction size for automatic payments is clearly 

different from zero (t16=5.0, p<0.001). H3 is thus supported. 

6. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION 
The results of the user experiment show that in the prototype, the 

lighter interaction modes reduced transaction costs by making 

payment transactions more convenient. On the other hand, they 

increased transaction costs by increasing the users’ anxiety over 

conducting transactions as compared to more traditional PIN code 

based confirmation. Overall, the gains seemed to exceed the 

perceived risks when the amount of money at stake was 

sufficiently small. Users said they were willing to use the 

lightweight interaction and automatic payment modes to conduct 

payments worth several euros, well above the feasible minimum 

for the uses envisioned. 

The main weakness of the experiment relates to the way the risks 

are assessed. In a well-administered lab-based study, it is possible 

to get a good idea of the usability of a system, but risks are very 

difficult to evaluate in such a setting. UbiPay’s main risks are in 

the areas of security, reliability and privacy. Putting an accurate 

price tag on such risks is very difficult without an actual real-

world implementation and some use experience. The study thus 

probably underestimated the risks. Nevertheless, the main 

contribution of the user study is that is suggests that if usability 

gains exceed risks, users are not in principle opposed to the idea 

of delegating payment decisions to a smart system. This opens up 

the possibility of generating payments with extremely small 

transaction costs. 

6.1 Implications for Commerce 
The results suggest that the idea of reducing payment transaction 

costs to near zero using multiple interaction modes selected on the 

basis of context information is feasible, given suitable supporting 

infrastructure. This has powerful implications for business and 

design. Consider the following example: Tokyo subway trains 

have two types of cars: with full air conditioning and with reduced 

air conditioning. The fully air conditioned cars are more 

comfortable, but they cost more to operate and have a larger 

environmental footprint. Currently, there is no way to levy a fee 

on those who choose an air conditioned car, since the fee would 

be too small to collect feasibly, perhaps a fraction of a yen. The 

cost of air conditioning is thus bundled into the price of the ticket. 

With UbiPay, the bundle could be broken and each commuter 

charged according to their choice. Those entering a fully air 

conditioned car would pay an extra fee, while those opting for the 

less comfortable seats would pay less. Similar bundles could be 

opened in a multitude of places in transport, shopping malls, retail 

stores and restaurants. Individual actions would be more directly 

reflected in one’s cost of living, and expenses that today are born 

collectively could be replaced with personal responsibility for 

one’s actions. We would become aware of the cost of some things 

that have thus far been considered free, and would gain the option 

of not consuming some things that were previously obligatory. 

Vendors could begin to offer more individualized services to 

consumers. Different seats in a restaurant, different lanes on a 

road or different hours in a park could carry a different price. 

UbiPay gives the user unobtrusive feedback about the cost of their 

lifestyle, allowing them to adjust their behavior when necessary. 

If a given space “feels” too expensive due to many tiny payment 

notifications tingling on the skin (haptic feedback), or larger 



payment requests hovering on the edge of vision (augmented 
reality feedback), the user can exit the space and find a more 
comfortable zone. This type of implicit payment is very different 
from today’s payment culture, but we may point to the rise of 
mobile payment as a replacement for cash as an example of how 
payment behavior and attitudes towards security and control over 
money change. The acceptance of such changes is also likely to be 
dependent on cultural differences regarding attitudes towards 
money [18]. 

6.2 Challenges and Further Research 
As with many ubiquitous computing applications, some major 
challenges separate the laboratory prototype from a commercially 
deployable implementation. Probably the biggest issues are in 
security and privacy. It is easy to encrypt the payment request 
protocol to stop third parties from eavesdropping, but how to deal 
with fraudulent requests and “spam” is a different matter. Most 
likely, the rules will have to be very strict towards unknown 
vendors, using strong cryptographic authentication to ascertain the 
vendor’s identity. 

This still leaves the system vulnerable to erroneous requests from 
trusted vendors. Someone standing on a train platform might end 
up paying for someone else’s vending machine purchase or an air 
conditioned carriage that passes by. 

According to the principle of minimum sufficient involvement, 
any incorrect automatic payments should be so small and 
infrequent as to be tolerable. Otherwise, the rules should trigger a 
review and confirmation request to the user. However, if such 
requests were triggered frequently, the convenience of the system 
would be compromised. Thus the vendor side of the system, how 
to recognize with sufficient accuracy which user terminal a 
payment request should be directed to, is an important challenge 
for UbiPay. The current vendor prototype contains only a naive 
implementation that will issue requests to any UbiPay user 
terminal within range. Fortunately, user activity recognition is a 
very popular topic in ubiquitous and pervasive computing 
research [17]. We see UbiPay as an application layer technology 
that leverages the many activity recognition frameworks currently 
being developed and integrated into consumer electronics. 

One more problem scenario is that from a vendor’s point of view, 
a user could engage in fraud by riding in an air conditioned 
carriage yet refusing to pay. There are several responses to this. 
Many services today, such as public rail transport in Helsinki, 
operate on an honor basis. Some users fail to pay, but this is 
tolerable if the value of a single “service theft” is small. The ratio 
of non-payers is kept at a sustainable level by ticket inspectors 
who conduct spot checks. Social norms also affect people’s 
propensity to pay. 

In a world of very low transaction costs, paying could become like 
breathing: we know it happens all the time, volume depending on 
activity, but most of the time we do not need to be more than 
peripherally aware of it. Only when we exert our resources 
beyond the usual should we really begin notice it. From a societal 
point of view, there are some vexing implications in this line of 
thought, as it entails surrendering an ever growing area of 
everyday life into the sphere of commerce. But in our opinion, 
such concerns make research in the future implications of smart 
mobile payment systems even more worthwhile. 
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10 Virtual value chain dynamics in 
the changing media business 
Herkko Hietanen and Marko Turpeinen 

We understand pretty well how the value of physical objects is formed. The value chains and 

networks however are more dynamic when the consumed service is immaterial. Industries that 

have been between physical and immaterial world have seen disruptions when their products 

have became virtual. The communications industry is being disrupted as intelligence and control 

— once centralized — shift to the edges of the network. MIT’s Communications Futures 

Program has a Value Chain Dynamics working group which seeks to understand the business 
models and economics associated with these changes in network functionality, and has developed 

a methodology for systematically exploring the technology, business, and policy dynamics of new 

business models. AVEA researcher Herkko Hietanen joined the group as a visiting scientist in 

August 2009. The goal of the visit is to co-operate with the Value Chain Dynamics group in 

developing new methods for analyzing the changes in value creation and distribution. 

During the last research year the group analyzed the changes in the television advertising and 

time-shifting functions. Many of the central concepts of television are changing as television 

moves from broadcast model to then Internet. Many of the economics of broadcasting no longer 

apply when the content is consumed from online sources. Internet has also meant that physical 

objects like recorders can be located in cloud. Consumers receive the same service but the object 

is virtualized. The technology for storing video in the cloud is trivial and there have been several 

video storage service surfacing to market both in Finland and abroad. As the competition gets 

tougher these services will have to develop social connection tools and virtual services to 
compete for consumers attention. 

As the television is no longer tied to the restrains of the broadcast technology the television 

advertising is also going to face big changes in the near future. Advertisers will no longer pay for 

reaching an audience but demand access to tightly defined target groups. The advertiser will likely 

move from paying for the viewers attention into paying for sales that go through because of the 

advertisement. The virtual worlds and social networks will be in a great position to serve 
advertisers as they can provide access to their users’ interests, friends and past behavior better 

than any other advertising platform. 
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